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Abstract 
The morphodynamics of a steeply sloping gravel beach in the south western UK (tanp = 0.15-
0.2; dso = 6 mm; ~b = 1-4) were measured during low energy wind-wave conditions (Hb < 0.5 m). 
Measurements of water depth, groundwater-level, waves and currents, concurrent with observations of 
morphological change and swash sediment loads, were successfully obtained over two spring-to-neap 
tidal cycles and used to investigate the short-term evolution of gravel beach morphology. 
Incident frequency motions dominated the hydrodynamics since wave transformation was 
concentrated at the base of the beach. Subharmonic energy was of secondary importance at most, 
never exceeding 15% of the total energy. Standing edge waves were generally absent since the lack of 
swell waves limited their forcing, and there was c. 50% reflection of the gravity-band energy. 
Groundwater was forced by tides and swash with a four-fold increase in low-frequency energy 
in the groundwater moving landwards. Energy transmission from swash to groundwater was 
frequency-dependent. High-frequency motions (> 0.1 Hz) were transmitted almost instantaneously 
but low-frequency motions « 0.1 Hz) were lagged by up to 3.5 s. A dual infiltration pathway model 
was developed transferring fluid to groundwater via two distinct processes: (1) swash running 
horizontally into the highly permeable beachface; and (2) vertical infiltration through the unsaturated 
beachface above the water table exit point. 
Swash zone infiltration caused the development of swash flux asymmetry. A gradient in flux 
asymmetry was identified with infiltration favoured across the unsaturated upper third of the swash 
zone, termed the swash recharge zone (SRZ). In the SRZ the uprush swash flux is around 50% greater 
than the backwash leading to reduced backwash sediment transport competence. Sediment is moved 
upslope throughout both the rising and falling stages of the tide, consistent with cut from the lower 
beachface and fill in the SRZ, as the high beachface permeability prevents seepage face formation. 
Morphological change was directly related to maxima in shoreline elevation and four modes of 
berm adjustment were identified. Swash transported substantial amounts of sediment, up to 20 kg per 
metre width of beachface, at rates comparable to sand beaches, and the net transport under modal 
wave conditions was estimated to be 1 kg per swash onshore. Steep hydrodynamic gradients, induced 
by the abrupt slope breaks of the step and berms, are one of the main causes of the large 
morphological variability characteristic of gravel beaches. 
During low energy conditions, morphological change was constructional, increasing the height 
and cross-shore extent of the berms that form the beach ridge. These conditions are preserved into 
moderate energy conditions by continued· swash volume asymmetry and the maintenance of inshore 
water depth by the beach step, but episodic storm events (Hb ?- 1.5 m) transfer gravel from the 
beachface to the nearshore zone and result in the lowering of the beach level by over a metre. 
Keywords: gravel beach, swash, groundwater, sediment transport, morphological 
change, infiltration 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 1 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
Gravel beaches comprise a significant proportion of the world's coastlines and their 
importance as coastal defences (Orford et al., 2003; Bradbury et ai., 2005) and natural 
habitats means that it is important to understand the processes occurring across the gravel 
beachface. Beaches act as nearshore energy buffers, and it is the crest height of gravel 
beaches, which controls the degree of protection provided by the beach against coastal 
flooding (Lorang, 2002). With climate change over the next century expected to cause a 
0.5 m rise in sea level, the pressure to maintain and manage our coastline, protecting the 
vulnerable hinterland that so often supports the infrastructure of modem society, increases. 
While the majority of previous gravel beach studies have concentrated on longer-term 
evolution (Forbes et al., 1991; Orford et al., 1991; Orford and Carter, 1995; Jennings et al., 
1998; Pontee et ai., 2004) or sediment zonation (Bluck, 1967, 1999; Orford, 1975; Orford et 
al., 2002), short-term process-orientated investigations into aspects of beach morphodynamic 
behaviour remain scarce, with the only examples being several recent studies (Holmes et al., 
2002; Horn et al., 2003; Austin and Masselink, 2005; Pedrozo-Acuna et al., 2005). 
Accordingly, it would be assumed that there is wide interest in investigating the 
process-based morphodynamics of gravel beaches, however, this has frequently not been the 
case. Over the past decade, the majority of coastal and nearshore studies have concentrated 
on sandy beaches, with the particular focus being on the transport of sand-sized sediments by 
waves and currents. Whilst there have been significant advances to theories and models on 
sand beaches, such as infragravity-driven suspended sediment transport in the surf zone, 
swash flow kinematics and sediment transport, bar migration and beach cusp formation, 
gravel beach studies have remained somewhat stagnant. For example, the work of Horn et al. 
(2003) who investigated the response of groundwater to sw ash on a gravel beach is 
comparable to the sandy beach study of Hegge and Masselink (1991), performed twelve years 
earlier. There are many other examples of this time lag, and as a conservative estimate, 
process based investigations on gravel beaches probably lag behind those on sandy beaches 
by ten years. 
This leads to the question of why do gravel beach studies lag so far behind their sandy 
beach counterpart? One simple answer is that gravel beaches are much more demanding 
environments in which to record morphodynamic processes-the steepness of the beachface 
alone provides one example. The steep gradient of the nearshore compresses wave shoaling 
and breaking into a narrow region, located directly at the base of the beachface, across which 
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energy must be dissipated. During calm conditions this causes few problems, but since the 
thresholds of motion are so much greater for the coarse gravel than fine sand, there is little 
morphological change. However, when conditions are more energetic, plunging breakers 
mobilise significantly more sediment, but they plunge directly at the base of the beach where 
in-situ measurements must be made. This results in damage to instrumentation caused by the 
force of water and by grain impacts from mobilised sediments. It is not uncommon to 
observe individual sediment clasts, several orders of magnitude larger than the median grain 
size, being mobilised by 1.5-2 m plunging breakers and if these impact on delicate current 
meters or pressure sensors the damage is usually terminal. 
The size of the sediments themselves causes difficulties when measuring sediment 
transport. For sand sized particles it is relatively easy to measure instantaneous suspended 
sediment fluxes with optical or acoustic backscatter sensors, however, gravel is transported 
principally as bed-load and there is currently no sensor available with the capability to record 
either this mode of transport or even just this size of sediemnt. Therefore it is only possible to 
record time-averaged sediment transport rates using alternative means, such as impoundment 
studies or total-load traps. These problems appear to have dissuaded many potential 
researchers and this study aims to overcome a number of these and address some of the 
knowledge gap that exists compared to sand beaches. 
1.1 The gravel barrier beach system of Start Bay 
There is perhaps a need to provide some further reasoning as to why we specifically 
need to know more details concerning gravel beaches, above and beyond that expressed at the 
start of this chapter. Start Bay (Devon, UK) provides a classic example of many of the 
processes and management issues that pertain to gravel beaches in general and has become a 
region of intense interest and discussion for coastal engineers, ecologists, geomorphologists, 
and the local community. Two distinct environments exist along Start Bay, the detached 
barrier beaches of Hallsands, Beesands and Slapton Sands where gravel beaches impound 
freshwater lagoons, and the other being the intervening headlands and cliffs of Pilchard Cove, 
South Hallsands and Limpet Rocks where gravel lies on top of wave cut platforms at the foot 
of the cliffs (see Figure 3-1). A range oftheories has been suggested to explain the origins of 
the present gravel barrier beaches and Hails (1975) links the beach material to sources several 
kilometres offshore implying a landward migration of the material to its present position 
during the Flandrian transgression. Job (1993) summarises this transgression such that 
between 8000 and 5000 BP, rising sea levels caused the shoreline to advance at a rate of about 
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1 km per 1000 years. As the shoreline advanced, gravel was heaped up as a series of 
ephemeral barriers that subsequently migrated towards their present positions overwhelming 
the estuarine sediments which now lie beneath the modem barrier deposits. 
The Start Bay barrier beaches have been in their present positions for approximately 
2000 years and are in equilibrium with the prevailing long-term wave environment (Job, 
1993). In the short term the barrier beach morphology is highly dynamic in response to 
varying wave conditions. Longshore transport between the various barrier subsystems 
enables specific sections of beach to lose or gain sediment volume according to variations in 
wave direction. In recent decades there has been greater gravel accumulation at the more 
northerly sites (e.g., Pilchard Cove), however, this may well be a relatively recent 
phenomenon. Nineteenth century map and other anecdotal evidence suggest that the greatest 
beach width was found at the southern end of the barriers, particularly at Beesands and 
Hallsands. Tracing experiments have indicated that longshore drift occurs from north to south 
under a NE wave approach and from south to north with a SE wave direction (Job, 1993). 
Clearly, as a reasonably closed system with a finite volume of sediment, the two drift 
directions must be approximately balanced over time for the barrier to persist, but a northerly 
drift has dominated in recent decades. The implication of these observations is that there is a 
decadal to century-scale variability in sediment distribution that is presented as a rotation of 
the entire beach planform. 
In the short term the Start Bay barrier beaches can be assumed swash aligned and 
during surveying undertaken throughout the 1980's, the variations in beach levels and 
morphology could not be related to longshore transport since all sites showed either a net gain 
or loss of gravel (Job, 1987). Several distinct profile responses were observed related to the 
hydrodynamic forcing: 
• During calm conditions, constructive low surging breakers produced steep intertidal 
profiles and pronounced berm morphology; 
• Moderate easterly winds generated plunging breakers that caused offshore transport 
and flattened the berm; 
• Southerly and south easterly gales generated very high plunging breakers, drawing 
down profiles and transferring sediments to the nearshore. 
Over the short term, cross-shore sediment transfer is of considerably more significance than 
longshore transport, and can induce substantial lowering of the beach level. Profiles at 
Torrcross have been observed to lower by up to 3 m under storm conditions, which has 
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implications for coastal management and protection since it exposes the village to wave 
attack. 
Two events within the Start Bay barrier beach system have provided graphic examples 
of the need to more fully understand gravel beaches and their morphodynamic responses. The 
fishing village of Hallsands at the southern end of the barrier system was destroyed by a storm 
in 1917 in what has become an extensively publicised event widely attributed (correctly or 
not) to dredging activities. The village was constructed on a raised wave-cut platform, 
protected to seawards by a wide gravel beach. During the dredging of gravel from the 
nearshore zone and Skerries Bank for the construction of the navel dockyards in Plymouth 
between 1896 and 1901, the beach level was dramatically lowered and this reduced protection 
resulted in some initial destruction during 1904. However, during the storm of 1917, 10 m 
waves completely destroyed the entire village. To this day the beach levels at Hallsands have 
continued to fall and the backing cliffs are rapidly eroding in the absence of any toe protection 
from the beach. The question of whether it was the dredging modifying the transfer of gravel 
from the nearshore to the beach or the long-scale rotation of the barrier, which removed the 
sediments from Hallsands remains unanswered. 
More recently, during a series of winter storms in January 2001, the Slapton Sands 
barrier was partially breached at its centre, and a 250 m section of the major link road that 
runs along its crest destroyed. The barrier beach ridge experiences periodic wash-over caused 
by storms and this has allowed the whole barrier to migrate landwards in response to rising 
sea levels. This barrier transgression threatens the integrity of the road and on 12-January 
2001 an easterly storm combined with spring high tides lowered the beach level by up to 5 m 
along a kilometre length of the barrier and undermined the road. The barrier roll-over itself 
does not threaten the barrier integrity, it is the associated process of beachface retreat, 
estimated to be 1.15 m per year, that causes the barrier width to decrease almost six times 
faster than the rate of transgression (Pethick, 2001). It is concluded that, over the medium 
term (tens of years) the barrier cannot survive in its present, continuous, form and barrier 
breaching is the inevitable outcome. Morphodynamic information regarding the extreme 
cross-shore sediment transport related to the barrier transgression and beachface lowering is 
severely limited and it is therefore difficult to provide scientifically grounded solutions when 
planning the management and defence of the barrier. 
Two key impacts would result from the breaching of the Slapton Barrier. Firstly the 
loss of the road would affect the local community and infrastructure by removing the direct 
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link between the local towns of Kingsbridge and Dartmouth and would necessitate the 
restructuring of the local communications and transport systems. Secondly the freshwater 
lagoon landwards of the barrier, Slapton Ley, and the barrier between Torcross and Strete are 
designated as: 
• Site of Special Scientific Interest; 
• National Nature Reserve; 
• Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty; 
• Heritage Coast; 
• Geological Conservation Review Site; 
and as such there is considerable local and national interest in the preservation of this unique 
environment. It has been estimated that the breaching of the barrier would rapidly convert the 
freshwater Ley into a tidal lagoon. The bed of Slapton Ley is 1.5 m below the mean high 
water spring tide level, and the tidal prism entering the lagoon would amount to 400,000 m3• 
This water would enter over a 3-hour period at high tide and result in tidal velocities of 1-
2 m S-I, a 50 m wide breach and considerable volumes of sediment moving through the breach 
(Pethick,2001). 
Since the January 2001 storms, there has been intense discussion and consultation, 
regarding the management of the barrier, between the interested parties including: the local 
residents whose main aim is to preserve the road; the Whitley Wildlife Conservation Trust 
who through its ownership wish to secure the long-term survival of the Ley; and English 
Nature and the local/national government who will only fund and support long-term 
management plans. Within these consultations, decisions and arguments have often been 
based on minimal understanding of the morphological processes involved and it is not 
possible to model or predict with any certainty the future evolution of this unique coastal 
environment. Placed into context by the above examples, it can be seen that there is a need to 
further develop our understanding of gravel beach morphodynamics, particularly sediment 
transport dynamics, with the aim of being able to provide a firm foundation on which to base 
the long-term management of gravel beaches and barriers. 
1.2 The gravel beach morphodynamic system 
The gravel beach can be considered a morphodynamic system (Cow ell and Thorn, 
1994), where swash, groundwater and morphology mutually interact and co-evolve (Figure 
1-1). Ultimately, this system is forced by the tides and offshore wave conditions, but a highly 
significant control is exerted by the characteristics of the gravel sediment, mainly through the 
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example, the larger grain size of gravel beaches allows them to sustain far steeper slopes than 
sand beaches, often exceeding 10 degrees (Longuet-Higgins and Parkin, 1962; Austin and 
Masselink, 2005). Feedback processes connect the surf and swash zone components and 
although the connection from surf to swash is generally of greater significance (Masselink 
and Puleo, in press), the gravel beach allows for strong feedback the other way around. The 
concept of the morphodynamic system will form the basis of the following discussion. 
,---Energy I Momen:um transfer-----, 
~--------M~oo--------~ 
Figure 1-1 : The gravel beach morphodynamic system (adapted from Masselink and Puleo, in press). Yellow are 
oceanic input forcing mechanisms, green terrestrial controls, orange the surf zone system and blue the swash 
system. 
1.3 Overview of gravel beach characteristics 
Swash motions dominate the nearshore hydrodynamics of a gravel beach. The steep 
beachface gradient precludes the development of a wide surf zone and short wave bores 
transform almost directly into incident frequency swash motions across just one relatively 
uniform shore-parallel breaker line (Baldock and Holmes, 1997; 1999). Although the 
importance of swash zone processes to beachface change has been heavily studied (Beach and 
Sternberg, 1991; Hughes et al., 1997; Butt and Russell, 1999; Masselink et al., 2005), gravel 
beaches have scarcely received mention in recent reviews of swash zone processes (Butt and 
Russell, 2000; Elfrink and Baldock, 2002; Masselink and Puleo, in press). 
The rapid nearshore wave transformation across a gravel beach concentrates energy 
dissipation close to the shoreline, severely limiting the production of infragravity oscillations, 
and emphasises the importance of fluid motions at incident and subharmonic frequencies 
(Huntley and Bowen, 1975; Wright and Short, 1984). Mase (1995) has shown that low 
frequency motions may still exist in the swash zone due to the wave group component and 
frequency down shift, from incident to low frequency, of swash motions driven by swash-
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frequency down shift, from incident to low frequency, of swash motions driven by swash-
swash interactions (Carlson, 1984) and bore overtake (Bradshaw, 1982). However, this is 
contrary to Guza and Thornton (1982) who state that a frequency down-shift due to bore 
capture should be a continuum from breakpoint to shoreline. The surf zone is the seaward 
boundary of the swash zone, and consequently there is interaction between the two systems. 
Principally, energy and momentum are transferred from the surf to the swash zone, as broken 
wave bores drive swash motions on the beachface, but additionally sediment may be advected 
landwards into the sw ash from wave breaking. 
Swash uprush and backwash are intrinsically different: backwash is not simply the 
opposite of uprush, and therefore asymmetry exists (Hughes et aI., 1997). Swash asymmetry 
has been described in several aspects of swash kinematics, including: duration (Hughes et al., 
1997; Masselink and Hughes, 1998; Cowen et al., 2003); acceleration (Nielsen, 2002; Puleo 
et al., 2003); velocity shear (Raubenheimer, 2002; Masselink et al., 2005); friction (Hughes, 
1995; Cox et al., 2000) and volume (Eliot and Clarke, 1986). With the exception of swash 
duration, which is skewed offshore favouring backwash, the remainder of the asymmetries 
favour uprush and it is suggested that the high gravel permeability will enhance volume 
asymmetry and be of fundamental importance in swash sediment transport (Bagnold, 1940; 
Grant, 1948; Duncan, 1964; Mason and Coates, 2001). 
Nearshore water motions such as standing and reflected waves may play an important 
role in sediment transport (Huntley et al., 1999). Edge waves, in particular, have commonly 
been associated with gravel beaches where the dominant form is considered to be the mode-
zero standing subharmonic edge wave, first identified in the field by Huntley and Bowen 
(1973). Subsequently, many authors have alluded to the domination of steep beaches by 
subharmonic-frequency motions often from the presence of beach cusps, which are regularly 
found on steep beaches (Masselink and Short, 1993), spaced at one half of the predicted 
subharmonic edge wave length (Carter and Orford, 1984; Wright and Short, 1984; Sherman et 
al., 1993). 
Groundwater dynamics are usually considered to be of far greater significance on a 
gravel beach than a sandy one (Mason et al., 1997; Mason and Coates, 2001; Horn et al., 
2003), but the highly permeable nature of the sediment means that compared to sandy beaches 
it is different processes, which assume importance on gravel beaches. The effect of 
infiltration on altering the foreshore slope was investigated numerically by Masselink and Li 
(2001), and they show that the effects of infiltration are only apparent when total volume loss 
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is around 2%, which is approximated to occur when the grain size is about 1.5 mm (coarse 
sand). Based on this observation, it appears that the stabilisation/destabilisation effects 
(Martin and Aral, 1971; Watters and Rao, 1971) and boundary layer modification (Watters 
and Rao, 1971; Conley and Inman, 1994), which may be influential for grain sizes around 0.5 
mm (Nielsen, 1997; Turner and Masselink, 1998; Butt et al., 2001; Karambas, 2003) are 
highly unlikely to influence a gravel beach where grain sizes are usually in excess of 4 mm. 
In contrast, high infiltration losses (:::::6% for 4 mm gravel) are highly likely to modify sw ash 
hydrodynamics. 
Specific attempts have been made to establish a link between beachface saturation and 
morphological change (Emery and Foster, 1948; Grant, 1948; Duncan, 1964; Turner, 1993a). 
Grant (1948) observed that whether the beach was eroding or accreting was related to the 
elevation of the water table, and Duncan (1964) and Kulkarni et al., (2004) noted that the 
tide-induced fluctuations of the water table caused the direction of net sediment transport to 
vary; onshore and offshore during the flood and ebb, respectively. Pollock and Hummon 
(1971) expanded the idea of variable saturation, to describe four highly dynamic regions of 
beachface saturation-(1) a completely dry upper-most region; (2) a retention (infiltration) 
region; (3) a zone of resurgence (exfiltration); and (4) a completely saturated lower region. 
Seepage face formation is closely linked to saturation levels (Turner, 1993b), but due to the 
high permeability, the importance of the seepage face to gravel beaches is unsure (Mason and 
Coates, 2001). 
Sediment fluxes in the swash zone are around 3-9 times those observed in the surf zone 
(Beach and Sternberg, 1991; Evans, 2004; Masselink et al., 2005), but key issues remain 
concerning the modes of entrainment and transport. Sediment may be turbulently entrained 
by bore collapse at the base of the swash and advected upslope (Puleo et al., 2001; Longo et 
aI., 2002; lackson et al., 2004; Butt et al., 2004; Pritchard and Hogg, 2005) and entrained in-
situ, induced by local shear stresses (Bagnold, 1963, 1966; Masselink and Hughes, 1998). In 
the absence of suspended load, bed-load (Horn and Mason, 1994), saltation (lsla and 
Bujalasky, 1993) and sheetflow (Hughes 1992; Wilson et al., 1995) are expected to be the 
dominant transport modes on a gravel beach. 
Gravel is the general description for all particles ranging between 4-256 mm, and grain 
size variations over an order of magnitude are not uncommon. The range of particle sizes 
suggest that threshold limits will be influential in both the cross- and alongshore 
differentiation of gravels (Horn, 1992a, 1992b), and spatial differentiation in terms of size and 
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shape is commonly observed (Bluck, 1967, 1999; Orford, 1975; Jago and Barusseau, 1981; 
Isla and Bujalasky, 1993) because differently sized and shaped particles react differently to 
hydrodynamic forcing (Bluck, 1967). The source and supply of sediment to gravel beaches is 
principally longshore related and systems are open or closed. The contrast between open 
(drift-aligned) and closed (swash-aJigned) systems is determined by the balance between the 
potential longshore transport rate as an energy term, and the availability of sediment (Orford 
et al., 2002). Gravel beaches with little input of sediment become aligned normal to the 
direction of wave attack, developing distinct longshore grading which minimises longshore 
sediment transport, while open drift-aligned systems have high differential rates of longshore 
transport (Forbes et al., 1995). The longshore transport of gravel in the swash zone is 
comprehensively reviewed by van Wellen et aI., (2000), and discussed by Masselink and 
Russell (in press) who have recently suggested that the longshore transport of material in the 
swash may be of greater importance than previously recognised. 
Gravel beach morphology is dominated by berms and steps, both of which are 
important to the maintenance of the steep (reflective) morphology. A prevailing onshore 
sediment flux appears to exist in the swash zone, whereby swash asymmetry strands sediment 
in the upper-sw ash due to the increasing landwards competence of the uprush (Eliot and 
Clarke, 1986; Hughes et al., 1997; Masselink and Hughes, 1998). Over tidal cycles, lenses of 
sediment are built up around the run-up limit by cut and fill (Duncan, 1964) and berms 
develop and evolve to maintain the beachface reflectivity. Berm evolution is controlled by 
shoreline elevation, whereby the crest height is comparable to recent extreme water levels 
such as spring high tide and storm surge maxima (Takeda and Sunamura, 1982; Lorang, 2002; 
Austin and Masselink, in press). The step is a relatively small morphological feature located 
at the foot of the beach and characteristic of both reflective gravel and sand beaches 
(Masselink and Hughes, 2003). It forms a severe slope break, forcing wave breaking, and as 
such acts to dissipate wave breaking in a similar way to a breakpoint bar. The step migrates 
in response to water level variations whilst remaining under the breakpoint, but under 
increasing wave energy levels the step height increases (Sunamura, 1984; Larson and 
Sunamura, 1993). Hughes and Cowell (1987) link the deepening of the step to the 
maintenance of the steep profile by delaying the formation of a dissipative surf zone; wave 
breaking is spatially constrained at the step allowing the steep profile to persist. Beach cusps 
are rhythmic shoreline features formed by swash action that are often prevalent on gravel 
beaches (Masselink and Hughes, 2003). Cusps force swash motion to become distinctly 
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three-dimensional as divergence of the uprush occurs at the cusp horns and the backwash 
converges in the embayments. This flow convergence/divergence has important 
consequences for the size distribution of sediments on a cuspate foreshore. Uprush 
divergence around cusp horns results in preferential uprush sediment transport, depositing 
coarser, more permeable, sediments on the horns, which results in relatively steep gradients. 
In the embayments, backwash is enhanced by the flow convergence, and consequently 
backwash transport dominates, resulting in gentle beachface gradients and the seaward 
deposition of fine sediments (Bagnold, 1940). Although beach cusps are in themselves not 
very important features, their formation has fascinated coastal researchers for over a century. 
At present, only two theories provide an adequate explanation for cusp formation on a planar 
beach: standing edge waves (Guza and Inman, 1975) and self-organisation (Werner and Fink, 
1993) (see Masselink et al., 2004 for a detailed description of the two theories). 
The hydro-, sediment- and morphodynamics typically associated with steep gravel 
beaches, which are discussed above and in Figure 1-1, are summarised in Table 1-1. It is the 
linkage and interaction which exists between these domains that controls the 
morphodynamics and subsequent evolution of a gravel beach. 
Table 1-1: Summary of hydro-, sediment- and morphodynamics typically associated with a gravel beach. 
Hydrodynamics 
Surf zone 
Swash zone 
Groundwater 
Sediment transport 
Entrainment mode 
Transport mode 
Morphology 
Particle size 
Sediment supply 
Beachface gradient 
Morphology 
1.4 Swash 
Gravel beach description 
Narrow, short-wave bore dominated, single breakpoint, plunging-surging 
breakers 
Incidentlsubharmonic-frequency motions, highly asymmetric, wave group 
signal 
Infiltration-exfiltration, variable saturation 
Local shear stress, bore-advected turbulent entrainment 
Bedload, sheet-flow, saltation 
4-256 mm 
Principally longshore, drift- or swash-aligned 
Steep tanp ~ 0.12 
Berms, step, cusps, no bars 
The sw ash zone is that region of the beachface that is alternately wetted and dried by 
the uprush and backwash. Characterised by strong unsteady flows, high levels of turbulence, 
high sediment transport rates and rapid morphological change (e.g. Puleo et al., 2000), the 
swash zone is arguably the most dynamic region of the nearshore. Gravel beaches are swash 
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dominated; the maintenance of the inshore water depth prevents the formation of a 
conventional surf zone, and swash processes dominate. The narrow surf zone, or region of 
wave breaking that remains, forms the seaward boundary of the swash zone and modulates 
the offshore wave conditions that ultimately force both surf and swash systems. Two 
generally accepted approaches exist to describe swash motions; swash motions dominated by 
individual bores collapsing on the beachface (Baldock et ai., 1997) or sw ash flows 
characterised by standing infragravity motions. Miche (1951) suggested that the swash 
amplitude was proportional to the standing wave amplitude and saturated such that increasing 
wave height does not increase incident energy at the shoreline. However, at lower 
frequencies, swash motions do not appear to be saturated and increasing offshore energy 
causes increased swash motions at infragravity frequencies (Huntley et al., 1977; Guza and 
Thornton, 1982; Holman and Sallenger, 1985; Raubenheimer and Guza, 1996). Holman and 
Sallenger (1985) showed that the ratio between incident wave height and infragravity swash 
motions was dependant on the lribarren number, and therefore a function of wave steepness 
and beach slope, or alternatively, the dissipativeness of the beach (Battjes, 1975). Gravel 
beaches fall into the reflective domain of Wright and Short's (1984) continuum of beach 
states and are dominated by swash motions associated with individual wave bores. This is not 
to say that sw ash oscillations are dominated by incident-frequency energy, since swash 
interactions (Carlson, 1984), wave groups (Mase, 1995) and standing waves can produce low-
frequency swash oscillations as energy is transferred to the swash from offshore. 
Swash flows are dominated by two main components, velocity shear at the bed and 
turbulence. Although turbulence can be generated within the swash, perhaps of greater 
importance is that advected into the swash by bores and bore collapse. Swash zone 
turbulence has been investigated both in the laboratory and the field using a variety of 
methods: Acoustic and laser Doppler velocimeters (Osborne and Rooker, 1999; Petti and 
Longo, 200la, 2001b; Butt et al., 2004); PIV (Cowen et al., 2003); high-speed video (Miller, 
1968); and laser-induced fluorescence (Yeh et aI., 1989). These studies conclude that bore 
generated turbulence is highly three-dimensional, is advected with the bore front, spreads 
down to the bed and is the dominant form of turbulence during the up rush. During the 
backwash, turbulence is generated at the bed by frictional processes and dominated by 
boundary layer growth. 
Shear stress, associated with the swash advancing across the beachface during uprush, 
is often considered to locally mobilise bed sediments (Puleo et al., 2000). Measurements of 
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bed shear stress are problematic due to the precise near bed measurements required, but recent 
studies have provided details of some important aspects of particularly the swash boundary 
layer. Cox et al., 1998 and Conley and Griffin (2003), using laboratory and field data, 
respectively, observe a rapid rise and more gradual decline in shear stress during the uprush 
and a more symmetric rise and fall during the backwash. Peak bed shear stresses during 
uprush were almost double those during the backwash, and skewed onshore. 
Neither turbulence or bed shear stress operate as mutually exclusive processes, and the 
extent to which sediment transport during uprush is the result of turbulent advection from the 
bore or locally generated shear stresses remains unresolved (Puleo and Holland, 2001; Elfrink 
and Baldock, 2002; Nielsen, 2002; Butt et al., 2004). One approach at resolving this doubt 
has been to determine the cross-shore distribution of sediment load (Jacks on et al., 2004). If 
bore collapse is the primary cause of sediment entrainment the sediment should progressively 
settle out upslope, but if sediment is locally entrained by bed shear, the maximum load should 
correspond to the location of the maximum uprush velocity (Bagnold, 1963; Masselink and 
Hughes, 1998), which is landwards of the base of the swash (Masselink and Li, 2001). 
Accelerations within the sw ash zone have been the subject of much recent discussion 
(Hibberd and Peregrine, 1979; Baldock and Holmes, 1997; Puleo et al., 2003; Baldock and 
Hughes, in press). Solutions to the non-linear shallow water equations (NLSWE) describing 
swash motion following bore collapse (e.g. Shen and Meyer, 1963; Hibberd and Peregrine, 
1979; Peregrine and Williams, 2001) predict very brief periods of onshore acceleration as the 
bore collapses, and seawards total acceleration is predicted subsequently. Laboratory data 
(Baldock and Holmes, 1997; Petti and Longo, 2001) display little evidence of onshore fluid 
accelerations during uprush, but several field studies using ducted-impellor current meters 
have displayed apparent accelerations at the start of the uprush (Masselink and Hughes, 1998; 
Puleo et aI., 2000, 2003), which have been interpreted as an onshore directed pressure 
gradient (Puleo et al., 2003). However, field data collected with acoustic Doppler and 
electromagnetic current meters show no onshore-directed accelerations (Raubenheimer, 2002; 
Hughes and Baldock, 2004; Masselink et al., 2005), and the results of a novel technique of 
resolving the mean surface gradient over the swash zone (Baldock and Hughes, in press) are 
consistent with seaward-directed accelerations apart from a brief burst of onshore acceleration 
at the bottom of the beach at bore collapse. 
It is difficult to state with any certainty the precise nature of swash on a gravel beach, 
due to the lack of gravel beach studies, but several generalisations are evident from the studies 
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carried out on sandy beaches. The uprush is generally of shorter duration than the backwash 
and may be dominated by bore generated turbulence, particularly on steep beaches, whereas 
the backwash is of longer duration and characterised by turbulent dissipation generated by 
boundary layer development at the bed. Apart from immediately after bore collapse, when 
there may be a brief burst of onshore acceleration, accelerations during the uprush are 
generally less than gravitational; during the backwash flow accelerates as the swash retreats 
downslope. Swash flow velocity and duration are likely to be strongly influenced by 
infiltration and friction, so it is unsure whether uprush and backwash velocity will be 
comparable or if backwash duration will exceed uprush duration. 
1.5 Groundwater 
The beach groundwater system is a dynamic unconfined aquifer, through which flows 
are driven by the prevailing hydraulic conditions such as tides and waves, and influenced by 
the permeability of the beachface. Many previous studies have investigated beach 
groundwater dynamics, particularly across sandy beaches, and have focused on a number of 
important issues: water table oscillations (Emery and Foster, 1948; Waddell, 1973; Clarke and 
Eliot, 1983; Turner and Nielsen, 1997); groundwater asymmetry (Emery and Foster, 1948; 
Pollock and Hummon, 1971; Eliot and Clarke, 1986); low-pass filtering (Waddell, 1976; 
Lewendowski and Zeidler, 1978; Hegge and Masselink, 1991); and infiltration/exfiltration 
(Grant, 1946; Longuet-Higgins and Parkin, 1962; Duncan, 1964; Strahler, 1966; Waddell, 
1976; Turner and Masselink, 1998; Austin and Masselink, in press). 
The beach water table is an extension of the mean water surface (MWS) into the 
beachface, including the effect of shoreline set-up (Gourlay, 1992), and as such oscillates with 
the movement of the shoreline; the rate of which depends on beachface characteristics such as 
hydraulic conductivity and the prevailing hydrodynamic forcing (Horn, 2002). The beachface 
below the water table is saturated, and the pore water pressure is greater than atmospheric, 
whilst the region between the water table and beach surface is the unsaturated zone where the 
interstices are filled with air and, depending on the beachface permeability, wave height, tidal 
stage and tidal range, water. The lower the permeability of the beachface, the greater the 
proportion of water in the unsaturated zone. The water table has been shown to oscillate due 
to a number of mechanisms (Turner and Nielsen, 1997), but the most dynamic forcing is due 
to tides and waves, and consequently these areas have received the most attention. 
Observations have shown that the water table is generally not flat (Emery and Foster, 1948; 
Turner, 1993b) and displays a dependence on tidal state, sloping landwards with the flood tide 
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and seawards during the ebb (Emery and Gale, 1951; Raubenheimer, et al., 1999). It has also 
been shown that a hump may exist in the water table associated with the run-up limit 
(Nielsen, 1999). The oscillations of the beach groundwater table lag behind the tidal 
conditions (Emery and Foster, 1948; Pollock ,and Hummon, 1971; Eliot and Cl arke , 1986) 
and asymmetry develops with the beach filling more rapidly than it can drain due to the 
hydraulic conductivity of the sediment (Nielsen, 1990). The asymmetry in filling and 
draining can also cause the water table to become super-elevated above the tidal elevation due 
to wave run-up (Turner et aI., 1997). The beach water table can become decoupled from the 
shoreline, stranding the water table exit point above the MWS. This also occurs due to the 
asymmetry between beach filling and draining, and if the tidal level falls more rapidly than 
the groundwater-Ievel, the exit point becomes distinct from the shoreline forming a seepage 
face (Turner, 1993b, 1995). The less permeable the sediment, the slower the beach can drain 
and the more extensive the subsequent seepage face. The exit point is usually assumed to 
mark the boundary between a saturated lower-beachface and unsaturated upper-beachface. 
This is, however, an over simplification for a sandy beach where the presence of a capillary 
fringe above the water table contains fully saturated pore spaces, due to molecular attraction 
between the water and sand particles, at pressures less than atmospheric (Turner, 1993a). 
However, for a gravel beach, pore spaces are sufficiently large that meniscus forces are 
unable to support a capillary fringe. 
The beachface acts as a low-pass filter, allowing longer-period oscillations to be 
transferred to the groundwater, whilst attenuating shorter-period motions. Energy spectra of 
the ground water display increased red-shifting and become narrower banded the further from 
the shoreline they are recorded (Waddell, 1976, 1980; Lewandowski and Zeidler, 1978). 
Waddell (1976, 1980) and Hegge and Masselink (1991) demonstrate that swash motions on 
the beachface are transformed directly into groundwater motions, but that the beachface 
reduces the amplitude and frequency of these motions where the effect of small high-
frequency waves is damped, whereas larger long-period swell waves propagate landwards. 
Comparison of run-up and groundwater spectra show a shift in dominant energy towards 
lower frequencies and a reduction in overall energy. 
Infiltration and exfiltration are the key mechanisms of surface-subsurface fluid 
exchange across the beachface. Although infiltration technically refers to the vertical 
penetration of water from the beach surface via pore openings, it is commonly used 
interchangeably with percolation, which describes internal fluid flow through a porous 
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substrate (Horn, 2002); exfiltration is the reverse of infiltration. The effects of infiltration and 
exfiltration on accretion and erosion across the beachface were first recognised by Grant 
(1946), and many subsequent researchers have investigated this link (Emery and Foster, 1948; 
Duncan, 1964; Strahler, 1966; Waddell, 1976; Turner and Nielsen, 1997; Turner and 
Masselink 1998; Butt et al., 2001; Kulkarni et al., 2004). Grant's original conceptual model 
was that a dry foreshore encouraged infiltration into the unsaturated beachface during uprush, 
and the subsequent loss of volume reduced the sediment transport competence of the 
backwash, causing favourable onshore sediment transport. However, across a saturated 
beachface the reverse may be true; infiltration is minimised by the saturated sediments, the 
backwash maintains its volume, and may be augmented by water seeping from the beachface, 
and downslope transport is favoured, which according to Turner (1995) forms a low-tide 
terrace. Grant's model has been expanded by Duncan (1964) and Kulkarni et al., (2004) who 
demonstrate that during the flood tide, infiltration losses over the unsaturated beachface 
promote swash asymmetry favouring uprush sediment transport. This is supported by the 
numerical solutions of Packwood (1983), who demonstrated the effects of volume loss during 
sw ash uprush. During the ebb tide, the shoreline and exit point decouple forming a seepage 
face. This minimises infiltration conserving volume between uprush and backwash, and the 
longer duration of the backwash coupled with similar flow velocities bias swash asymmetry 
towards net offshore transport. In situations with extensive seepage face development, water 
seeping from the beachface increases backwash volume, above that of the uprush, and down 
slope sediment transport is more pronounced. It would again seem to be the case that the 
beachface permeability governs the ratio of net sediment transport over the tide; for more-
permeable sediments, the development of the seepage face is restricted, thereby minimising 
swash asymmetry during the ebb tide that would favour offshore transport, and sediment 
transport remains onshore even during the ebb. 
Through-bed flow can also affect sediment mobility in the sw ash zone in several other 
ways: (1) boundary layer modification; and (2) sediment stabilisation/destabilisation. 
Infiltration can modify the bottom boundary layer, increasing shear stress, by compressing the 
streamlines closer to the bed (Watters and Rao, 1971; Conley and Inman, 1994), whilst at the 
same time exerting a seepage force onto the sediment grains in the direction of the flow, 
stabilising the bed (Martin and Aral, 1971; Watters and Rao, 1971). Conversely, exfiltration 
subjects sediment to an upwards-acting seepage force, destabilising the bed, and expanding 
the boundary layer reducing the shear stress. Recent analysis has concentrated on whether the 
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opposing boundary layer modification or bed stabilisation effects dominate over the other 
(Nielsen, 1997; Turner and Masselink, 1998; Butt et al., 2001) and suggest that there is a 
grain size dependence. Nielsen (1998) and Turner and Masselink (1998) found that for 
medium sands (::::: 0.5 mm), increased bed shear stresses dominated over stabilisation effects 
increasing uprush sediment transport rates. Conversely, Butt et al. (2001) found the opposite; 
with reduced uprush transport suggesting increased bed stabilisation. It becomes apparent 
that there is a critical grain size, at which the dominance of the opposing affects switches. 
Nielsen (1997) suggested that for increasing grain size, modified shear stresses become more 
important, and Butt et al. (2001) and Karambas (2003) suggest a critical grain size of between 
0.4 and 0.6 mm, where above this cutoff, boundary layer modification is more important, 
whilst below this cutoff, stabilisation effects should dominate. It is apparent from these 
findings that, owing to the grain size of a gravel beach, sediment stabilisation effects will be 
negligible and modified boundary layer effects should dominate. However, whether the 
influence of a modified boundary layer is apparent due to the considerable roughness over the 
coarse gravel bed (Bluck, 1967, 1999; Isla, 1993) is another matter. 
1.6 Research objectives 
The focus of this project is to provide a short-term process-based investigation of a 
gravel beach, including: the surf zone forcing of the beachface; the hydrodynamic interaction 
between swash and groundwater across the beachface; and the resultant sediment transport 
and morphological change. This can be divided into more specific objectives, which are to: 
1. investigate the hydrodynamics across the nearshore of a steep gravel beach with 
particular emphasis on wave shape evolution, shoreline wave reflection, energy 
distribution and higher-order velocity moments; 
2. examine the frequency-response characteristics of the groundwater in relation to 
swash-forcing to explore the mechanisms of fluid exchange; 
3. quantify the fluid exchange between swash and groundwater in both a temporal and 
spatial framework and relate this exchange to observed morphological change; and 
4. provide an in depth investigation of short-term morphological change and sediment 
transport in the sw ash zone of a gravel beach. 
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Figure 1-2: Structure of the research project. Orange represents the end-stages of the project, red fieldwork-
based activities, green raw data, yellow data analysis and pale blue project output. The blue and purple 
pentagons labelled FW 1 and FW 2, respectively, provide links to Figure 1-3. 
Fieldwork was chosen from the outset of thi s project as the method through which to 
research swash, groundwater and sediment transport processes on a steep gravel beach and 
Figure 1-2 provides an overview of the structure of the research project. A comprehensive 
review of literature pertaining to gravel beaches, swash, groundwater and morphological 
change was carried out in parallel with selecting a suitable field site. Once an appropriate site 
had been selected, a I-week pilot study was planned and conducted to confirm the suitability 
of the site and to gain a basic understanding of its morphodynarnics. The pilot study entailed 
deployment of the prospective instrumentation in a range of configurations, assessing the 
success of each configuration in recording a range of morphodynamic indicators, and the 
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deployment of the prospective instrumentation in a range of configurations, assessing the 
success of each configuration in recording a range of morphodynamic indicators, and the 
compilation of a preliminary data set. The initial data were analysed , aided by observations 
made during the fieldwork and knowledge gained from the existing literature, and were used 
for the preparation of further, more focused fieldwork. During initial analysis, data 
preparation and processing algorithms were developed and stored on hard di sk for direct 
access ; raw data were archived to DVD. Synthesis of the pilot study results aided the 
preparation for the first fieldwork and results were compiled into an initial report. 
Fieldwork 1 took place during Sep-Oct 2003 over 26 tides and collected a range of 
primarily hydrodynamic data. These data were analysed with the aid of experience gained 
from the pilot study. The results from Fieldwork 1 form the core of the project, and the 
synthesis of these findings highlighted several key issues, which the programme of Fieldwork 
2 was specifically tailored to investigate; namely morphodynamic change and sediment 
transport. The analysis of data collected during Fieldwork 2 was aided by the pre-existing 
analysis routines, and followed the earlier storage and archive infrastructure. Synthesis 3 
collated the results and formed the basis of the project output. The principle output was the 
thesis, the structure of which is detailed in Section 1.8, complemented by publication in peer-
reviewed journals, presentation at an internationally recognised conference, the final archived 
data set and the prospect of future work based on , and extending, the findings of the current 
research. 
1.8 Thesis structure 
The structure of the thesis can be divided into three distinct sections; one, which applies 
to the complete research project; one applicable to the results and findings of Fieldwork 1; 
and one pertaining to Fieldwork 2. Figure 1-3 details the thesis structure, and indicates the 
common introduction, synthesis and conclusions (green), Fieldwork 1 consisting of 
methodology, overview and three data analysis chapters (blue), and Fieldwork 2 relating to 
morphodynamic change and sediment transport processes (purple). 
The introduction provides a prologue to the thesis, giving a general overview of gravel 
beaches, swash and groundwater; additionally, it describes the research aims and objectives, 
presents a project road map and explains the layout of the thesis. Chapters 2-6 describe 
Fieldwork 1 and the subsequent data analysis. The methodology (chapter 2) provides a 
detailed explanation of the field methods used to collect data, including an explanation of the 
various sensors, instrumentation and deployments, and describes the calibrations and initial 
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parameters that illustrate the incident energy levels, such as offshore and nearshore wave 
height, and morphological indicators such as beach slope, classification and morphological 
change. This leads into the following chapters, which examine the data with respect to 
specific processes. 
Figure 1-3: Flow chart detailing structure of thesis. The blue and purple pentagons labelled FW 1 and FW 2, 
respectively, indicate the links from Fieldworks 1 and 2 in Figure 1-2. 
The hydrodynamics of the nearshore directly force the processes that occur on the 
beachface such as swash motions and morphological change. Chapter 4 examines in detail 
wave reflection, the nearshore distribution of energy and the cross-shore evolution of flow 
velocity. Chapter 5 describes the transferral of energy from the swash to the groundwater, in 
both the frequency and time domains, with the aim of identifying the dominant forcing and 
hence the mode and pathway of transmission. Chapter 6 quantifies the volumetric exchange 
of fluid from swash to ground water, examines the cross-shore distribution of infiltration-
exfiltration and links these patterns to swash zone morphological change. These three 
chapters describe the analysis of a common data set using a range of methods, and are closely 
linked, per se, providing a unique insight into gravel beach swash-groundwater dynamics. 
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chapters describe the analysis of a common data set using a range of methods, and are closely 
linked, per se, providing a unique insight into gravel beach swash-groundwater dynamics. 
The results of chapters 2-6 identified several important issues with respect to sediment 
transport and morphological change, which it was felt, warranted further investigation ; 
therefore Fieldwork 2 was planned specifically as a case study with which to address these 
issues. Chapter 7 describes Fieldwork 2. It illustrates the morphological evolution of the 
beachface over a spring-to-neap tidal cycle including berm migration , intertidal profile change 
and measurements of swash zone sediment transport. 
Chapter 8 provides a synthesis and discussion of the preceding sections, drawing 
together the key findings of gravel beach hydrodynamics, swash-groundwater interaction and 
morphological change. There is an exploration of cross-shore profile change using a heuristic 
model and a discussion of morphological feedback. Chapter 9 presents the concluding 
comments of the thesis. 
Chapter 2 Methodology 
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The data collected during this study include: (1) instantaneous hydrodynamic 
measurements in the nearshore, surf and swash zones; and (2) intensive morphological 
measurements at a range of time scales. The design and configuration of both the nearshore 
and swash zone hydrodynamic stations and the construction of the data logging electronics 
were developed specifically for this project. Field measurements included offshore and 
nearshore hydrodynamics (Section 2.2), swash and water table hydrodynamics (Section 2.3) 
and morphological variations (Section 2.4). The chapter concludes by summarising the initial 
data pre-processing (Section 2.5). 
2.2 Offshore and nearshore hydrodynamics 
2.2.1 Offshore 
Daily offshore wave data were obtained from Channel Light Vessel (49°53'60" N, 
2°53'60" W), operated by the U.K. Meteorological Office (id. 62103). These data include 
hourly measurements of significant wave height and peak period. The significant wave height 
was calculated as the average of the highest one-third of all wave heights during a 20-min 
sampling period. The dominant wave period is the period with the maximum wave energy 
during the 20-min sample. The offshore station was inoperative for the initial 4 days of the 
fieldwork. 
2.2.2 Nearshore 
The nearshore hydrodynamics were measured using a pair of Nortek acoustic Doppler 
velocimeters (ADV) with integrated pressure transducers, mounted with their stems pointing 
downwards and sensing volumes 0.1 m above the bed (Figure 2-1). The self-logging ADVs 
were installed on a scaffolding rig positioned in the lower intertidal zone and sampled 
pressure p, cross-shore current u and alongshore current v in burst logging mode. During 
Fieldwork 1 data was sampled at 2 Hz for 12.5-min every half hour and during Fieldwork 2 at 
4 Hz for 20-min each hour. During Fieldwork 2 the ADVs were only operational during the 
first six days of the fieldwork after which high breaking waves resulted in sensor damage and 
water ingress. 
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Figure 2-1: Nearshore station showing two Nortek Vector 3D acoustic Doppler current meters. 
2.3 Swash and water table hydrodynamics 
A hydrodynamic station was deployed across the swash zone to record a cross-shore 
transect of swash and groundwater hydrodynamics. Measurements included swash depth, 
flow velocity (cross-shore and longshore) and water table elevation. Two configurations of 
the hydrodynamic station were used during the deployment (Section 2.3.2). 
2.3.1 Instrumentation (sensors) 
Swash depth and groundwater oscillations were measured with Druck PTX 1830 
pressure transducers (PT). The PTs feature a micro-machined silicon piezo-electric element 
sealed within an all-titanium pressure module, and contained in a slim line, welded titanium 
body. An acetyl nose cone protrudes 0.03 m below the diaphragm level. Two different 
versions of the PTX 1830 were used during this field campaign, three with a range of 2 m 
H20 gauge, and eight absolute sensors with a range of 16 m H20 that are also able to measure 
negative pressures (suction). The electrical output from all PTs ranged from 4 to 20 mA; this 
current output was converted to a voltage by passing over a 249 Q resistor, which gave an 
output voltage between 0.998-4.98 V. The three gauge PTs are vented to the atmosphere, so 
the recorded pressure P (Pa) is given by (2-1) 
P = aV-b (2-1) 
where V (v) is the output voltage recorded, and a and b are calibration coefficients. A 
pressure of 0.01 Pa is equivalent to 1 cm head of water. 
The absolute PTs are not atmospherically vented. The pressure difference iJP (Pa) 
between the pressure at the sensor P (Pa) and atmospheric pressure Palm (Pa) is given by (2-2) 
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!1P = P - Patm = a(V - Vatm ) + b (2-2) 
where Vatlll is the output voltage at atmospheric pressure. Atmospheric pressure was 
determined as the pressure measured at the start and end of a data-run when the sensors were 
emergent. If the start and end atmospheric pressures were different, a linear trend between 
the two values was subtracted from the time series of water surface elevation. Calibration 
was achieved using a Druck portable calibration unit. This allows a known pressure to be 
applied and the signal outputs to be measured by the logging system. The calibration 
coefficients were determined to be a = 200 and b = 600, and were re-checked immediately 
prior to the fieldwork by immersion in known depths of water. The calibrations for the 
transducers were found to be very stable and linear. Published accuracy, with the combined 
effects of non-linearity, hysteresis and repeatability, is stated as ± 0.1 % best straight line over 
the full scale of the transducer. 
Swash zone velocities have previously been measured using a variety of techniques 
including swinging vane (Hardisty et aI. , 1984), ducted impeller flow meters (Hughes et al. , 
1997; Masselink and Hughes, 1998; Puleo et aI., 2003), electromagnetic current meters, 
ECMs (Butt and Russell, 1999; Masselink et al. , 2005) , and ADV (Os borne and Rooker, 
1999; Horn et aI. , 2003 ; Hughes and Baldock, 2004). Swinging vanes may substantially 
under-predict swash flows (e.g., Masselink and Hughes, 1998). Butt, (1999) notes that ducted 
impeller flow meters are partly emerged and thus unreliable for large portions of sw ashes and 
may become clogged with seaweed and sediment (e.g., Masselink and Hughes, 1998). ADVs 
frequently become unreliable when mounted within a couple of centimetres of the bed due to 
the highly aerated water at the leading-edge of the swash saturating the acoustic signal 
(Hughes and Baldock, 2004). Currently ECMs are considered the best option for near-bed 
velocity measurement within the swash zone on a gravel beach, especially due to their small 
head design. 
Swash velocity was measured with two bi-axial electromagnetic current meters 
manufactured by Valeport Ltd. (Model 802). The Model 802 ECMs were fitted with 0.032 m 
discus transducer heads. These have a measurement volume across the face of the discus on 
the electrode side. The sensing volume is a cylinder with a diameter of the electrode spacing 
(0.02 m) and a distance out from the discus face of half thi s diameter (0.01 m) and can 
therefore they can be deployed very close to the bed. Flow is measured using the Faraday 
principle to determine the flow past the sensor in two orthogonal axes. A magnetic field is 
generated within the sensors by a coil and the water acts as the conductor. The electronics 
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detect the signal generated across two pairs of electrodes, one for each axis. The voltage 
output is directly related to the water velocity. The Model 802 has a standard range of 
± 5000 mm S-I on each axis with a resolution of 1 mm S-I . Accuracy is stated as ± 5 mm S- I 
plus 1 % of the reading on each axis (Valeport Instruction Manual). These current meters 
have been used in previous near-shore studies (Butt and Russell, 1999; Masselink et al., 2005) 
and have proved extremely reliable. 
The Model 802 ECM consists of an electronic housing containing the system 
electronics, an ECM sensor mounted remotely with integral pre-amplifier housing and 
interconnection cable, and a power in/data out cable for the electronic module. The 
electronics module contains a digital FIR (finite impulse response) filter, which is 
automatically set to suit the data rate, and has a fixed time delay for each data rate (no 
frequency-dependent phase shift). Throughout the fieldwork, the data rate was fixed at 16 Hz 
with a cut-off at 8 Hz. A characteristic of the filter is that it has a fixed time delay of 0.5 sec 
for the output signal. This delay is accounted for during data processing because flow data 
are being synchronized with other data sources. Output from the current meter consisted of 
two voltage signals, one for each orthogonal axis. In the output ± 2 V corresponded to a 
current velocity of ± 2 m S- I. Power was supplied to the ECMs by a set of rechargeable lead-
acid batteries. It was possible to continuously run the current meters on these batteries for at 
least 8 hours. Using batteries prevents interference of the output signal by an AC power 
supply; a problem recognised in a laboratory test and by Guza et al. (1988). 
2.3.2 Instrumentation (deployment) 
Instruments were mounted vertically downwards from a scaffolding tube frame (Figure 
2-2). The sw ash PTs and ECMs were fixed to 0 25 mm stainless steel bars. During 
measurements the instrument heights were vertically adjusted at 5-min intervals to maintain a 
constant height above the bed accounting for erosion and accretion (Section 2.4.2). Two 
implications of the 5-min sensor adjustment were considered prior to deployment. Firstly, 
that operators may trample the beachface therefore modifying the incumbent morphology, and 
secondly that the vertical adjustment continually changes the position of the sensors relative 
to the boundary layer as the bed moves up and down. Trampling was minimised by the 
operators always approaching the instrument rig from the down-drift side, which maintained a 
buffer zone to the sensors and the morphology around them. Rig adjustment was also a very 
rapid operation, accomplished in 3-4 sw ash cycles, and visual observation indicated that the 
operator disturbance was minimal. It was considered that the change in the relative elevation 
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within the boundary layer of the sensors caused by the rig adjustment was preferable to the 
resultant data loss of instruments being either buried or completely emerged for long periods 
of time if no adjustments were made. However, this introduces a limit to the data, which, 
since it is not collected at a constant height in the boundary layer, is not suitable for detailed 
investigations concerning boundary layer dynamics. Careful thought was given to whether 
the instruments should be adjusted more frequently than every 5-rnin, especially when the 
rapid changes in bed elevation are considered. Finer resolution adjustments were not used for 
two reasons: (1) this would increase the potential for operators trampling the sampling region; 
and (2) they were not regarded as a plausible task for operators to carry out over a 5-6 hour 
high tide period. 
Figure 2-2: Hydrodynamic station showing swash PTs and ECMs. 
Groundwater PTs were fixed to fibreglass rods (0 8 mm) and augered In to the 
beachface (Llz ::::; -0.75 m). Augering was conducted using the following method. A plastic 
sheath (0 120 mm) was inserted into the beachface and the sediment within the sheath 
removed with a gravel auger. In this way the sheath could be worked in to the beachface to a 
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maximum depth of 1.5 m. The PIs were inserted into the sheath, and by removing the sheath 
upwards gravel fell in from the sides of the hole maintaining as near as possible the vertical 
stratigraphy of the beachface. The array of groundwater PIs was horizontally offset from the 
swash PIs by 0.5 m. The PIs were mounted a known length down a fibreglass rod; the top of 
the rod, which was exposed above the gravel surface, was surveyed using a total station 
before and after each tide therefore allowing the exact depth of burial to be determined. 
The sensor heads of the ECMs were positioned 0.03 m above the bed. Although it 
would seem beneficial to position the sensor head as close to the bed as possible (0.01 m) , the 
beach experiences high frequency morphological change; so by locating the sensors 0.03 m 
above the bed, it was felt that the small loss of near-bed resolution was negated by the 
possible loss of data if the head was to become too close to the bed or buried. The current 
meters were orientated so that the two orthogonal axis of the sensor measured cross-shore and 
longshore currents. Positive x-axis was set to record onshore velocities and positive y-axis 
flows to the north (longshore). 
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Figure 2-3 : Instrument deployment for: (a) 29-Sep-2003 to 5-0ct-2003; and (b) 6-0ct-2003 to 9-0ct-2003 
representing the two instrument configurations used. Solid dots are PTs , squares are ECMs and the diamond is 
the nearshore hydrodynamic station (ADV). R max is the maximum high tide run-up limit, R min the minimum low tide 
run-up. HW and LW are the high- and low-tide water levels respectively and heights are in metres above 
Ordnance Datum Newlyn (ODN). 
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The hydrodynamic station was installed across a single shore normal transect, such that 
the shoreline translated through the instruments on the rising and falling tide, subjecting the 
station to swash, breaking waves and shoaling waves (depending on energy levels). 
Additionally, the water table exit point passes through the station modifying the saturation 
characteristics of the beachface. Two configurations of sensors were used during the 
fieldwork. 
Configuration 1 (Figure 2-3a) used five Pressure Transducer Pairs (PTP) consisting of 
one surface mounted PT to measure sw ash depth and one buried sensor (z::::: -0.75 m) to 
measure groundwater elevation. ECMs located at PTP 1 and PTP 3 recorded sw ash flow 
velocity. A single PT (PT 0) was mounted 0.1 m above the bed on the planar section of the 
beachface, such that it was completely submerged for the majority of the tide, and was used to 
measure water surface elevation just seaward of the break point. 
Configuration 2 (Figure 2-3b) used three Pressure Transducer Triplets (PTT) consisting 
of one surface PT measuring swash depth and two buried PTs at z = 0.1 m and z = 0.75 m to 
measure vertical hydraulic gradients and groundwater oscillations, and one PTP. ECMs were 
located at PTT 1 and PTT 3 to record swash flow velocity. PT 0 was again deployed on the 
planar section of beachface. The nearshore (ADV) station was re-located following storm 
damage on 05-0ct-2003 to a location 5.3 m landward of its original position (Figure 2-3). 
2.3.3 Instrumentation (data acquisition) 
The analogue output voltages from the hydrodynamic station were cabled to shore 
where they terminated at a custom-built terminal box with IP68 rated screw terminals. 
Individual cables were used for each instrument to allow greater flexibility when deploying 
the hydrodynamic station. A single 2-core cable was used for each PT, relaying both power 
and output signal. A multi-cored cable linked each ECM to shore; power was supplied 
through two cores, with the remaining five carrying output and command signals. The PT 
output currents were converted to voltages by inserting a resistor into the return power path 
and logging the voltage over the resistor. The terminal box also supplied power to the PTs 
(12 V d.c.) and ECMs (24 V d.c.). All output voltages were digitised using a DAS 16 
analogue-to-digital converter and logged to hard disk at 8 Hz using a PC running Dasylab 
data acquisition software. 
The ADVs mounted on the nearshore hydrodynamic station were self-logging and 
recorded 12.5 minutes of data at 2 Hz every half hour (n = 1500). Data were saved to the 
internal memory module in blocks of 8 samples each. This is a precaution to minimise data 
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loss if an instrument error occurs during the sampling period. The data were downloaded 
from each ADV at the end of the fieldwork period after the instruments were recovered from 
the beach. 
2.3.4 Swash video observations 
Two video cameras were deployed at Slapton to identify various swash kinematics and 
the changing shoreline position over time. In addition to providing quantitative swash data, 
the video observations provide a visual record of the beachface hydrodynamics, which can be 
invaluable when analysing the hydrodynamic data provided by the in-situ instrumentation. 
Camera 1, a Sony SSC-DC50 colour CCTV unit, was cabled to shore where individual image 
frames were recorded at 1 frame per second (fps). The frames were captured and digitised 
using an Imperx VCE pro frame grabber and saved to a Pc. Power (12 V d.c.) was supplied 
from shore. Camera 2, a Sony DCR-TRV340EDigital 8, was deployed as a stand-alone unit, 
operating from its internal battery and recording to tape at 25 fps. Tapes allowed for 90 
minutes of recording. One tape was used for the flood tide, and a second for the ebb; the 
battery was also changed with the tapes. Both cameras were mounted on a 2.5 m high 
scaffold tower looking longshore, and focused on the hydrodynamic station located at a 
distance of I::!.y = 15 m. 
2.3.4.1 Shoreline detection 
To measure the swash kinematics and shoreline motion the intersection between the 
leading edge of the swash and the dry beachface must be accurately identified in each video 
frame. To achieve this a shoreline detection algorithm was implemented to detect this 
intersection and the image coordinates recorded by the cameras were transformed to real-
world coordinates. Six ground control points (OCPs) with known XY coordinates were 
arranged in a cross-shore transect, normal to the cameras, defining a plane through the image. 
Camera images have 720 horizontal pixels (U-coordinate) and 576 vertical pixels (V-
coordinate). A one-pixel width, cross-shore, transect contained completely within the OCP 
plane was defined within each image. The 720-pixel long, linear interpolated pixel intensity 
profile was extracted along this transect and normalised by the maximum pixel intensity. A 
5-point moving average filter was applied to each transect reducing the effect of individual 
bright pixels that are not of interest (e.g ., large individual gravel particles, piezometers and 
sections of the hydrodynamic rig). A threshold pixel value separating beachface and swash-
edge was defined by comparison of intensity profiles and snapshot image frames. These were 
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extracted from the video record at 10-min intervals and the threshold selected manually. The 
mean of the threshold value for all snapshots was used as the threshold for the high tide 
period. The first landward point on the intensity profile exceeding the threshold is selected as 
the cross-shore (U) coordinate (Figure 2-4). Selecting a threshold on the landward side 
improves the shoreline determination since the swash zone has considerable pixel width and 
peak intensity is biased seawards due to wave breaking. 
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Figure 2-4: Normalised pixel intensity as a function of cross-shore image coordinate . The dotted line indicates 
the threshold between beachface and swash. 
The image (UV) coordinates recorded by Cameras 1 and 2 necessitate the conversion to 
' real-world' XY coordinates. Prior to transformation, Camera 2 was re-sampled to 5 fps. 
Transformation of shoreline UV coordinates to XY coordinates requires plane rectification. 
The inverse perspective transformation matrix (Kovesi, 2001) describing the perspective 
transformation of a planer surface in the image is calculated from the six known XY 
coordinates of the GCPs and their corresponding UV image coordinates. The inverse 
transformation matrix was applied to the time series of cross-shore (U) coordinates resulting 
in an output of the shoreline X coordinate during each tide at the longshore location of the 
hydrodynamic station, at both 1 and 5 Hz. 
2.3.4.2 Snapshot, Timex and Sigma images 
Snapshot, Timex and Sigma video images are used to supply a visual record of the 
swash hydrodynamics, which provides qualitative information to aid data interpretation. A 
snapshot image provides a simple record of the ambient conditions but offers little in the way 
of quantitative information (Figure 2-5a). A Timex image is a time-exposure image created 
by averaging pixel intensities over time. Modulations in wave breaking and swash are filtered 
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providing distinct locations of wave dissipation. The locations of wave breaking (dissipation) 
serve as a proxy for the shoreline position and the location of nearshore morphology (Figure 
2-5b). A Sigma image displays the standard deviation of pixel intensity. Regions where the 
illumination is changing during sampling appear bright, whereas regions with relatively 
constant illumination appear dark. For example the region of wave breaking will appear 
bright, but the gravel beach appears dark. The Sigma images also reveal the regions of 
maximum energy dissipation that serve as proxies for the location of morphological features 
(Figure 2-5). Snapshot, Timex and Sigma images were produced from data collected by 
Camera 2. Sections of data, IQ-min in length were re-sampled to 1 Hz, and the first image 
extracted as a Snapshot. The data were then averaged over the IQ-min segment, and the 
Timex and Sigma images produced. 
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Figure 2-5: Overview of image types: (a) snapshot; (b) Timex, time exposure; (c) Sigma, variance; and (d) 
Timestack. White line is shoreline. 
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2.3.4.3 Shoreline Timestacks 
The timestack image documents the changing location of the shoreline with time 
(Aagaard and Holm, 1989). A cross-shore transect of pixels is extracted from each image 
frame, and vertically stacked over time to produce a history of the shoreline movement 
(Figure 2-5d). The position of the swash edge is visually determined by the sharp change in 
intensity between the dark beach and light 'foamy' edge of the swash bore (Holland and 
Holman, 1993). A one-pixel width cross-shore, transect contained completely within the 
GCP plane was defined within each image. The RGB image was converted to greyscale and 
the 720-pixel long, linear interpolated pixel intensity profile was extracted along this transect 
and normalised by the maximum pixel intensity. A 5-point moving average filter was applied 
to the transect smoothing the effects of individual bright pixels and the intensity profile was 
rewritten across a separate (initially empty) array. Subsequent samplings (at a constant time 
interval) of transect pixels were stacked down the array such that the cross-shore distance is 
represented along the horizontal axis, and time down the vertical axis. The timestack 
therefore provides visual information on the cross-shore variability of the shoreline over time. 
2.3.5 Piezometer array 
Water table elevations were measured over all tidal cycles using a cross-shore array of 
piezometers (Baird, 1996). Twelve 2-m long PVC tubes (0 40 mm) were used. The lower 
0.4 m of the tubes were machine drilled with 8 mm holes, and sheathed in 100 !-lm plastic 
mesh to exclude sediment. The tops of the tubes were fitted with screw caps to prevent water 
and sediment intrusion when submerged by the tide. A measurement rod was constructed 
from Perspex tube (0 10 mm) with a capacitance sensor at the end that emitted a sound when 
in contact with water. A plastic-coated tape measure was fixed to the outside of the 
measurement rod, so the depth of the water table could be read-off when the end of the rod 
came into contact with the water surface. 
Piezometers were deployed along a single shore-normal transect extending from 
landwards of the high tide swash maxima to seaward of the hydrodynamic station (Figure 
2-6). The piezometers were installed using the same method as the groundwater PTs. The 
initial cross-shore piezometer spacing was L1x = 1 m; this was increased to L1x = 2 m during 
the fieldwork after suffering storm damage. 
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Figure 2-6: Piezometer transect during installation. 
The exposed length L (m) of the piezometer tube was measured using a tape measure, 
and the elevation of the beach surface B (m) relative to Ordnance Datum surveyed using the 
total station. The piezometers were read every 10 minutes during each tide, and the reading 
on the measurement rod was taken as Pread (m). The water table elevation relative to 
Ordnance Datum We1ev (m) was calculated using (2-3). 
W etev = B + L - Pread (2-3) 
2.3.6 Instrumentation summary 
A summary of the hydrodynamic instruments deployed during the fieldwork, their 
quantity, application and sample frequency are shown in Table 2-1. Data collection was 
focused towards high tide to obtain measurements in the region of the morphodynamically 
active berms. 
Table 2-1: Summary of hydrodynamic instrument deployment during fieldwork. 
Instrument 
ADV 
ECM 
PT (gauge) 
PT (absolute) 
Camera-1 
Camera-2 
Piezometers 
Quantity 
2 
2 
3 
9 
1 
1 
12 
Application 
Nearshore hydrodynamics (h, H, T) 
Swash flow velocity (u, v) 
Swash depth (hs) 
Swash depth (hs), groundwater elevation (hg) 
Run-up (R) 
Run-up (R) 
Groundwater elevation (hq) 
Sample Frequency 
2 Hz / 4 Hz 
8 Hz 
8 Hz 
8 Hz 
1 Hz 
25 Hz 
0.0016 Hz 
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2.4 Morphology 
2.4.1 Beach surveying 
The beach was surveyed daily at low tide, using a Leica TCAl100 Professional Series 
Total Station with a 3600 prism. The instrument was set-up and levelled using a laser 
plummet and electronic level , the prism and total station heights were input and the horizontal 
plane was defined. Published accuracy of this instrument is ± 2 mm over a 600 m range. 
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Figure 2-7: Layout of daily beach survey indicating the position of the cross-shore transects, total station and 
core instrumentation . 
A temporary benchmark (TBMl) was established on the barrier crest, and was surveyed 
in to the existing network of benchmarks maintained by Slapton Field Centre (Figure 2-7). 
Each survey was opened and closed by measuring to TBMl. A cross-shore transect was 
defined, which passed through TBM! and TBM2 (located on the beachface), this was 720 
relative to magnetic north. Each survey consisted of three cross-shore transects (Liy = 10 m) 
with the centre profile passing through the hydrodynamic station and the outer transects used 
to quantify any alongshore variability. All profiles extended from the low tide shoreline to 
above the storm berm; the cross-shore spacing between measurements was L1x = 1 m. 
Elevations were reduced to Ordnance Datum Newlyn (ODN), which is approximately 0.2 m 
lower than mean sea level. 
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2.4.2 Rapid profile measurements 
Morphological measurements with a higher temporal resolution were carried out during 
a few tides using a rapid profiling method similar to that of Sallenger and Richmond (1984), 
Nordstrom and lackson (1990) and Kulkarni et al. (2004). Fibreglass rods (diameter 8 mm) 
were inserted into the beachface with a I m cross-shore spacing and the exposed length of the 
rod above the gravel surface was measured at IO-min intervals using a specially-designed 
ruler. These measurements were conducted from the spring high tide berm to seaward of the 
step (up to wading water depth). The error associated with these measurements is estimated 
to be ± 0.5 cm. 
Measurements of the beach profile were also obtained during tides as a by-product of 
maintaining the hydrodynamic instruments at a constant elevation above the bed. The 
instruments mounted on the hydrodynamic station were vertically adjustable and the elevation 
of each instrument was adjusted every 5-min throughout the tide. The initial length of the 
mounting bar above the clamp mechanism was recorded prior to the tide, and then re-recorded 
after each adjustment (Figure 2-8). This elevation change was applied to the initial surveyed 
elevation of the instruments recorded by the total station and the output was a time series of 
bed elevation at five cross-shore points on the beachface with a 5-min temporal resolution. 
The 5-min adjustment of the instrument rig has possible implications for the velocity time 
series since the ECMs are moved relative to the bed, and these are discussed in Section 2.3.2. 
Figure 2-8: Measuring the elevation change of the instruments after vertical adjustment. 
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2.4.3 Sediment trapping (fieldwork 2) 
Total load traps were used to investigate the uprush and backwash sediment transport 
loads within the swash zone (Masselink and Hughes, 1998; lackson et aI., 2004) during 
Fieldwork 2. The sediment traps were constructed from aluminium sheeting and the opening 
was 0.1 m wide and 0.5 m high, large enough not to impede the flow. Sediment that passed 
through the opening was collected in a 1.5 m long 100-!lm mesh. The gravel held in the traps 
was emptied into buckets and weighed. The traps were sufficiently high to extend above the 
maximum swash depth, and the trapped sediment represents both suspended and bedload 
transport. Similar traps, but with smaller openings have been used extensively to measure 
longshore transport, and their trap efficiency has been determined to be close to 100% (Kraus, 
1987). Naturally there will be a longshore variability in cross-shore sediment transport rates, 
but during trapping waves were mainly parallel incident and therefore this is not expected to 
have effected the results significantly. 
A total of 144 individual sw ash events were trapped over 2 days (paired uprush and 
backwash), together with four 5-min periods of trapping. Traps were systematically located 
at a range of absolute cross-shore positions, and the relative location of the sediment traps 
within the individual swash events was determined for every event from the shoreline video 
data. When sampling individual events, the uprush and corresponding backwash of a swash 
were trapped and the trap loads were recorded. For the 5-min multi-event trapping periods, 
every uprush and backwash within that period was trapped. Spare traps and operators were 
present, so that if a deployed trap became full a replacement could be positioned immediately. 
2.4.4 Depth of disturbance (fieldwork 2) 
Measurements of the thickness of the active sediment layer Za were made using the 
method developed by Greenwood and Hale (1980) and lackson and Nordstrom (1993). A 32-
m long cross-shore transect of rods was installed into the beachface at low tide and the rod 
tops and beachface level were surveyed using the total station. Metal washers with an internal 
diameter of 12 mm were placed over the rods onto the gravel surface and were used to record 
the depth of activity over the proceeding tidal cycle. During the following low tide the gravel 
around the rods was excavated and the depth to which the washer had migrated measured 
with a ruler. 
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Figure 2-9: Depth of disturbance measurement showing the depth the metal washer migrated into the beachface 
during submergence over a single tidal cycle. 
2.4.5 Sediment analysis 
It is the coarse sediments that cause the hydrodynamics and morphology of a gravel 
beach to differ so markedly from those observed on sandy beaches. Large diameter grains 
protrude further in to the flow than smaller grains, especially if they are isolated amongst finer 
grains, and therefore these bed roughness effects may cause the preferential transport of 
grains of a particular size fraction . It is therefore important to describe the sedimentology not 
just in terms of a median size, but also in relation to its size distribution. Sediment samples 
were collected during the installation of the cross-shore piezometer transect. Samples were 
collected from z = -0.05 m and at the bottom of the piezometer shaft (z = -0.7 m) during 
augering, and returned to the laboratory for sieve analysis. Prior to sieve analysis, all samples 
were washed in fresh water to remove salt deposits and dried overnight at 90° in an oven. 
The weight of the sample to be used is dependent of the average grain size of the sample. For 
coarse sand 0.1-0.25 kg is sufficient, but for gravels up to 10 kg may be required (BuIler and 
McManus, 1979). Since the sediment size of the samples was in the fine gravel fraction it 
was felt that a sample weight of 1 kg provided a reasonable balance between providing a 
representative description of the sediment characteristics and the logistical problems 
associated with sampling large volumes of sediment. Standard dry sieve analysis was 
conducted on the sediments using sieves ranging from 2 to 16 mm at Y2 phi intervals and from 
lA to 0.25 mm at lA phi intervals. The samples were shaken using mechanical shakers for 15-
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min. The sediment retained in each sieve was weighed to 0.01 g and the grain sIze 
distribution obtained as cumulative weight percentage. 
The Slapton sediments were characterised using the graphical methods outlined by Folk 
and Ward (1957) using phi measures. The phi-based formulae extend the coverage to 90% of 
the distribution compared to the metric measures, which only employ the 25 t\ 50th and 75 th 
percentiles (Bull er and McManus, 1979). The grain size percentiles were taken from 
% coarser cumulative curves where a coarse grain diameter is associated with a small 
percentile. The median grain size Md (2-4), inclusive sorting coefficient al (2-5) and 
skewness Ski (2-6) were calculated. 
Md = CPso (2-4) 
a = CP84 - CP' 6 + CP9S - CPs 
I 4 6.6 
(2-5) 
Sk - CP'6 + CP84 - 2cpso + CPs + CP9S - 2cpso 
I - 2(CP84 - CP' 6 ) 2(CP9S - CPs ) 
(2-6) 
2.5 Data pre-processing 
All instruments collected continuous time series, but due to the episodic submergence 
of sensors in the swash zone, a considerable amount of pre-processing was required prior to 
data analysis. The time series of pressure and flow velocity were calibrated and adjusted to 
improve data quality. Each time series was visually inspected to ensure that all sensors were 
functioning correctly; any tides with faulty sensors were excluded from further analysis. A 
number of transient spikes were present in the data especially towards the beginning and end 
of the tides when very shallow water depths and infrequent inundation cause the ECMs and 
PIs to record spurious readings. The time series were de-spiked by the application of a 
moving temporal filter, operating on 5-min long sections of data (n = 2400). Data lying 
greater than 3 standard deviations from the mean were removed and the missing values 
linearly interpolated. Visual inspection of the time series before and after the de-spiking 
indicated that this process only removed spikes and that good data were not incorrectly 
eliminated from further analysis; data were then re-sampled to both 4 and 8 Hz. 
The ECM data were time-shifted backwards by 0.5 s to account for the time delay 
introduced by the digital filters. The output of the ECMs was controlled by the co-located 
sw ash PIs. Flow velocity data were only considered for analysis when the ECM was covered 
by at least 0.005 m of water. 
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2.6 Summary 
A wide range of hydrodynamic and morphodynamic data were collected using the latest 
in-situ techniques in the nearshore, surf and swash zones of a steep gravel beach. The data 
collected include: offshore and nearshore hydrodynamics; swash and water table 
hydrodynamics; and morphological change. The data collected allowed the analysis, 
evaluation and synthesis of: (1) the general beach characteristics; (2) swash and groundwater 
interaction; (3) swash hydrodynamics; and (4) morphological change of a steep gravel beach. 
These form the basis of the subsequent chapters. 
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3. 1 Introduction 
The nearshore can be divided into breaker, surf and sw ash zones (Svendsen, 1984); the 
hydrodynamics in each region are manifestly different, but inherently linked (e.g., Masselink 
and Puleo, in press). There is a continual fluid flux between the zones and the water motions 
in the surf zone provide the boundary conditions for swash zone hydrodynamics and sediment 
transport. Therefore an understanding of both wave conditions and beach characteristics is 
vital for a comprehensive investigation of the swash zone. 
As stated in Chapter 1, two distinct field surveys were carried out during this research. 
This chapter provides an overview of the wave conditions and morphology during 
Fieldwork 1, which was primarily concerned with hydrodynamic monitoring. Section 3.3 
considers the key beach characteristics (i.e ., beach slope, tidal conditions and grain size). In 
Section 3.4, the offshore and nearshore hydrodynamic conditions are analysed (i.e., wave 
height, period and spectral width). An array of universal beach parameters is then determined 
using a combination of measured nearshore data and morphological measurements including: 
(1) beach classification; (2) total run-up; and (3) swash zone width. Section 3.5 assesses 
morphology, particularly across the swash zone, and comprises an analysis of: (1) profile 
adjustment between tides; (2) morphological evolution; and (3) bed elevation changes during 
a tidal cycle. 
3.2 Morphological setting 
In order to successfully obtain field measurements of swash, ground water and sediment 
transport processes on a gravel beach it is important to select a field site where high quality 
data can be collected during a range of conditions. The hydrodynamics should regularly 
exceed the threshold levels to cause morphological change. However, the forcing should not 
be so severe that it becomes impossible to deploy instrumentation without risking damage or 
profile changes becoming too extreme. The grain size distribution should be fairly narrow 
and avoid a bimodality of sand and gravel, and profile 3-dimensionality should be minimal. 
The grain size characteristics of a gravel beach provide one of the principle controls on 
the morphological change-in general, profile variability and sediment transport are lower for 
larger grain sizes since the thresholds of motion are less frequently exceeded. Therefore a 
field setting is required whereby sediment will be mobilised under energy levels during which 
in-situ measurements are possible; this results in only those beaches consisting of finer 
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gravels being suitable. As an example of sediment mobility thresholds, using the formulation 
of Komar and Millar (1973), the wave orbital velocity must exceed 0.71 m S· l to transport 
6 mm gravels, a level that is only likely to be exceeded landward of the breakers. 
Many gravel beaches do not consist of pure gravel but contain a significant sand 
fraction. The sand-gravel fractions can be fully mixed in both the cross-shore (Kirk, 1980) 
and at depth (Jennings and Shulmeister, 2002) to form a mixed sand-gravel beach (MSG). 
Alternatively they may be separated in the cross-shore to form a composite (Jennings and 
Shulmeister, 2002) or mixed beach (Mason and Coates, 2001) with a terraced profile 
consisting of a lower-gradient seaward component dominated by sand and a steeper 
landwards component, predominantly of gravel. It has been estimated that these mixed 
beaches cannot be treated as gravel beaches when the sand fraction reaches approximately 
25%, since the underlying water table response is controlled by the underlying sand, despite 
the open-nature of the surface gravels (Mason et al. , 1997). Therefore to collect process 
measurements from gravel beaches a morphological setting is required composed entirely of 
gravel. 
The morphodynamics that this project aim to investigate are primarily focused around 
2-dimensional processes: cross-shore flow evolution ; swash uprush and backwash; swash-
groundwater interactions; and cross-shore morphological change. Gravel beaches are 
commonly associated with cuspate morphology, which controls the morphodynamic regime 
(Sherman et aI., 1993; Jennings and Shulmeister, 2002). In particular, cusps force the swash 
to become highly 3-dimensional and the size sorting of gravels is modified such that the 
coarsest deposits are found of the cusp horns and finer grains in the embayments (Masselink 
et aI., 1997). During storms beaches with well-developed cusps can become prone to 
overwash erosion, particularly landwards of cusp embayments (Carter and Orford, 1984). A 
morphological setting where cusps, if present at all, are ephemeral in nature is an essential 
pre-requisite for this study, since their inclusion would provide too many additional 
complicating factors. 
3.3 Beach characteristics 
The data for this project was collected at a single field site, Slapton Sands, Devon, UK 
(Figure 3-1). The principle field survey was conducted during September-October 2003 and 
a second 'case study ' survey was conducted during October 2004. Slapton Sands, despite its 
somewhat misleading name, is a 4-km long gravel barrier with a width of 100-140 m and a 
crest elevation of 6-7 m above Ordnance Datum Newlyn (ODN, which is approximately 
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0.2 m below mean sea level). The barrier is aligned in a roughly north-south direction and is 
backed by a shallow freshwater lagoon (Slapton Ley) . The barrier is protected from the 
prevailing south westerly seas and Atlantic swell propagating up the English Channel by its 
north-south alignment, Start Point to the south and the Skerries Bank offshore, and the most 
energetic wave conditions are due to wind waves from the east. However, Channel Light 
Vessel located in the centre of the English Channel does record the prevailing seas, and 
therefore the offshore wave conditions may differ considerably from those recorded at 
Slapton. A photograph, shown in Figure 3-2, provides further details of the fieldsite. 
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Figure 3-1: Location map of Slapton Sands; the field site is indicated by the black square. The prevailing winds 
and seas approach from the southwest and the Channel Light Vessel located in the centre of the English 
Channel , to the south of Slapton , measures the Atlantic swell. However, the north-south alignment of Slapton , 
Start Point to the south and the Skerries Bank offshore, protect Slapton from the prevailing seas. The most 
energetic seas at Slapton occur when the wind is from the eastern quadrant. 
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Figure 3-2: Photograph of Slapton taken looking north, showing hydrodynamic station and camera scaffold. 
Slapton was selected as the morphological setting for this project because it fulfilled the 
requirements set out in Section 3.2. A one-week pilot study was conducted in April 2003 to 
collect a range of data with which to assess the suitability of the site. This data included daily 
3-dimensional beach surveys, sediment samples from a range of cross-shore positions and 
depths into the barrier, and measurements of the swash and nearshore hydrodynamics. The 
results of the pilot investigation showed that the beach consisted of pure gravel, that 
morphological change was consistent under the waves normally incident to the beach and that 
3-dimensionality was very minimal. Cusps were only observed on one occasion, when they 
formed briefly at low tide, before being washed-out as the tide began to flood. 
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Figure 3-3: Profile of the Slapton barrier indicating the elevation of the water level within the freshwater Ley, 
MHWS and the position of the road. 
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Daily beach surveys were conducted along three cross-shore transects USIng an 
electronic total station. Figure 3-3 shows a cross-barrier profile running from the water level 
of Slapton Ley, to below mean high water spring (MHWS) on the beachface. It is noteworthy 
that the water level of the Ley is around 1 m above MHWS and therefore a seaward-directed 
groundwater gradient is generally present across the barrier. 
The beach profile at the start of the main fieldwork along the y = 0 m transect (which 
was defined to run through the swash instrument rig) is shown in Figure 3-4. The profile was 
highly variable, adjusting to the hydrodynamic forcing at both wave and tidal frequencies, but 
generally displayed a steep, bermed upper beachface and a slightly concave lower beachface. 
It is difficult to estimate a mean profile at Slapton because the presence of berms produces a 
composite profile. It was therefore decided to specify an active profile defined as the beach 
slope across the intertidal region. The mean slope of the active profile was tanf3 = 0.2, 
ranging between 0.16 and 0.26. These are significantly steeper gradients than the majority of ' 
other swash studies, and, due to the very steep beachface, the surf zone is either very narrow 
or non-existent. Waves break directly onto the beachface by plunging during higher energy 
conditions, or by surging when the beach gradient is steeper and energy levels lower. 
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Slapton is macrotidal with mean spnng tide ranges of 4.8 m. The water surface 
elevation was measured by the nearshore ADV, and the relatively symmetric tidal signal is 
dominated by the semi-diurnal component. The second daily high water is usually 0.2 m 
lower than the first. All tidal heights have been referred to a common horizontal plane, 
Ordnance Datum Newlyn (ODN). Data were collected over 26 tides during the fieldwork. 
The section of pressure data between TU and T21 (where T = tide) displays several spurious 
readings and a section of missing data, which can be attributed to the nearshore wave rig 
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being pushed over during a storm on T 11 . This introduces an offset to the water-level data 
since the instrument rig was lying horizontally on the bed rather than standing upright. 
Subsequent to T21, the nearshore rig was returned to its original vertical configuration. 
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Figure 3-5: Tidal elevation recorded by the nearshore ADV. The horizontal line at T11-T21 indicates the region 
of data affected by the storm on T11 and the vertical dotted lines the tides considered for further analysis. See 
Section 3.6 for further detai ls of the selection of these particular tides. 
The sediment grain size on beaches is of importance when considering sediment 
transport in terms of entrainment, mode of transport, deposition and groundwater interaction. 
The surface sediment median grain size was found to be 6.5 mm on the upper profile 
decreasing to approximately 6 mm on the intertidal lower profile (Figure 3-6a). There is a 
distinct reduction in grain size at x = 42-47 m corresponding to the location of the berm crest 
and scarp where the majority of the sediment transport occurs. A region of much coarser 
sediment (10 mm) is present in the back-berm region at x = 39 m. The sub-surface grain size 
di splays a uniform cross-shore distribution ranging from 2.5 to 5 mm (Figure 3-6b). The 
surface sediment sorting falls into the range of very-well to moderately-well-sorted (Folk and 
Ward, 1957), with sorting decreasing to seaward (Figure 3-6c); sub-surface sediments are 
classified as moderately- to poorly-sorted, also decreasing seawards (Figure 3-6d). Surface 
skewness shows a slight negative skew indicati ng a greater proportion of fines, except over 
the berm where the skewness is slightly positive suggesting an elevated coarse fraction 
(Figure 3-6e). The sub-surface sediments are al so positively skewed (Figure 3-6f). The 
implication of this observation is that there is a deficit of f ine grains on the beachface. Fines 
may be removed from the beachface by a number of mechanisms that include: elutriation 
deep into the bed ; vertical sorting by dispersive grain stresses; and alongshore or offshore 
lateral transport. 
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The amount of water infiltrating into the beachface depends principally on the hydraulic 
conductivity. The hydraulic conductivity increases with sediment size and to a lesser degree 
sorting (Krumbein and Monk, 1942). Hydraulic conductivity was estimated from the grain 
size analysis by the commonly used empirical method of Hazen (1892): 
K = A(dlO/ (3-1) 
where A = 0.01 , d50 is in mm and K is in m s-'. 
The cross-shore di stribution of surface hydraulic conductivity ranges between 0.075 
and 0.15 m s-' and shows, as expected, a similar trend to grain size (Figure 3-6g). The sub-
surface values of hydraulic conductivity display a similar range of values to the surface 
samples (0.075-0.17 m s-'; Figure 3-6h). The values of hydraulic conductivity fall within 
the range indicated by Freeze and Cherry (1979) for fine gravel. 
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Figure 3-6: Cross-shore variation in median grain size (a , b) sorting (c, d) skewness (e, f) and hydraulic 
conductivity (g, h) for surface and sub-surface samples. The circles represent the samples collected at the start 
of the fieldwork , and the crosses the samples collected after T11 . 
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3.4 Hydrodynamic conditions 
The Channel Light Vessel (Channel LV) is the closest offshore wave station to Slapton. 
Data were downloaded daily from Channel LV throughout the fieldwork; the mean significant 
wave height Ho was 1 m and ranged between 0.3 m and 2.2 m, whilst the mean significant 
wave period was 6.5 s. It should be noted that since Channel LV is open to the prevailing and 
dominant west and south-west wind and swell , whereas the Slapton is sheltered from these 
winds and waves (Figure 3-1), the waves recorded here will be different from those at the 
field site. 
Nearshore hydrodynamic data collected by the ADV indicate that the nearshore wave 
height Hb ranged between 0.2 m and 2.4 m, and the nearshore wave period Ts between 4 sand 
9 s. Ho is greater than Hb, most probably due to wave dispersion, refraction and bed friction, 
but one must consider how representative offshore wave data are to Slapton, in view of the 
north-south alignment and prominent headlands to the west, which shelter Slapton from the 
prevailing south-westerly seas. 
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Figure 3-7: Summary of hydrodynamic conditions during the field survey. (a) Still water level. The region 
indicated by the horizontal line is over-estimated by approximately 0.5 m owing to storm damage pushing the 
sensor mounting over during T11 ; (b) nearshore (solid line) and offshore (dotted line) significant wave height; and 
(c) nearshore significant wave period , spectrally derived. 
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The inshore hydrodynamic data are summarised for the field survey in Figure 3-7. The 
region of the horizontal line highlights the section of data where the still water level is over 
estimated by 0.5 m due to nearshore rig being pushed over during TI!. The wave height and 
period remain representative since they are oscillations around the water surface and do not 
depend on its absolute elevation. There is a noticeable tidal modulation of the ADV data and 
Hb is maximum close to the start and end of each cycle of tidal submergence, indicative of the 
breaker height. During the period of maximum water depth, Hb represents the shoaled wave 
height, but the degree of shoaling is dependent on wave height, period and water depth. 
Spectral analysis has been used to quantify the energy distribution of the inshore waves. 
Swell waves tend to be characterised by a narrow frequency distribution, while storm and 
local wind waves display a broader frequency range. Spectral analysis was used to quantify 
the evolution of the incident sea during the field survey. Centred on high tide, 25-min of the 
pressure time series were extracted from the ADV data, and separated into 11 bins with a 50% 
overlap to provide spectral estimates with 22 degrees of freedom. The time series were de-
trended, and Hann-tapered to reduce spectral leakage prior to the fast Fourier transform 
(Figure 3-8a). In addition, the spectral width parameter t! was used to quantify the 
frequency-energy distribution (Cartwright and Longuet-Higgins, 1956). The zeroeth, first, 
second and fourth moments of the frequency-energy spectra were determined and spectral 
width t! calculated (3-2). 
(3-2) 
o ~ [2 ~ 1 
When the wave spectrum is extremely narrow, El - O. The mean spectral width at 
Slapton was El = 0.49, and was highly variable (t! = 0.22-0.66), indicating changes in the 
wave field composition (Figure 3-8b). The energy spectra and spectral width indicate that the 
prevailing seas were predominantly broad-banded incident wind-waves throughout the field 
survey, but it is noticeable that the storm conditions during T 11 were preceded by short 
periods of narrow-banded wind-waves. Subsequently, the wave period begins to increase and 
the spectral width broadens, suggesting the arrival of a new wave system. There is little 
evidence of swell waves during the fieldwork from either the significant period, which 
remains low (Ts < 10 s), or the spectral width estimates that suggest a predominantly broad-
banded wave field. 
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Figure 3-8: Overview of the incident sea conditions throughout the field survey. (a) Surface contour plot of 
frequency-energy distribution, darker shading represents increasing spectral density; and (b) spectral width . 
Beaches may be classified as reflective, intermediate or dissipative (Wright and Short, 
1983), and are often quantified using the Iribarren surf similarity parameter that expresses the 
ratio of beach slope to wave steepness (Battjes, 1975). 
~ = tanj3 
b (Hb/ Lot s 
;b >2 = reflective 
0.2 :S ;b :S 2 = intermediate 
;b < 0.2 = dissipative 
(3-3) 
The breaker Iribarren number has been calculated for each daytime high tide usmg the 
intertidal slope (tanjJ), the breaker wave height (Hb) and the offshore wavelength (Lo). Figure 
3-9a shows the value of the Iribarren number during the fieldwork, and the boundaries 
between the beach state classifications. Slapton is reflective (;b :==; 4) for the initial period of 
the fieldwork, becoming intermediate (;b "" 1.5) as the beach responds to storm conditions and 
the profile is flattened. During post storm recovery Slapton again becomes reflective with 
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Figure 3-9: (a) Iribarren number; (b) estimated R 2% run-up exceedence above SWL; and (c) estimated swash 
zone width . 
Wave run-up and swash zone width are significant since they determine the area over 
which sw ash and groundwater can directly interact, and can be directly estimated from the 
Iribarren number. When scaled by the incident wave height, run-up is dependent on the 
Iribarren number (3-4) (e.g., Holman and Sallenger, 1985; Holman, 1986). The instantaneous 
run-up is the elevation of the shoreline above SWL, and assuming that the ADV was located 
sufficiently far onshore (a reasonable assumption since at high tide the ADV was just seaward 
of the breakpoint), run-up estimates using the nearshore data will include set-up. Maximum 
vertical run-up is the elevation of the sw ash maxima minus SWL (Holman and Sallenger, 
1985). 
(3-4) 
The mean run-up at Slapton was R2% = 1.4 m (s.d. 0.7 m), and generally varied between 
R2% = 0.7 and 1.5 m. Run-up exceeded 2 m during the period of the storm and post storm 
recovery. The predicted maximum swash zone width was estimated by dividing the 
maximum wave run-up by the beach gradient. The mean swash zone width S widrh was 4.4 m 
(s.d . 2.7 m) , with a maximum S widrh of 10 m during storm conditions. The role of the beach 
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state and run-up in determining the swash zone width is apparent. During periods of large 
run-up with an intermediate state (i. e., storm conditions), swash zone width is great, whereas 
under conditions of reduced run-up and a reflective profile, the sw ash zone width is 
considerably reduced. Consequently, a range of swash zone widths were present during the 
fieldwork, providing an assortment of swash zone conditions that are considered in 
subsequent chapters. 
The groundwater elevation was recorded over several tidal cycles usmg manual 
piezometers to determine the slope of the water table across the beachface (Section 2.3.5). 
Figure 3-10 plots the groundwater elevation at four stages of the tidal cycle during T9. It is 
clear that at all stages of the tide, the water table across the active beachface slopes slightly 
seaward. The indication from this result is that there is little ground water asymmetry at a 
tidal scale, since at the mid-flood and mid-ebb stages of the tide the water table elevation is 
comparable; if the beach drained more slowly than it filled , the water table would remain 
elevated during the ebb phase of the tide. Although the water table slopes seawards across 
this region , this may not be the case across the entire barrier since, because the piezometer 
transect does not extend sufficiently landwards, there is no closure point where groundwater 
elevation remains constant over the tidal cycle; therefore further landwards there may be an 
onshore water table slope. However, due to the water level of Slapton Ley being higher than 
MHWS (Figure 3-3), it seems probable that the net water table slope is seawards. 
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Figure 3-10: Elevation of the water table shown at four stages of the tide, mid-flood, late-flood, mid-ebb and late-
ebb. High tide was at 10.30. 
3.5 Morphology 
Beaches adjust their profile in response to the hydrodynamics that act upon them by 
moving sediment onshore or offshore (e.g., Masselink and Hughes, 2003). The beach profile 
was surveyed daily at low tide along three cross-shore transects, each separated in the 
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longshore direction by 10 m. Comparison of the longshore transects showed little variability. 
At the start of the field survey, the maximum difference between the survey lines is 0.1 m, 
which by the end of the survey has increased to approximately 0.2 m (Figure 3-11). In 
comparison to the cross-shore variability, the longshore variability is low. At no stage during 
the field survey did substantial beach cusps develop. Only during a single low tide period, 
when no in-situ measurements were being recorded, did very short-lived cusps form; these 
were wiped out after approximately 30-min. The Slapton profile di splays a steep bermed 
form with a high degree of variability over a range of timescales. Figure 3-12 shows daily 
profiles for the fieldwork period overlaid on the previous days profile, and the maximum tidal 
elevation attained. Each high tide modifies the vertical position and shape of the berm, which 
generally rolls over onshore with the change from neap-to-spring tides, and progrades 
offshore from spring-to-neap. The tides of 26-28 Sep show the berm crest moving onshore 
until the maximum spring tide is reached, and then on 29-30 Sep the berm width increases as 
sediment is added to the seaward slope as the tidal range decreases. 
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Figure 3-11 : Longshore variability in the cross-shore beach profile . (a) The profile obtained at three cross-shore 
transects , separated by 10 m in the longshore , at the start of the fieldwork; and (b) the morphological change 
along each profile from the start to the end of the field survey. 
The effect of a storm on the Slapton profile is remarkably severe. Plunging breakers 
(Hb = 2.4 m) completely removed the large spring tide berm (x = 40 m) seawards on 01-0ct, 
resulting in vertical erosion of up to 0.8 m, and leaving a shallow concave profile. Post storm 
recovery is also rapid; a layer of gravel was moved back onshore during 2-0ct, and by 3-0ct a 
double-bermed profile is present. As the tidal translation to neaps continues, a third berm is 
formed and the lower beachface becomes very steep. The return towards a spring tide regime 
on 5-0ct sees the lower berm transgressing onshore, merging with the second berm and 
continuing the previously described cycle. 
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Figure 3-12: Stacked beach profiles (solid) for the fieldwork duration showing previous days profile (dotted) and 
high tide SWL (circles). Each profile is veritcally offset by 1 m and the spacing of the y-axis tick marks is 2 m. 
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Figure 3-13: Cross-shore morphological change during the field sUNey. The shading indicates the amount of 
vertical profile change between tides, and the dashed line the high tide SWL. The cross-shore profile was 
sampled approximately every metre, and the surface colouring was linearly interpolated between daily profiles. 
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The vertical profile change between tides is clearly linked to the elevation of the still 
water level (SWL) (Figure 3-13). Apart from during the storm and immediate period of post-
storm recovery, accretionary change is confined to the region around SWL; erosion is limited 
to the lower beachface. During the storm and post-storm recovery, the energetic waves and 
associated set-up (plus the more dissipative beachface) move the region of morphological 
change above the SWL. The dominant direction of net sediment transport at Slapton (except 
during a storm) is onshore. Swash moves sediment upslope to the point of maximum uprush 
and a berm is formed. As tidal elevation decreases, sediment is either added to the seaward 
face of an existing berm, or a new berm is formed to seaward. During the transition from 
neap-to-spring tides, sw ash processes caused existing berms to roll over, migrating upslope 
until the spring tide maximum where the berm is stranded. The only evidence of offshore 
sediment transport is under storm conditions, when it may be surf zone processes, elevated 
onto the beachface by set-up (Masselink and Short, 1993), that actively move sediment 
downslope. On the reduction of energy levels, onshore transport again prevails, and the 
sediment lost during the storm is returned to the beachface. This seems to confirm the 
findings of previous studies that sw ash zone sediment transport is onshore directed (e.g., 
Masselink and Hughes, 1998; Butt and Russell, 1999), whilst sediment transport in the surf 
zone is offshore directed (e.g., Russell and Huntley, 1999). 
Tide-induced changes in the mean water level (MWL) cause the shoreline to translate 
across the intertidal beach profile; the result is the coincident migration of the swash maxima 
and beach water table exit point across the nearshore, both of which have been linked to 
swash zone accretion (e.g., Grant, 1946; Duncan, 1964; Waddell, 1976; Eliot and Clarke, 
1988). The general finding of these studies is that during the flood tide, sediment moves 
upslope with the shoreline and is stranded at the uprush limit; subsequently, during the falling 
tide a thin lens of sediment is deposited over the entire beachface by the retreating shoreline 
or the beachface is eroded. 
Morphological change across the beachface was measured as an integral part of 
maintaining spatial control of the swash rig during tides, at a cross-shore spacing of Ilx = 
0.5 m, and intervals of 5 minutes (Section 2.4.2). Rapid morphological change occurred 
across the beachface, often on a swash event timescale, and vertical elevation changes of up 
to I1z = 0.08 m (accretion) were observed in 5-min segments, and erosion to I1z = -0.05 m. 
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Figure 3-14: Three scales of morphological change across the swash zone during the high tide of T15. (a) 
Cross-shore profile change over a high tide, the shaded region indicates the active section of the beachface; (b) 
morphological adjustment across the active section of the profile during the rising tide (dashed), falling tide 
(dotted) and overall (solid); and (c) morphological change across the nearshore profile at 5-minute intervals 
during the mid-flood period. 
The pattern of morphological change observed over a high tide is the formation and 
landward migration of a berm, where the terminal crest position is associated with the high 
tide swash maxima (Figure 3-14a). The morphological adjustment during the rising, falling 
and whole tide demonstrates the dominant onshore net sediment flux shown by the greater 
accretion on the upper profile (Figure 3-14b). During the rising tide, sediment is added to the 
upper beachface (& = 0.21 m) steepening the profile, whilst during the falling tide there is 
greater accretion lower on the profile (~z = 0.12 m) causing slight profile flattening; there is 
no erosion apparent in the swash-zone. Total net sediment transport during the measurement 
period is onshore over both the flood and ebb tide. At some point, however, accretion must 
either stabilise or be replaced by erosion; otherwise the beach would simply continue to grow. 
Observations suggest that episodic storm events are responsible for the majority of offshore 
transport events (e.g. Figure 3-12). The mechanism of onshore transport is associated with 
the formation, and subsequent overtopping, of a small berm (Figure 3-14c). As the tide rises, 
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sediment is moved upslope by the swash, the berm is overtopped and sediment deposited 
landward of the berm. Swash may also transport sediment cut from the berm crest upslope, 
where it is stranded at high tide. It is worth noting that the bed level changes recorded in 
these 5-min periods (up to 0.08 m) are significantly greater than rates of bed level change on 
sandy beaches and illustrate the difficultly in maintaining instruments at fixed elevations close 
to the bed. 
3.6 Data selection 
From the total of 26 tides over which data was collected during the fieldwork, four were 
selected for further analysis. These tides were selected on the basis that they fulfilled two 
main requirements: (1) all swash zone instrumentation functioned correctly throughout the 
tide; and (2) that the instrument rig was located on the beachface in the position which 
maximised its exposure to the required hydrodynamics. Chapter 4 provides a description of 
the nearshore hydrodynamics, and in particular, the data collected by PTPs 1 and 3, which 
mounted ECMs. These were located where they were exposed to the complete range of 
shoaling waves, breaking waves and swash. On the other hand, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 
concentrate on the sw ash zone and the instruments should be exposed to swash for the 
maximum period of time. Therefore for sw ash zone analysis tides were used where the PTPs 
were positioned higher, relative to the shoreline, on the beachface than during the nearshore 
data collection. Table 3-1 presents summary statistics of the four selected tides, where gb 
provides an indication of the dissipativeness of the beach and Hs and Ts indicate the incident 
wave conditions. 
Table 3-1: Summary of conditions for the tides analysed. lribarren surf-scaling parameter ~b; significant 
nearshore wave height Hs; and significant nearshore wave period Ts. 
Chapter Date Tide ~b Hs(m) Ts (5) 
4 29-Sep 2003 am 7 2.7 0.23 6.5 
4 30-Sep 2003 am 9 3.6 0.25 5.0 
5-6 03-Qct-2003 am 15 2.5 0.40 4.8 
4 07 -Qct 2003 pm 22 4.1 0.45 8.2 
The tides selected have Hb = 0.23-0.45 m and Ts = 5-8 s. These are all low energy 
wind wave conditions with no swell. Whilst it would be preferable if those tides selected for 
further analysis covered the full spread of energy levels experienced during the fieldwork 
from calm to highly energetic this was both impossible and impractical. Under highly 
energetic conditions waves (Hb > 2 m) break by plunging violently into the narrow swash 
zone. Any instrumentation deployed during these conditions suffers damage from the 
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extreme hydrodynamic forcing which breaks and bends both mountings and sensors, and from 
the impact of the gravel mobilised by the waves. Additionally, rates of morphological change 
become so rapid that it is impossible to obtain representative data from fixed instruments 
since the bed-level changes become so extreme. Therefore during T 11-T 14 the waves 
incident to the beachface were too energetic to permit the safe installation of the in-situ swash 
and groundwater instrumentation, and the nearshore station was pushed over by waves 
plunging on top of it. 
Conversely, under very calm conditions (Hb < 0.2 m) waves incident to the beachface 
do not really break, but rather become a very low amplitude standing wave, which gently runs 
up and down the beachface. During these conditions rates of sediment transport and 
morphological change are very low. Throughout TI4-20 and T23-26 calm conditions 
prevailed and it was considered superfluous to analyse many tides of similar data when it was 
more appropriate to sample the maximum range of conditions possible. Therefore T7, T9 T15 
and T22 were used for the detailed analyses since they span the workable range of wave 
height, wave period and Iribarren numbers experienced, and experienced measurable levels of 
morphological change. 
3.7 Applicability and limits 
An extensive hydrodynamic and morphological data set has been collected from a steep 
gravel beach, but further discussion as to the applicability of this data to other gravel beaches 
and the limits of this data is required. A continuum of gravel beaches exists, spanning the 
complete range of coarse clastic environments, with grain sizes of 2-256 mm. These 
shorelines may be either barriers (free-standing or fringing) or beaches and can be further 
subdivided into drift- and swash-aligned (Orford et aI., 1991). 
Slapton is a swash aligned free-standing barrier, composed of fine (6 mm) gravel and 
has a uniform profile along its length. It is also notable since it is protected from the 
prevailing west and south-westerly seas, and is therefore primarily a low to moderate energy 
environment, and is almost devoid of swell waves. It is therefore located at the fine end of the 
gravel beach continuum and the applicability of the findings based on data collected at 
Slapton to distinctly different gravel beaches/barriers may be limited. For example Porlock 
Bay on the North Devon coast, UK, is of similar length (4.5 km) to Slapton, but is drift 
aligned and composed of much coarser gravel which migrates from west to east (Carter and 
Orford, 1993). It is also strongly dissipative at its western end caused by a residual frame 
from its landward migration that forms a low-tide terrace profile, but at its eastern end this 
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terrace is absent and the beach is strongly reflective. Consequently it may be expected that 
findings from Slapton are poor predictors of both the hydro- and morphodynamics at Porlock, 
and until these findings have been compared with similar measurements from a wider range 
of gravel beach types, caution must be used so as not to suggest that they are definitive for all 
gravel beaches in all wave conditions. 
The overall sampling scheme used throughout this study has been based on a single 
cross-shore transect on one beach. The use of a single transect was justified because the 
morphological change was monitored throughout the pilot study and was predominantly 2-
dimensional. Additionally, during the main studies, three cross-shore transects were surveyed 
to monitor the 3-dimensionality, but the cross-shore morphological change was significantly 
greater than the longshore change (Figure 3-11). The hydrodynamic instrumentation was also 
deployed across this single transect since the aim was to measure the sw ash and groundwater 
evolution in the cross-shore direction. A longshore array of instrumentation may have been 
beneficial when quantifying the nearshore hydrodynamics since this would have enabled a 
more thorough investigation of edge wave activity. However, this was not the principle focus 
of the project and the additional cost, logistics and maintenance of such an array was not 
justified for this project. 
The use of a single field site for this study limits its applicability to the finer-grained 
incident energy dominated gravel beaches rather than encompassing the complete continuum 
of gravel beaches. However, the choice of suitable field sites within the UK is limited. Many 
of the gravel beaches in the UK contain a distinct bimodality of sediment sizes since they 
include a significant proportion of sand and therefore do not act as gravel beaches (Section 
3.2). Additionally, many gravel beaches are much coarser grained and therefore the energy 
thresholds required to cause morphological change are outside the limits that may be 
successfully measured using the current state-of-the-art in-situ instrumentation. The tidal 
range was also an important consideration in the choice of field sites. Due to the steep 
shoreface slope, to cause the swash zone to migrate over the beachface and significantly 
interact with the groundwater table, the tidal regime should be macrotidal. Along the south 
coast of the UK, where gravel beaches are prevalent, the tide range is micro- to mesotidal and 
contains distortions caused by higher harmonics that result in double high and low waters. 
Therefore, Slapton, being macrotidal and consisting of fine-grained pure gravel provides the 
ideal natural laboratory at which to investigate the morphodynamics of gravel beaches, 
however care must be taken when discussing these results in the context of all gravel beaches. 
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3.8 Summary 
Fieldwork was carried out on a steeply sloping gravel beach-Slapton Sands, Devon, 
England. An investigation of the wave conditions and beach characteristics, including the 
analysis of beach slope, tidal range, offshore wave statistics, nearshore wave statistics, beach 
classification, run-up, swash zone width and morphological adjustments was made over a 
range of time scales. Slapton is a significantly steeper and more reflective domain than 
beaches investigated in previous swash studies (e.g., Hughes et aI., 1997; Butt and Russell, 
1999; Puleo et al., 2000; Masselink et al., 2005), which provides a basis to extend swash zone 
studies into a significantly different environment and offer a comparison between the hydro-
and morphodynamics of dissipative to intermediate sandy beaches and fine-grained reflective 
gravel beaches. 
The mean slope of the swash zone at Slapton was tanf3 = 0.2. The mean significant 
wave height was Hb = 0.5 m, and varied between 0.2 and 2.4 m. The wave climate was 
predominantly short period (Ts = 6 s) with an average spectral width of i = 0.49 indicating a 
wind-wave dominated environment; swell was absent because the beach is protected from the 
prevailing west and south-westerly seas. The mean swash zone width at Slapton was 4 m, 
which was influenced by run-up, which ranged from R2% = 0.6-2.6 m. The Iribarren number 
was ~b = 1-4, which according to the classification of Wright and Short (1983), indicates that 
Slapton is reflective for the majority of the time. 
A wide-ranging morphological data set has been recorded to compliment the high 
frequency hydrodynamic measurements collected across the beachface. The maximum 
morphological change recorded at Slapton during the course of the fieldwork was L1z= -0.8 m, 
which occurred over a single tide, due to offshore sediment transport under storm conditions. 
During the remainder of the fieldwork, Slapton was accretionary, forming and redistributing 
berms across the beachface. Morphological adjustment during a tidal cycle has been observed 
to be on a wave event timescale. Vertical change has been recorded at up to I:1z = 0.08 m over 
a five minute period and there is a Duncan-type (1964) cycle of accretion and erosion during a 
tide as the swash-zone translates across the beachface. 
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The majority of previous studies into nearshore hydrodynamics have concentrated on 
shallow intermediate to dissipative beaches. These beaches are usually characterised by wide 
surf zones, where incident wave energy is dissipated by wave breaking and the swash zone 
becomes dominated by infragravity-wave motion. On steep reflective beaches, however, the 
rapid decrease in water depth approaching the beach results in waves breaking much closer to 
the shoreline. The surf zone is narrow and there is insufficient time/space for the incident 
energy to dissipate before the waves run up. The surf zone remains unsaturated and any 
increase in incident wave energy is transformed into more energetic swash motions. 
The cross-shore hydrodynamics in the nearshore are the boundary conditions that drive 
the morphological change that occurs across the beachface. This chapter starts with a 
comprehensive review of nearshore wave processes and hydrodynamics then data from three 
tides collected at Slapton Sands are analysed, using a variety of techniques including time and 
frequency domain methods, to better describe the flow velocity characteristics in the 
nearshore of a steep gravel beach. The total energy is decomposed into different frequency 
bands, and the proportion of shoreline wave reflection and the presence of subharmonic edge 
wave activity, previously reported to be significant at the shoreline of steep beaches (e.g. 
Huntley and Bowen 1973, 1978; Holman and Bowen, 1979), are investigated. The mean 
cross-shore flow and associated higher order moments (skewness and Aspike) are computed and 
their distribution across the nearshore analysed with the aim of describing the sediment 
transport rate with an energetics-based approach (Bailard, 1981, 1987; Guza and Thomton, 
1985; Doering and Bowen, 1988). The different terms that contribute to the total skewness 
are evaluated to determine the specific hydrodynamic processes occurring in the nearshore 
(Foote et al., 1994; Russell and Huntley, 1999). This chapter concludes with a discussion of 
nearshore hydrodynamics on a steep gravel beach. 
4.2 Nearshore waves 
4.2.1 Wave transformation 
The nearshore of a plane-sloping beach is traditionally split into three regions 
(Svendsen et al., 1984) through which waves evolve with increasing non-linearity: (1) the 
pre-breaking or shoaling region; (2) the breaker zone; and (3) the swash zone. One of the key 
changes that occurs as waves transit the nearshore is the alteration of wave shape, which 
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reflects the changes occurring within the flow structure of the water column (Svendsen et al., 
1978). On a gently sloping beach the shoaling region is often wide, while the breaker zone 
can often be further sub-divided into an outer and inner region. The outer region 
predominantly contains breaking waves, whilst the inner region is populated by broken waves 
undergoing slow transformations. On a steep beach, the shoaling and breaker zones are much 
narrower, and the inner and outer surf zones coalesce (Figure 4-1). 
SHOALlNG REGION BREAKING SWASH REGION 
~----------------------------------~ 4 • .-----------------~ 
H/h<0.3 
Initially very little change in wave 
shape, becoming rapid toward 
the breakpoint 
Very rapid change 
in wave shape 
HIh =0.7 HIh =1 
BreakPOint! 
-~~~~~~-~ 
t 
SWL 
No surface roller 
Figure 4-1: Nearshore wave transformation across a steep beach. Modified from Svendsen (1984). 
As waves enter shallow water, their shapes evolve from sinusoidal to peaky, with sharp 
crests separated by broad, flat troughs, and they become asymmetric about the horizontal. In 
the shoaling region these changes are initially slow, and accelerate towards the break point. 
This horizontal shape asymmetry is associated with velocity asymmetry within the wave and 
although containing a number of harmonics, these remain in phase with the fundamental 
frequency. Waves with this horizontal asymmetry are skewed. A second component of wave 
asymmetry (that associated with amplitude dispersion) evolves in parallel to skewness and 
results in waves deformed about the vertical through their crest (Cowell, 1982; Elgar et al., 
2001). The harmonics contained within the wave are phase-shifted with respect to the 
fundamental frequency and give the wave a pitched-forward appearance. Since this second 
component characterises the degree of wave crest deformation, or vertical asymmetry, it will 
be referred to as crest asymmetry. Skewness and crest asymmetry represent two types of non-
linearity, which are fundamentally different, but often confused. 
The skewness of flow under shoaling waves is predicted by the second-order expression 
for the horizontal component of orbital velocity (Inman and Nasu, 1956). The effect is to 
increase the magnitude, but shorten the duration of flow under the wave crest, and to reduce 
the magnitude, but lengthen the duration of offshore flow under the trough (Stokes, 1880), 
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which suggests that the deformation of a shoaling wave can be used as a measure of the 
asymmetry of water particle velocities. Field data have since confirmed short-wave skewness 
to be onshore-directed seaward of the breaker region (Doering and Bowen, 1988; Thornton et 
al., 1996; Russell and Huntley, 1999; Miles and Russell, 2004) , increasing to a maximum 
near the breaking region. 
Crest asymmetry develops in parallel with skewness as the waves shoal (Cowell, 1982). 
Elgar and Guza (1985) used bispectral analysis to investigate the properties of shoaling 
surface gravity waves. They show that the evolution of the biphase values as waves continue 
to shoal are consistent with waves evolving crest asymmetry as the phase of the coupled 
harmonics shift relative to the carrier wave (Doering and Bowen, 1995). In waves with zero 
velocity skewness, onshore- and offshore-directed velocities are approximately equal so there 
is little net orbital velocity-driven drift. During shoaling, the orbital velocity asymmetry 
increases, resulting in skewed fluid accelerations (Elgar et al., 1988), with larger accelerations 
under the steep front of the wave and immediately preceding maximum onshore-directed 
orbital velocities. Large accelerations create a strong horizontal pressure gradient that acts on 
the sediment and affects the boundary layer. Although skewness and crest asymmetry are not 
mutually exclusive they do not always co-evolve. The spatial scale and bed morphology of 
the shoaling region act as controls to both skewness and asymmetry. Skewness is often more 
pronounced on steeper beaches where wave evolution occurs rapidly, whereas the slower 
evolution across expansive flatter beaches, or those with bar morphologies, sees the 
dispersion of the harmonics and increased crest asymmetry (Cowell, 1982; Elgar et al., 1997). 
In terms of breakers, plunging breakers such as those at Slapton have very high crest 
asymmetry whereas spilling breakers on dissipative beaches have low crest asymmetry. 
As the waves continue to shoal, non-linearity grows and the waves become increasingly 
deformed until, at some critical point, wave breaking occurs. At this point, skewness begins 
to decrease shorewards, whilst crest asymmetry continues to increase (Cowell, 1982; Mase 
and Kobayashi, 1991). The change in wave profile depends largely on the rate of change of 
water depth and the ability of the wave to conform to this change (Kemp, 1975). On a gently-
sloping beach there is both a spatial and temporal separation between the break and plunge 
point as the wave conforms to the change in depth, but when the beach is sufficiently steep for 
the front and rear of the wave to be in significantly different water depths, the wave cannot 
conform to the depth change and rapidly breaks and plunges as one. The rapid break and 
plunge precludes the further evolution of wave shape. At the breakpoint, horizontal velocities 
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of the wave motion are large (Huntley and Bowen, 1975). Inside the plunge point the flow 
consists of a strong sustained backwash changing rapidly to a shorter onshore component as 
the collapsed breaker surges shorewards. 
Velocity skewness can also be used to characterise fluid flow within the breaker region. 
Skewness within the breaker region is generally found to be negative due to the strong bed 
return flow. Bailard (1987) plots skewness as a function of the dimensionless surf zone 
position and finds skewness to decrease shorewards from a maximum seaward of the surf 
zone. Ozanne et al. (2000) locate maximum skewness close to the breakpoint using both a 
wave tank and numerical model. On a range of beach types, Russell and Huntley (1999) find 
maximum (negative) skewness landwards of the breaker zone tending to zero at the shoreline. 
Further examination of their results indicates that for a steep reflective beach, skewness 
increases to a maximum at the breakpoint before again becoming zero at the shoreline. The 
differences in behaviour between the reflective beach and the shallower intermediate and 
dissipative beaches may be due to shoaling transformations starting much closer to the 
shoreline of the steep beach. In a recent field study, Masselink and Russell (in press) 
compare the cross-shore distribution of velocity skewness for a reflective and steep beach; 
both beaches are characterised by large negative velocity skewness values in the surf zone, 
which is solely due to offshore-directed bed return flow. 
The wave transformation that occurs in shallow water as waves break approaching the 
shoreline results in the dissipation of energy. Shallow beaches dissipate large amounts of 
energy across expansive spilling breaker zones, whereas the quantity of energy dissipated in 
the narrow breaker regions of steep beaches is by comparison much smaller. Therefore, a 
high proportion of energy remains at the shoreline of a steep beach, an amount of which is 
reflected, returning seawards and adding to the total wave field (Guza et al., 1984; Huntley et 
al., 1995). The additions to the wave field consist of both progressive and standing water 
motions, and potentially, if the reflected energy is also refracted alongshore, edge waves. The 
impact of the reflected wave energy on the nearshore is potentially to modify sediment 
transport processes and affect the beach profile. Both wave reflection and dissipation over the 
bed in front of a reflector increase the suspension of sand grains (Miles et al., 2001), so some 
impact may be evident on a fine gravel beach. 
Once a broken wave bore collapses onto the beachface, all surface roller motion ceases. 
The horizontal swash motion can be split into two distinct phases: the shoreward flow of 
water, or the uprush; and the seaward return flow, or backwash. Field studies have shown 
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that swash processes are not symmetrical: backwash is not simply the opposite of uprush on 
either steep (Hughes et al., 1997; Holland and Puleo, 2001) or shallow (Butt, 1999; Masselink 
et al., 2005) beaches. Flow velocity increases almost instantaneously from zero to its 
maximum after the arrival of the leading edge of the swash. Flow decreases steadily to zero 
throughout the remainder of the uprush. Maximum water depth on the beachface is reached 
just before the end of the uprush. Flow accelerates during the backwash reaching a maximum 
towards the end of the backwash before the beachface becomes dry. Backwash duration is 
typically longer than that of uprush, and the average water depth less (Hughes et al., 1997). 
The differences between uprush and backwash lead to sw ash flow asymmetry. Uprush 
is of higher velocity but shorter duration than backwash and this asymmetry is accentuated by 
other factors such as vertical velocity shear (Raubenheimer et al., 1995; Masselink et aI., 
2005) and infiltration (Turner and Masselink, 1998; Horn et al., 2003). Infiltration may 
influence swash asymmetry by two distinct means depending on the level of beachface 
saturation. On unsaturated beaches infiltration losses to the beachface promote flow 
asymmetry by weakening the backwash whereas, on saturated beaches, cyclic infiltration and 
exfiltration under the swash lens have potential affects on shear stress asymmetry and 
sediment grain mobility (Turner and Nielsen, 1997; Turner and Masselink, 1998; Butt et al., 
2001). 
The mean flow velocity in the swash zone is dependent on the relative location of 
measurement and reflects the fact that uprush and backwash differ and asymmetry develops. 
Masselink and Russell (in press) have analysed the velocity skewness across the nearshore of 
a reflective and dissipative beach under a range of wave conditions (Hs = 0.5-1.4 m). They 
show that both beaches are characterised by large negative velocity skewness values in the 
surf zone, and that skewness remains negative in the sw ash but approaches zero towards the 
run up limit and possibly becomes positive in the upper swash under calmer wave conditions 
(Hs< 0.5 m). 
4.2.2 Bed return flow 
Bed return flow is a quasi-steady, offshore-directed flow close to the bed, representing a 
mass conservation response to the onshore drift of water under the crests of the incident 
waves. Bed return flow is driven by vertical differences between the depth-dependent 
radiation stresses and the uniform pressure gradient due to shoreline set-up (Svendsen, 1984). 
Consequently there is a vertical imbalance between the onshore radiation stress and offshore 
pressure gradient at each point in the water column. Below trough level, there will be on 
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average over a wave period, a net offshore force acting on the fluid elements generating an 
offshore flow of water. Conversely, between the wave trough level and wave crest level this 
force will act in a shoreward direction causing onshore flow. The location of the vertical 
transition from offshore to onshore depends on the vertical eddy viscosity and varies across 
and beyond the surf zone. Under breaking wave conditions, Reniers et al. (2004) find 
maximum offshore flows close to the bed and in deeper water under non-breaking conditions 
closer to the surface. Masselink and Black (1995) found a maximum velocity around the mid-
surf position, exhibiting a steep decrease towards the shoreline and a gradual decay in the 
offshore direction. Similar findings are presented by Russell and Huntley (1999) and Miles 
and Russell (2004) from both shallow and steep beaches, respectively. The strength of the 
bed return flow was also found to depend on the beach slope, increasing in strength with 
steeper slopes (Longuett-Higgins, 1983). The most important controls on the bed return flow 
are therefore: (1) the wave height H; (2) the cross-shore location x; and (3) the beach slope 
tanfJ· 
4.2.3 Long waves 
Parallel to the wave shape evolution, the translation across the nearshore sees a change 
in energy distribution. When incident waves form a broad spectrum of wave heights and 
frequencies, the position of the breakpoint and plunge point change continually (Symonds et 
al., 1982). The short-wave and long-wave components of the random sea react differently to 
the decreasing water depth to generate distinct oscillatory components. The short-waves 
shoal and break, leading to an incident-frequency swash component, and interact to produce 
infragravity-frequency oscillations. Infragravity-frequency waves are forced directly or 
indirectly by the incoming incident-frequency waves, so the energy associated with the 
infragravity motion is proportional to the incident energy (Guza and Thomton, 1982; 
Raubenheimer and Guza, 1996). The amount of infragravity energy increases across the 
breaker zone and this is attributed to the shoaling of the long wave as it enters shallow water 
and the generation of infragravity energy by processes such as bore merger. Coincidently, the 
incident energy decreases shorewards as wave breaking dissipates energy; therefore the 
relative importance of infragravity energy increases onshore. On shallow beaches, the wide 
surf zone becomes saturated to incident-energy and the heights of the wave bores are depth-
limited (Guza and Thomton, 1982). Contrastingly, on steep beaches, rapid shoaling and 
breaking limits the generation of infragravity-frequency energy. The nearshore remains 
unsaturated and incident-energy dominated, but long-wave motion is evident as a wave group 
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component forced by breakpoint variation (Baldock and Holmes, 1999), and a standing wave 
component due to the shoreline reflection of the long-wave (Mase, 1995). 
Edge waves, a special type of long-wave, are free modes of water motion trapped at the 
shoreline of both gentle and steep beaches by refraction. Edge waves were first identified in 
the field by Huntley and Bowen (1973) who interpreted the presence of a strong subharmonic 
peak in the nearshore energy spectrum of a steep reflective beach, Slapton Sands UK, as edge 
waves generated by incident swash interaction or coupling between edge waves and reflected 
incident waves. Guza and Davis (1974) analysed edge wave generation on reflective beaches 
and found the reflection of incident waves to form standing waves in the cross-shore to be 
important. The generation of edge waves involves the transfer of energy from the standing 
incident waves to edge waves that propagate in the longshore direction. On reflective 
beaches, the dominant edge waves formed have a period exactly twice that of the incident 
waves and decay away from the shoreline; these are termed subharmonic edge waves and may 
be standing or progressive (Guza and Davis, 1974). Subsequently, many authors have alluded 
to the domination of steep beaches by subharmonic-frequency motions, often from the 
presence of beach cusps that are regularly found on steep beaches, with a spacing 
approximately one half of the predicted subharmonic edge wave length (e.g., Wright and 
Short, 1984; Sherman et al., 1993). 
Many authors have investigated the link between long period wave motions and 
sediment transport, and particularly strong links have been found between swash zone 
sedimentation and long period waves under storm conditions on dissipative beaches (Beach 
and Sternberg, 1991; Butt and Russell, 1999; Osborne and Rooker, 1999). The link between 
edge wave activity and sediment transport is less clear, but it is attractive to link the formation 
of rhythmic morphology with edge wave activity (Holman and Bowen, 1982). Although the 
presence of edge waves has been convincingly demonstrated (Huntley, 1976), field evidence 
indicating a link between edge waves and sedimentation remains uncertain. Field 
observations (Huntley and Bowen, 1978; Aagaard, 1991; Bauer and Greenwood, 1992) have 
suggested the residual drift associated with edge waves may be concerned with the formation 
of rhythmic morphology. In contrast, Masselink et al. (2004) report detailed hydrodynamic 
observations from the nearshore of a steep beach during beach cusp formation, and find no 
evidence that the morphological change was either caused or effected by standing edge 
waves. 
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4.3 Cross-shore velocity parameterisation 
4.3.1 Energetics 
66 
Energetics based models consider sediment transport q as a function of terms containing 
powers of the instantaneous velocity (Bailard, 1981, 1987). Equation 4-1 is the formulation 
of Bailard (1981), reduced for application in the cross-shore direction: 
where ix is the total-load immersed weight sediment transport rate in the cross-shore direction, 
iB and is are the bed load and suspended load components, p is the water density, Cl is the drag 
coefficient for the bed, ifJ is the internal angle of friction of the sediment, tanf3 is the beach 
gradient, w is the sediment fall velocity, Cb and Cs are the bedload and suspended load 
efficiency factors, and is the total instantaneous near-bed velocity. The angle brackets denote 
time-averaging over a minimum of several wave periods. These terms comprise the various 
higher-order velocity moments such as the velocity variance and skewness. 
Several studies have investigated the relationship between velocity moments and 
nearshore sediment transport. Guza and Thornton (1985) investigated velocity moments on a 
near-planar dissipative beach and found the short-wave transport component to be maximum 
seaward of the surf zone and the long-wave component to be maximum at the shoreline. 
Sediment transport was predicted to be onshore due to the asymmetry in the oscillatory wave 
field, and offshore due to the mean flow (bed return flow). Doering and Bowen (1988), from 
various field data, found onshore-directed short-wave skewness under shoaling waves 
reaching a maximum in the surf zone and decaying shorewards; as the short-wave skewness 
decreased, long-wave skewness increased directing the total skewness offshore. During 
experiments on a barred and non-barred beach, Osborne and Greenwood (1992a; 1992b) 
investigated the frequency dependence of the cross-shore suspended sediment transport rate. 
They found that the net oscillatory transport was directed onshore at short-wave frequencies 
and that the rate increased as water depth decreased on the plane beach. On the barred beach 
the oscillatory transport rate was spatially constrained, and the net transport direction 
dependent on the balance between the mean flows, which were always directed offshore, and 
the frequency-dependent oscillatory flows. Russell and Huntley (1999) reported cross-shore 
velocity measurements from morphodynamically reflective, intermediate and dissipative 
beaches in the UK. The dominant velocity moments seaward of the breakers were found to 
predict onshore transport, and inside the breakers, offshore transport. Greenwood et al. 
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(2004) obtained measurements of the cross-shore sediment flux on a barred beach and found 
the primary forcing to be a sediment flux gradient induced by incident short-waves at wind 
and swell-wave frequencies; the forcing due to longer-period waves was both spatially and 
temporally variable and not a major determinant of the net sediment flux. 
4.3.2 Velocity moments 
The total cross-shore velocity is composed of an oscillatory and mean flow component 
(4-2) 
where U is the total cross-shore velocity, a is the mean flow component, Us the oscillatory 
short-wave component and UL the oscillatory long-wave component (4-2). Skewness <u3>, 
where the angle brackets indicate time averaging, has been found to be the critical velocity 
moment in determining the net sediment transport rate (Nielsen, 1992 and references herein). 
Cubing equation (4-2) and time averaging produces ten velocity moment terms (Table 4-1) 
each of which represents a different hydrodynamic process that may transport sediment 
(Russell and Huntley, 1999). The total velocity moment term <u3> (skewness) is given by 
the sum of the individual terms but, used independently, these individual terms provide an 
insight into the processes that are most effective in determining the cross-shore distribution of 
skewness. 
Table 4-1: Velocity moment terms from the cube of 4-2 (from Russell and Huntley, 1999). 
Term Formulation 
1 u3 
2 (U/) 
3 (U/) 
4 3(u/)u 
5 3(u/)u 
6 6(uSuL }u 
7 3(u/us ) 
8 3(u/uL ) 
9 3(us }u2 
10 3(UL }U2 
Description 
mean velocity cubed 
skewness of short-wave 
skewness of long-waves 
short-wave stirring and transport by mean flow 
long-wave stirring and transport by mean flow 
three way correlation (expected to be zero) 
correlation of long-wave variance and short-wave velocity 
correlation of short-wave variance and long-wave velocity 
time-average of oscillatory short-wave flow (-zero) 
time-average of oscillatory long-wave flow (-zero) 
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The velocity terms in Table 4-1 provide an indication of the processes that are 
physically transporting sediment but, since they have been developed to predict the transport 
of sand, those descriptions may no longer be realistic. For example, Term 4 represents short 
wave stirring that mobilises (suspends) sand, which is then subsequently transported by the 
mean flow. On a gravel beach, whilst sediment will not be suspended by wave stirring since 
the grains are too heavy to be supported by the fluid up-thrust, it will certainly be mobilised 
with the result that it may still be transported by the mean flows such as the bed return flow. 
Negative values of Term 8 can be indicative of a bound long wave (BLW), whereby the 
maximum short-wave variance is associated with the minimum long-wave velocity. The 
additional variance associated with the BL W may have a similar effect to wave groupiness, 
and sediment transport events may be significantly correlated to the passage of a BLW. 
Whilst the description of some terms in Table 4-1 should be used with caution with respect to 
the transport of gravel, they still provide a useful indication of the hydrodynamics occurring 
across a gravel beach that ultimately transport a significant amount of sediment. 
The cross-shore distribution of velocity moments provides a spatial distribution curve 
for both the direction and magnitude of sediment transport. Foote et al. (1994) found the 
velocity moments to vary consistently with water depth and that the influence of incident 
(short) wave velocities are the strongest factors in the moment predictors. Close to the 
shoreline, interactions between long period motions and mean flows provide more significant 
contributions. Russell and Huntley (1999) plotted total skewness against relative water depth 
and found skewness to predict onshore transport outside the surf zone and offshore transport 
landward of the breakers-maximum skewness was located at the shoreline. The quantity of 
infragravity energy is expected to be significant in determining the contribution of the 
individual velocity moment terms in Table 4-1 to the total velocity moment. On shallow 
beaches, infragravity energy is large and this should be reflected in large values for Terms 3, 
5 and 7, whilst on steep beaches the incident energy Terms (2, 4 and 8) should dominate 
(Russell and Huntley, 1999). 
Energetics-based models have been used in an attempt to predict sand bar migration. 
These models have been successful in predicting offshore bar migration under high-energy 
conditions, but have been unable to cause onshore migration under calmer conditions 
(Thornton et al., 1996; Gallagher et al., 1998). Energetics models only account for horizontal 
wave deformation by quantifying skewness (4-1), but do not account for crest asymmetry. 
Dimensional acceleration skewness Aspike quantifies the crest asymmetry of waves 
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(4-3) 
where a is the time series of acceleration, and angle brackets denote time-averaging (4-3). 
Maximum acceleration skewness has been found to closely correlate with the position of the 
bar crest (Elgar et al., 2001; Hoefel and Elgar, 2003). When the acceleration skewness is 
incorporated into energetics based models they are found to better predict the migration of the 
sandbar with erosion seaward of the bar crest and accretion landward. The maximum of 
acceleration skewness moves onshore with the bar crest, indicating that feedback between 
waves, wave-orbital velocity, sediment transport and morphology can cause onshore bar 
migration during periods of weak bed return flow (Elgar et ai., 2001; Hoefel and Elgar, 2003). 
Under the low wave energy conditions experienced by steep beaches for the majority of the 
year, acceleration skewness may promote onshore sediment transport. The mechanisms for 
this onshore transport remain unclear, but acceleration skewness may act as a surrogate for 
turbulence (Puleo et ai., 2003) or may represent a real effect such as boundary layer 
modifications (Nielsen, 2001). 
4.3.3 Energetics and gravel 
The application of an energetics-based model to a gravel beach is worthy of further 
discussion and, since it was originally formulated for sandy beaches, justification. A key 
difference between the transportability of sand and gravel, and one that is purely related to the 
grain properties, is the mode of transport-sand is frequently transported as suspended load, 
whereas gravel is principally transported as bed load. The fall velocity of gravel particles 
greatly exceeds the up-thrust force of the fluid and therefore fine gravels may only be 
suspended for a very short time at the point of wave plunge. On the other hand, sand is 
frequently suspended across the nearshore of beaches (e.g. Beach and Sternberg, 1991; Butt, 
1999). Referring back to equation 4-1, the terms containing the velocity moments «luI3> 
and <luI5» represent the down-slope gravity components and their effect on cross-shore 
transport is generally small (Roelvink, 1993). It is the remaining terms, «luI2u» which is 
equivalent to u3 and represents the velocity skewness and «luI3 u» that is equivalent to u4 and 
represents the velocity kurtosis, that characterise the bed load and suspended load sediment 
fluxes respectively. Therefore u3 is a bed load sediment transport term that has been found to 
significantly correlate with the total sediment load of sw ash events on sandy beaches (Hughes 
et al., 1997; Masselink and Hughes, 1998) and may therefore correlate with the bed load 
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sediment flux on gravel beaches. The use of the acceleration skewness Aspike is similarly 
justified since this term is based on the time-averaged flow acceleration cubed and because it 
quantifies the degree of crest asymmetry which is very high under the plunging breakers that 
populate gravel beaches. On a gravel beach it is unlikely that the velocity kurtosis will 
significantly correlate with sediment transport because it is a suspended load formulation; 
therefore it is not calculated. 
4.4 Analysis methods 
Very limited hydrodynamic data have previously been presented from the nearshore of 
steep reflective beaches. In the following sections, water motions recorded under shoaling 
waves, in the breaker region and in the swash zone of Slapton Sands are analysed using a 
variety of methods. The data were collected during T7, T9, T22 and span a range of low to 
moderate energy levels where the waves incident to the beachface were principally short 
period wind waves with very little swell (Section 3.6). The instrumentation used for this 
analysis consisted of the surface mounted PT (z = 0 m) and ECM (z = 0.03 m) of PTP 1 and 
PTP 3 with a sampling frequency of 8 Hz (see Section 2.3). The tides used for this analysis 
are described in Table 3-1, and the PTPs were deployed such that during each tide they were 
subject to shoaling wave, breaking wave and swash action. Data segments of 20-min length 
(n = 9600) were extracted from each tide and were all carefully calibrated and error-checked. 
A total of 77 useful data runs were available for analysis. 
The data collected by the two PTPs at different cross-shore locations during each tide 
can be combined using the mean submerged depth hs• This is the mean depth calculated only 
when the PTP is covered by water; 'dry' data points (h = 0 m) are ignored. The inundation 
decreases landwards and therefore the proportion of zero data, which 'dilutes' the sw ash 
depth increases. Segments with a mean inundation less than 20% were excluded from the 
analysis to prevent the inclusion of very shallow upper-swash data with minimal velocity 
records due to sensor emergence. Data collected over different tides were combined using the 
relative depth hjh" where hs is normalised by the transition depth hi' defined as the transition 
from the breaker region to the swash zone, and indicated by PTP inundation falling below 
100%. Values of hjhl less than 1 are inside the sw ash zone. Transition depth provides a 
better normalisation than breaker depth, since it is straightforward to define from a plot of 
inundation versus submerged depth. At Slapton transition depth is very similar to breaker 
depth because waves break at the transition from surf to swash and transform directly into 
sw ash motions. 
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4.5 Wave reflection analysis 
Few, previous studies have measured wave reflection on steep beaches (Kobayashi et 
al., 1991; Wurjanto and Kobayashi, 1993; Miles et al., 2001). The measurement of wave 
reflection is important to both understand the wave field and sediment transport in front of the 
reflector (Huntley et al., 1999). The proportion of incident wave energy at the beachface, 
which is reflected at the shoreline, provides an indication of the dominant water motions in 
the nearshore. The usual classification of morphodynamically 'reflective' that is applied to 
gravel beaches (Wright, 1981; Wright and Short, 1983, 1984), suggests the dominance of 
gravity frequency water motions and it is then usually assumed that edge waves are also 
important (e.g., Sherman et al., 1993; Carter and Orford, 1984). The determination of the 
frequency-dependent wave reflection coefficient provides an initial test of these long-standing 
hypothises. Wave reflection coefficients can be calculated from concurrent time series of 
pressure p and cross-shore velocity u recorded by co-located sensors, using methods in both 
the time and frequency domains. 
4.5.1 Time domain analysis 
Incident and reflected wave spectra can be calculated directly from the incoming and 
outgoing surface elevation time series of shallow waves on a beach. Guza et al. (1984) 
provide equations for determining these time series directly from the measured surface 
elevation rJ and velocity u time series (4-4; 4-5). 
ry" +(t)+[uWlf 
ryoo' +(t) -~ >(t) If 
The frequency-dependent reflection coefficient R(f) is given by 
R(/) = SOUl (I) 
Sin (I) 
(4-4) 
(4-5) 
where Sin is the spectrum of the incoming wave time series and SOUl is the spectrum of the 
outgoing wave time series. Although simple to apply to co-located sensors, this method is 
only applicable in shallow water (Miles et al., 2001) and the inclusion of noise in either the 
elevation or current time series contributes equally to the spectrum of incoming and outgoing 
waves and may add a positive bias to R(j), forcing it towards unity (Huntley et al., 1995). 
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Transferral of the analysis to the frequency domain eliminates this problem by solving the full 
dispersion equation for each frequency. 
4.5.2 Frequency domain analysis 
Huntley et al. (1995) rearrange the reflection coefficient in the frequency domain to 
give 
[
1 + G2(f) - 2G(f)COSflt)u(f)]0.5 
R(f) = --=------~-
1 + G2(f) + 2G(f)cosflt)uCf) (4-6) 
where flTpJ is the phase spectrum between water surface elevation and velocity, and the gain 
G(f) is given by 
(4-7) 
SwulfJ is the power spectrum of surface elevation derived from pressure, and St)'1u(fJ the 
surface elevation power spectrum derived from velocity. Linear wave theory was used to 
convert velocity and pressure spectra to surface elevation spectra. Pressure Cpp and velocity 
Cuu power spectra were converted with the following equations 
S _ [ coshkh ]2 Cpp 
t)t)p - coshk(h + z) p2g2 (4-8) 
S = [ sinhkh ]2 Cuu 
t)'1U coshk(h + z) a 2 (4-9) 
Since the gain and phase terms include the influence of noise, this partially compensates for 
noise in the elevation and current spectra and hence reduces the positive bias of the time 
domain method. This method is applicable in both shallow and intermediate water depths. 
The energy spectra of the incoming and outgoing wave time series were calculated for a 
20-min (n = 9600) section of high tide data from T22. The spectra show the incoming and 
outgoing wave energy spectra outside the breaker region at high tide when the water depth 
was 1.1 m Figure 4-2a. Energy in the gravity band (0.1 ~ f ~ 0.5 Hz) incident to the 
beachface is dissipated rather than reflected, as indicated by the reduction in energy between 
the incoming and outgoing spectra. Energy in the infragravity band (0 ~f< 0.1 Hz) is present 
in the form of both incident and reflected waves. The coherence between the incoming and 
outgoing waves (Figure 4-2b) has peaks across both the incident and infragravity bands, 
although there is little energy in the outgoing time series. The coherence between elevation 
and velocity (Figure 4-2c) is high across the incident band, typical of progressive waves 
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(Miles et aI., 2001). The frequency-dependent reflection coefficient calculated by the time 
and frequency domain methods is shown in Figure 4-2d. Over the gravity band, the results of 
the two methods are very similar and the incident waves are dissipated. The marginally 
higher estimate of R(f) provided by the time domain method, compared to the frequency 
domain method, is probably due to the inclusion of noise in either the elevation or flow time 
series introducing a positive bias. Across the infragravity band, both methods provide 
comparable results that indicate strong reflection of the low-frequency waves. At frequencies 
f < 0.05 Hz, the reflection coefficient is greater than unity. Clearly, reflection coefficients 
greater than 1 are not possible, and are considered an artefact of the analysis procedure. The 
method of infragravity energy production is unknown, but is likely to be related to the 
nearshore wave transformation and interaction within the sw ash zone. Whilst slightly 
reducing the positive bias of the time domain method, the frequency domain method 
introduces sharp peaks of negative bias at frequencies if = 0.1 Hz and 0.2 Hz; Figure 4-2d) at 
which standing wave nodes occur in either elevation or current (Huntley et al., 1995). 
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Figure 4-2: Frequency-dependent wave reflection at high tide during T22. (a) Incoming and outgoing wave 
spectra calculated using the time domain method; (b) coherence between incoming and outgoing wave spectra, 
dotted line is 95 % significance level; (c) coherence between elevation p and cross-shore velocity u; and (d) 
frequency-dependent reflection coefficient calculated using the frequency domain (solid line) and time domain 
(dashed line) methods, and only plotted when in/out coherence was significant at the 95 % level. Water depth is 
1.1 m. 
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The depths or locations of these nodes can only be predicted in hindsight on beaches, so it is 
difficult to locate instruments away from the proximity of such nodes, and considering the 
general similarities between the two methods, the time domain method is used for the 
remainder of this analysis. 
The bulk reflection coefficient for the gravity and infragravity energy bands was 
calculated for 20-minute periods using PTP lover the high tide for T7, T9 and T22 by 
averaging the reflection coefficient estimates provided by the time domain method for 
frequencies where the in/out coherence is greater than the 95 % confidence level (Figure 4-3). 
The degree of gravity band wave reflection is inversely related to water depth; as depth 
increases a decrease in R(f) is observed indicating that more energy is being dissipated in the 
nearshore. During all tides, reflection decreases as the tide begins to flood, and during T7 and 
T9 the value of the reflection coefficient stabilises when the water depth exceeds:::: 0.25 m, 
and remains constant over the remainder of the tide until the depth decreases below 0.25 m. 
T22 does not display this flood tide stabilisation, but instead reflection decreases until the 
high tide still-stand, after which reflection increases as the tide ebbs. 
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Figure 4-3: Bulk reflection coefficients averaged over the gravity and infragravity frequency bands for T7, T9 and 
T22. Upper panels, mean water depth. Middle panels, bulk reflection coefficient for gravity band energy. Lower 
panels, infragravity band bulk reflection coefficient. Errorbars indicate ± 1 standard deviation across the 
frequency band. 
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Values of the R(/) greater than unity at the tails of the flood and ebb tide are likely to be an 
artefact of the very shallow water depths, and hence periods of dry bed present during these 
periods. The infragravity band energy is strongly reflected at the shoreline since the long 
wavelength and low wave height prevent it breaking and, as indicated by values of the bulk 
reflection coefficient greater than unity, it is also forced. There is no tidal modulation 
apparent in the infragravity band energy, which consistently remains around unity. 
4.6 Nearshore energy distribution 
As wave breaking dissipates incident energy, energy is transferred to both lower- and 
higher-frequencies. The distribution of energy in the nearshore is investigated to determine 
whether energy of higher or lower frequencies than the incident wave energy is present, 
especially in the form of edge wave motions, which may influence the shore-normal flow 
velocity components. 
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Figure 4-4: Upper panels, proportion of incident (0.01 < f < 0.16 Hz), harmonic (0.21 < f < 0.25 Hz), subharmonic 
(0.05 < f < 0.08 Hz), and infragravity energy « 0.05 Hz) to the total energy contained across the nearshore zone 
at Slapton. Lower panels, cross-shore current amplitude for the incident, harmoniC, subharmonic, and infragravity 
bands as a function of the relative depth. The vertical dashed line indicates the transition from wave breaking to 
swash. Notice different scaling of y-axis. 
The energy spectra of u were computed for each segment of data and the incident, first 
harmonic, subharmonic and infragravity energy bands identified. The percentage of each 
frequency band contributing to the total energy was determined for each, and the segments 
combined by plotting against normalised depth hjhr (Figure 4-4). Incident energy provides 
the greatest contribution to the total nearshore energy and tends to decrease approaching the 
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shoreline due to dissipation by wave breaking. Coincident with the decrease in incident 
energy is an increase in energy at the first harmonic that reaches a maximum of 20% in the 
swash zone. The harmonic energy may result from transfers from lower frequencies, or may 
be the result of swash interactions. The proportions of subharmonic and infragravity energy 
are low, generally less than 5%. This suggests that little energy is transferred to lower 
frequencies during wave shoaling and breaking and that subharmonic edge wave activity is of 
secondary importance. The energy in each frequency band in the time series of u was 
expressed as a significant velocity amplitude by taking the sum of the square root of the 
variance summed over each respective frequency band and mUltiplying this by two 
(Masselink et al., 2004). The significant velocity amplitude for all frequency bands is 
maximum in the lower-swash, and the relative magnitudes follow the pattern observed for the 
energy distribution. The velocity amplitude indicates that incident frequency energy provides 
the greatest control on the nearshore flow velocity and is likely to be most significant when 
considering sediment transport. 
The theoretical decay of the velocity field associated with a mode-zero edge wave was 
computed to confirm that the location of the instruments was within the region predicted, 
according to edge wave theory (e.g. Huntley and Bowen, 1973, 1978), to contain edge wave 
motions. Following Huntley (1976, equations (4) and (5)) and using an incident wave period 
of 8 s and assuming a planar beach slope of tanfJ = 0.15, a mode-zero edge wave maintains 
20% of its velocity amplitude in u in the region extending 15 m from the shoreline. The 
maximum offshore location of the sensors during any tide was x = 8 m, so it can be assumed 
that the instruments would have recorded any active edge waves. 
To investigate more thoroughly the presence or absence of edge wave activity, energy 
spectra of p, u and v were computed using I-hour of data collected over high tide and were 
plotted on a logarithmic axis to aid the comparison of their shapes (Figure 4-5a(i)). The p 
spectrum displays a broad incident wave peak at I = 0.08-0.16 Hz and a small infragravity 
peak around I = 0.03 Hz. The subharmonic energy is obscured in the low-frequency tail of 
the incident wave peak atl= 0.04-0.07 Hz. The u spectrum has a very similar spectral shape 
to the p spectrum but contains more energy overall. The v spectrum has no significant peaks 
and is characterised by a broad energy band across all frequencies. The absence of a 
significant subharmonic peak in the spectra may be explained by subharmonic edge waves 
only being active for part of the rising tide. The proportion of subharmonic energy over the 
tidal cycle was therefore explored using sections of data from PTP l. The 20-min segments 
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of data were de-trended and Hann-tapered, and the raw energy spectrum was computed for 
each. Subsequently, the proportion of subharmonic energy was determined by summing over 
the appropriate frequency band if = 0.04--0.07 Hz). The proportion of subharmonic energy in 
the nearshore during T7 remained less than 5% (Figure 4-5aCii)). The low proportion of 
subharmonic energy does not in itself imply that a subharmonic edge wave is not present. 
Holman and Bowen (1979) argued for the presence of a subharmonic edge wave from the 
evidence of a small subharmonic peak in energy spectra determined from a nearshore flow 
velocity time series. 
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Figure 4-5: a(i) Energy spectra of the p, U, and v. Data were collected over a 1-hour period during the rising tide 
of T7. The shaded region represents the sub harmonic part of the spectrum. a(ii) Proportion of subharmonic 
energy in the cross-shore U and longshore v current velocity record. a(iii) Correlation between the velocity 
amplitude of vand U at the subharmonic frequency. (b) and (c) as above but T9 and T22 respectively. 
The subharmonic energy in the time series of the cross-shore u and long shore v velocity 
was expressed as the significant velocity variance and comparing the two reveals that u is 1.5 
times stronger than v and has a very poor correlation (Figure 4-5a(iii)). This is a further 
indication that subharmonic edge waves are not present since the magnitude of u and v should 
be similar, but to provide stronger evidence of this further knowledge of the longshore water 
motion structure is required. If the sensors are located at an edge wave node, longshore 
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subharmonic water motion should be consistently stronger than the cross-shore, but if located 
at an anti-node the cross-shore current should be dominant. Therefore, during this analysis 
the sensors may have been located at an anti-node. Masselink et al. (2004) alleviated this 
problem by positioning their sensors at the horn of a developing beach cusp where the edge 
wave node would have been located; this was not possible at Slapton due to the absence of 
cusps. This analysis was repeated for T9 and T22. For T9 the proportion of subharmonic 
energy remains less than 10% and u remains 1.5 times greater than v (Figure 4-5b). During 
T22 the proportion of subharmonic energy increases to 13% for the longshore component of 
flow but the velocity amplitude of u remains significantly greater than v (Figure 4-5c). 
Although providing no conclusive evidence to indicate that a standing subharmonic mode-
zero edge wave was not present, Figure 4-5 adds to the evidence of Figure 4-4 to suggest that 
edge wave activity was at most minimal. 
Cross-spectral analysis was used to investigate more comprehensively if a subharmonic 
mode-zero standing edge wave was present in the nearshore at Slapton. The hydrodynamic 
data used for this analysis was collected around high tide to ensure the time series was of 
sufficient length and stationarity. A 60-min section of the time series of p, u and v from 
PrP 1 was extracted from each of the three tides used previously. During high tide, the 
instruments were located seaward of the swash zone and experienced shoaling and breaking 
waves, but are within the region of theoretical edge wave activity. Cross-spectral analysis 
was applied to the 28,800-point time series using 28 non-overlapping sections (1024 points 
each) and was Hann-tapered to reduce spectral leakage; this resulted in 56 degrees of 
freedom. 
Cross-spectral analysis between collocated pressure and current sensors can be used to 
identify standing edge waves (Huntley and Bowen, 1978). For standing edge wave motion 
the time series of pressure and flow velocity should be in quadrature (900 or -900 phase 
difference) and the cross-shore and longshore current should be in phase (00 phase difference) 
or in anti phase (1800 or -1800 phase difference). Additionally, the coherence between the 
signals should be at least significant but preferably high. The results of the cross-spectral 
analysis for T22 indicate that there is standing wave motion at subharmonic frequencies 
(Figure 4-6). Coherence is high across the subharmonic frequency band and the phase 
difference between p and both u and v are in quadrature. The phase difference between u and 
v is in antiphase. These findings are consistent with standing edge wave motion. 
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Table 4-2 summarises the coherence and phase for the three tides used for this analysis 
averaged over the subharmonic frequency band. Results indicate that for all tides the 
correlations between p and u are consistent with standing edge wave activity. Correlations 
involving v are very poor for the first two tides, and the phase angles inconsistent with 
standing subharmonic wave motion. Additionally, phase differences between u and v for the 
first two tides are not consistent with standing waves and indicate that the nearshore is not 
dominated by standing subharmonic edge wave motion. The p and u, p and v and u and v 
phase relationships indicate that during T7 and T9 there is cross-shore standing wave motion 
(Huntley and Bowen, 1978). During T22, Figure 4-6 and Table 4-2 suggest that significant 
standing edge wave activity may be present in the nearshore region. Conditions were more 
energetic and the significant wave period longer during T22 compared to T7 and T9 (Table 
3-1; Figure 4-5c(i)) indicating that the incoming wave energy was more narrow-banded. It is 
possible that standing edge waves may be common when longer period waves are incident on 
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this, and other gravel beaches, but remain suppressed under the low energy wind waves that 
persist for the majority of this study. 
Table 4-2: Coherence and phase relationships averaged over the subharmonic frequency band between the 
pressure p, cross-shore current velocity u and longshore current velocity v. The 95% significance level for the 
coherence Ksig = 0.105. 
T7 T9 T22 
Coherence Phase (0) Coherence Phase (0) Coherence Phase (0) 
p versus u 0.56* 93 0.28* 86 0.85* 87 
pversus v 0.07 -165 0.10 -158 0.40* -104 
u versus v 0.15* 100 0.04 100 0.36* 164 
* Significant correlation 
The above analysis demonstrates that incident frequency wave motions dominate the 
nearshore hydrodynamics at Slapton. Infragravity and subharmonic energy is minimal, and 
energy at the first harmonic is observed to increase towards the shoreline. The presence of 
edge waves has been investigated, and standing subharmonic edge wave motions may have 
been present during T22, but were of secondary importance. Throughout T7 and T9, phase 
angles are more consistent with standing cross-shore wave motions. The data suggest that 
standing edge waves are perhaps not typical of fine-gravel beaches as suggested by Wright 
and Short, 1984 and Sherman et al., 1993, but it is possible that the lack of swell waves at 
Slapton limit edge wave forcing. 
4.7 Quantification of hydrodynamics and instantaneous 
velocity moments 
A number of statistical parameters were derived from the time series of p and u. Only 
'wet' data points were considered during computation-'dry' data points were ignored, not set 
to zero. The pressure time series was used to determine the percentage of inundation, the 
mean water depth hs the significant wave/swash height Hs (= 4ah, where ah represents the 
standard deviation of h) and the relative wave height Hlh. The cross-shore velocity time 
series was used to determine the mean flow velocity <u>, the significant cross-shore velocity 
Us (= 2au), the onshore/offshore flow velocity asymmetry UuiUb, the skewness Usk (= 
<U3>/<U2>1.5, where the square brackets denote time-averaging) and Aspike (= <a3>/<d>, 
where a is acceleration). Additionally, the higher order instantaneous velocity moments 
obtained by cubing equation (4-2) were computed. 
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4.7.1 Analysis methods 
It is important to consider whether zero cross-shore flow velocity can occur during a 
swash event except at the point of stationarity at maximum uprush. At the start and end of a 
swash cycle (uprush followed by backwash) the beach is dry and depth is zero. By definition. 
since there is no water on the beachface. flow velocity is not zero. but rather there is no flow. 
If fluid velocity were zero prior to the start of the uprush strong Eulerian flow accelerations 
would be recorded at the initiation of uprush. Several studies present Eulerian flow velocity 
data from the swash. Petti and Longo (2001a) present laboratory data with no positive 
Eulerian acceleration and Hughes and Baldock (2004; in press) have shown no evidence of 
positive uprush accelerations in both field data and the results of a numerical model. These 
results are contrary to the observations of Puleo et al. (2003) who show positive fluid 
accelerations at the start of the uprush (although these accelerations may have been associated 
with a wave bore since measurements may have been in the swash/surf transition zone). 
Although the fluid may not experience acceleration at the start of the uprush. sediment grains 
at the bed do. 
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Figure 4-7: (a) Synchronous depth (solid) and flow velocity (dashed) time series from the swash zone. (b) Raw 
acceleration time series (dotted) and prepared time series (solid) with the first and last data point of each swash 
event zeroed to remove the unrealistically large positive accelerations. 
Acceleration time series were calculated from u using a centred difference scheme. 
employing a forward and backwards difference at the start and end of the time series 
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respectively, to maintain the initial length of the data. The discontinuous swash zone data 
(Figure 4-7a) results in unrealistically large accelerations at the start and end of each swash 
event as the flow starts and stops (Figure 4-7b). The acceleration time series were corrected 
by setting to zero the first and last data point of each swash event (those which represent the 
unrealistic accelerations), thereby removing these large positive accelerations. Prior to 
determining skewness and Aspike, the 'zero' sections of data between swash events were 
discarded since they do not represent zero velocity, but zero depth and hence a dry bed. 
Therefore zero values of flow velocity have no hydrodynamic significance. 
4.7.2 Cross-shore distribution of hydrodynamic statistics 
An example of the cross-shore distribution for the hydrodynamic statistics is shown for 
Slapton during T22 (Figure 4-8). Figure 4-8a plots inundation against hs and clearly shows 
the sw ash zone beginning at hs ';:; 0.3 m as the inundation starts to fall below 100%. The cross-
shore distribution of significant wave height shows the wave height increasing during 
shoaling before diminishing through the sw ash (Figure 4-8b). The relative wave height Hjhs 
clearly increases landwards and is used to define the breaker region (Figure 4-8c). Assuming 
H/hs = 1 for a steep beach such as Slapton, and referring to Figure 4-8c, the waves will begin 
to break when hs -:::;0.4 m. The significant cross-shore velocity Us is a measure of the velocity 
variance and Figure 4-8d shows that the swash zone is the most energetic region of the 
nearshore. Figure 4-8e plots the mean flow velocity <U>, and the distribution shows a slight 
onshore drift seaward of the breakers, becoming negative at the onset of breaking and 
reaching a peak offshore flow in the mid-swash; in the upper-swash the mean flow is onshore-
directed. The flow velocity asymmetry, plotted in Figure 4-8f, displays a similar distribution 
to the mean flow being onshore directed in the upper-sw ash and seaward of the breakers. The 
asymmetry is negative and offshore-directed in the lower-swash and breaker regions, and the 
negative peak is at the transition between swash and breakers. The total velocity skewness is 
plotted in Figure 4-8g and displays three basic trends: (1) seawards of the breaker region 
skewness is positive; (2) at the onset of breaking skewness decreases reaching a maximum 
negative value at the transition from the breaker region to the sw ash zone; and (3) within the 
swash zone skewness increases, becoming positive in the upper swash. Aspike is shown in 
Figure 7-5g, and is maximum and positive in the shoaling region, but at the onset of breaking 
Aspike decreases, becoming zero at the base of the swash, and increasingly negative throughout 
the swash zone. 
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Figure 4-8: Cross-shore distribution of bulk statistics during T22, plotted against the mean water depth hs. (a) %-
inundation; (b) significant wave height, Hs; (c) Relative wave height, HIh; (d) significant cross-shore velocity, us; 
(e) mean flow <U>; (f) flow velocity asymmetry U,jUb; (g) total velocity skewness, sk; and (h) acceleration 
skewness, Aspike. Vertical dashed lines iindicate the region of wave breaking. 
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Figure 4-9: Cross-shore distribution of hydrodynamic statistics for Slapton during T7,T9 and T22. (a) %-
inundation; (b) significant wave height, Hs; (c) relative wave height, HIh; (d) significant cross-shore velocity, us; (e) 
mean flow <u>; (f) flow velocity asymmetry UtlUb; (g) total velocity skewness, sk; and (h) acceleration skewness, 
Aspike. Values of (submerged depth/transition depth) < 1 are inside the swash zone. The region between the 
vertical dashed lines indicates the breaker zone. 
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The hydrodynamic statistics calculated for three tides were combined using the relative 
depth h)ht• The trends observed are very similar to those in Figure 4-8, which indicates that 
the parameterisation of the data by h)ht is effective. Maximum wave height Hs increases 
through the nearshore as the water depth decreases more rapidly than the wave height, and the 
swash zone is the most energetic region indicated by Us (Figure 4-9a-d). The mean flow is 
approximately zero seaward of the breaker region, and within the breakers becomes offshore-
directed due to a strong bed return flow. The offshore-directed flow continues to strengthen 
into the lower-swash where it is driven by backwashes and strengthened by water which has 
infiltrated into the upper-swash re-emerging in the seepage zone. Within the lower-swash, 
this offshore-directed flow ceases to be a mean flow and becomes a quasi-steady flow, which 
is expected to be strongest under the backwash since it has a longer duration than uprush and 
only moderately weaker strength. In the upper-swash the mean flow is onshore-directed as 
uprushes dominate due to infiltration. The onshore-offshore flow asymmetry (Figure 4-90 
displays a very similar distribution when all tides are combined as for the individual case. 
The total velocity skewness for the combined data set follows the same pattern as Figure 4-8g 
but possesses more scatter, especially in the shoaling region (Figure 4-9g). The combined 
Aspike data set displays the same trend as Figure 4-8f, switching from positive to negative as 
the waves start to break, reaching a maximum negative value in the upper-swash (Figure 
4-9h). 
Skewness and Aspike were averaged in cross-shore bins (width h)ht = 0.25) to provide the 
mean variation across the nearshore as the waves shoal, break and run-up (Figure 4-10). The 
main trend associated with skewness is the strong growth in negative skewness at the onset of 
wave breaking (h)ht = 1.5), and the return to positive skewness in the upper-swash (h)ht = 
0.5); h)ht < 0.2 is not included due to the very shallow upper-swash depths but its inclusion 
would make onshore skewness in the upper-swash even more convincing. On a steep beach 
such as Slapton, which lacks a genuine surf zone, a region of wave breaking exists where 
individual waves break rapidly by plunging or surging. It should be expected that the bed 
return flow will be strongest within the inner-breaking region, where it is additionally fed by 
backwash from the lower-swash, thereby contributing to the observed negative skewness. 
Within the upper-swash, uprushes have higher flow velocity than backwashes, and infiltration 
losses further weaken backwashes. In the upper-swash with weak or non-existent backwashes 
this leads to mean positive velocity skewness. 
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Figure 4-10: Mean variation across the nearshore of (a) total velocity skewness and (b) Aspke. Bin width is hslht = 
0.25. Error bars plot 1 standard deviation associated with the bin averages. Vertical dashed lines indicate the 
region of wave breaking. 
The cross-shore distribution of A spike shows an increase towards the breaker region as the 
waves become more pitched forwards and accelerations increase, but, once wave breaking 
begins, Aspike tends to zero, becoming strongly negative through the swash zone (Figure 
4-lOb). At Slapton, the lack of a genuine surf zone results in a narrow region of wave 
breaking, and, in the absence of broken wave bores, once a wave has broken and starts to run-
up, the swash uprush is a decelerating flow (Hughes and Baldock, 2004; Masselink and 
Russell, in press). After flow reversal, the backwash accelerates downslope, but 
mathematically the acceleration remains negative since u is negative offshore (Figure 4-7). 
Therefore, it is expected that Aspike becomes increasingly negative moving onshore through the 
swash as the velocity events (swashes) become increasingly isolated. 
4.7.3 Instantaneous velocity moments 
The first eight velocity moments from Table 4-1 were calculated for each 20-min 
segment of data and normalised by <U~1.5 following Bailard and Inman (1981). The 
normalisation reduces the wave height dependence of the terms, resulting in data with widely 
differing wave heights having similar values for the normalised terms (Foote et al., 1994). 
The importance of the first eight terms to the total velocity skewness (Figure 4-9g) is shown 
by Figure 4-11a, which plots the terms averaged over the combined swash, breaker and 
shoaling regions. Slapton is dominated by incident frequency energy (Figure 4-4), reSUlting 
in the terms that contain incident wave components being dominant. Term 2 is the short-
wave skewness and is characteristically onshore-directed (positively skewed), indicating that 
the strongest velocities are found under the incident wave crests. Term 4 is the largest term, 
and conventionally represents the sediment mobilised by the short waves and moved offshore 
by the offshore-directed mean flow. However, in the context of the gravel beach 
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environment, it is unsure whether this term will actually result in net offshore transport over a 
wave cycle because the sediment activated by the wave stirring term will rapidly settle out 
before the mean flow phase of the cycle can move it offshore. Term 8 represents a negative 
correlation between short wave variance and long wave velocity and is characteristic of a 
BLW. 
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Figure 4-11: Velocity moment terms across the nearshore. (a) Average values of normalised velocity moments. 
Negative values indicate offshore transport; (b) normalised term 2 (short wave skewness) against normalised 
depth; (c) normalised term 4 (short wave stirring and transport by the mean flow); (d) normalised term 8 
(correlation between short wave variance and long wave velocity). Values of (submerged depth/transition depth) 
< 1 are inside the swash zone. Notice different y-axis scaling for (c). Diamonds, triangles and circles represent 
T7, T9 and T22 respectively. 
The cross-shore distribution of the normalised terms produces a characteristic shape 
function that describes the direction of net sediment transport (offshore < 0 < onshore). The 
distribution of Term 2 displays scatter due to the inclusion of several days of data with 
differing conditions, but the overall trend is of increasing short-wave skewness moving 
landwards (Figure 4-11 b). Term 4 is again scattered seaward of the breaker region but, within 
the breakers and lower-swash, is strongly offshore-directed due to the contribution of the 
mean flow (Figure 4-11c). Within the upper-swash, Term 4 becomes positive due to the 
dominance of uprush over backwash. Term 8 represents the correlation between short wave 
variance and long wave velocity, and the distribution outside the breaker zone, although 
scattered, becomes more negative approaching moving shorewards (Figure 4-11d). Within 
the breaker region, Term 8 is strongly negative indicating the presence of a BL W. When the 
incident waves break, the BLW is released (Longuet-Higgins and Stewart, 1964) and Term 8 
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becomes less negative and eventually positive through the swash where the largest short 
waves exist at the long-wave crests (O'Hare and Huntley, 1994; Russell and Huntley, 1999). 
The distribution of Term 8 also indicates that for T22, the short-wave variance and long wave 
velocity were positively correlated seaward of the breaker region for the large majority of the 
tide suggesting the lack of BLW activity. 
The summation of all eight terms gives the total skewness, which can be characterised 
by a fourth-order polynomial fit with the normalised depth to produce a shape junction (Foote 
et al., 1994; Russell and Huntley, 1999; Marino-Tapia et al., 2002; Masselink, 2004) (Figure 
4-12). This describes the cross-shore sediment transport rate in relation to the transition from 
the shoaling waves to the swash zone. The shape function predicts onshore transport in the 
upper-swash, which is maximum at the shoreline. Offshore transport is predicted in the 
lower-swash and breaker regions, and little net transport in the shoaling region. The 
mathematical form of the shape function fitted to these data is shown by equation (4-10). 
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Figure 4-12: Energetics shape function: nonnalised total velocity skewness plotted against nonnalised depth. 
Positive values indicate onshore transport. Solid line indicates forth-order polynomial best fit. Vertical dashed 
lines indicate breaker region. Values of (submerged depth/transition depth) < 1 are inside the swash zone. 
4.8 Summary 
Field data collected under a range of low to medium wave energy conditions, clearly 
demonstrate that incident frequency wave motions dominate the nearshore of a steep 
reflective gravel beach. The narrow wave breaking region remains unsaturated, under the low 
to medium energy conditions experienced, precluding the development of significant 
quantities of infragravity energy. Increasing incident wave energy is transferred directly to 
more energetic swash motions. The growth of energy at the first harmonic of the peak 
incident frequency occurs as waves approach the shoreline and evolve vertical asymmetry, 
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and swash interactions in the lower-swash may also contribute further harmonic energy. 
Contrary to other findings on steep gravel beaches there is minimal growth of subharmonic 
energy approaching the shoreline. This subharmonic growth has previously been attributed to 
the formation of standing subharmonic edge waves (Huntley and Bowen, 1973). 
Wave reflection at the shoreline, which is often cited as a significant process on steep 
beaches has been shown to be frequency-dependent. Infragravity-band energy incident to the 
beachface undergoes almost complete reflection, whereas about half of the gravity band 
energy is dissipated through the nearshore. The calculated reflection coefficients for the 
gravity band display a depth dependence whereby reflection decreases with increasing water 
depth. This is somewhat contrary to the belief that increasing depth should increase reflection 
by reducing energy dissipation through interaction with the bed (Miles et al., 2001) and has 
not previously been reported. Possible reasons behind this dependency are: (1) breaks in the 
beach slope; (2) the cross-shore nodal structure of the standing wave field; and (3) de-
shoaling of the reflected wave. The beach slope at the shoreline strongly influences the value 
of R(f) that is obtained, with steeper slopes generally increasing wave reflection. If the 
beachface angle varies with elevation, as the tide rises and the local water depth increases, 
R(f) is likely to vary as the shoreline propagates over the changes in slope. A nodal structure 
is created by the superposition of incoming and reflected waves across the nearshore. The 
coherence between elevation and flow is minimised at the cross-shore location of the nodes 
and antinodes. These are located at quarter-wavelengths of the standing wave, so if the tide-
induced change in water depth causes the translation of nodes or antinodes past the collocated 
sensors this may influence R(f). As an approximation, for a 7 s wave in 1 m of water, the first 
elevation node should be 5.5 m from the shoreline. This is sufficiently close to the high tide 
position of PTP 1 during T9 and T22 that nodal translation cannot be disregarded as being 
responsible for the observed depth dependency. As the reflected wave moves seaward it de-
shoals. This is assumed to be a linear process across all frequencies, and exactly opposite to 
the shoaling of the incoming wave. Any non-linear transfer of energy between frequencies 
during either shoaling or de-shoaling will introduce errors to R(f) since both the time- and 
frequency-domain methods assume all processes are linear (Miles, 2005, pers. comm). 
A further point of interest is the influence of beachface permeability on wave reflection. 
The highly permeable structure of the gravel beach is internally dissipative, much like a 
rubble mound breakwater, which reduces wave reflection. Waves incident to the beachface 
run up and into the porous structure and hence dissipate rather than reflect from a near-
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impermeable surface (Kobayashi et al., 1991; Wurjanto and Kobayashi, 1993). The porosity 
also has implications for the dissipation of energy in the nearshore. The internal 
dissipativeness of the beachface allows for the transferral of a large proportion of the incident 
energy from wave motion to the beach groundwater system. In effect, this reduces the 
amount of energy dissipated through interaction with the bed that mobilises bed sediments, so 
may influence the sediment dynamics in the nearshore. 
Frequency-domain analysis has been applied to identify the dominant nearshore water 
motions and to determine whether subharmonic edge wave activity was present at the 
shoreline during the fieldwork. The amount of subharmonic energy contained in the 
nearshore was limited (less than 15%) and the spectra of water surface elevation and flow 
velocities do not display a clear subharmonic peak. Cross-spectral analysis reveals that of 
three tides investigated edge waves may be active for one tide, but for the remaining tides the 
phase relationships between the water surface elevation and the cross-shore and longshore 
components of the flow velocity are more consistent, albeit poorly coherent, with standing 
cross-shore subharmonic wave motions. The presence of subharmonic edge wave activity 
during T22 may to some extent be explained by the longer period waves incident on Slapton 
during T22, which may promote greater transfer of energy from the incident to subharmonic 
band. The increased steepness of the beachface in comparison to T7 and T9 has not increased 
the proportion of reflected wave energy so is unlikely to have influenced edge wave 
activation. 
Time-domain analysis demonstrates that the mean cross-shore flow and associated 
higher-order velocity moments (skewness) are negative in the breaker and lower-swash 
regions, but become positive in the upper-swash. Seaward of the breaker region they remain 
close to zero. The most important skewness term is the stirring by the short waves and 
transport by the mean flow (offshore in the breakers and lower-swash, onshore in the upper-
swash), although this description is a little misleading for a gravel beach where the grain size 
supresses suspended transport. It is suggested that the wave stirring will not suspend 
sediments, but rather destabilise them whereby the mean flow may be able to influence the 
transport direction. Short-wave skewness, which other studies have shown to be important 
for driving onshore sediment transport under shoaling waves (Osborne and Greenwood, 
1992a, 1992b; Russell and HuntIey, 1999), shows little clear structure seaward of the 
breakers. Contrary to the findings of Masselink and Russell (in press), short-wave skewness 
is important in the swash zone where it is onshore-directed. Additionally, the importance of 
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the correlation between short wave variance and long-wave velocity is highlighted. This term 
is strongly negative in the breaker region indicative of BLWs, which are released by the 
incident waves upon breaking and cause an offshore-directed flow. The occurrence of the 
BLWs may cause the periodic increase in sediment transport due to the increased velocity 
variance associated with their passage. 
The bed return flow, driven by the gradient of set up across the surf zone produced by 
wave energy dissipation (Svendsen, 1984), was considered to be a principle component of the 
total skewness. Skewness was most negative between the mid-swash and initial breakpoint 
where the bed-return flow attains maximum strength (Masselink and Black, 1995; Miles and 
Russell, 2004). It would be expected that the steepness of the beachface would also affect the 
strength of the bed-return flow (Longuett-Higgins, 1983; Miles and Russell, 2004) with the 
result that skewness was more negative during T22, but it is found to have no obvious impact. 
The effect of water infiltrating into the beachface in the upper-swash and re-emerging in the 
lower-swash and transition zone may act to enhance the strength of the bed-return flow within 
this region by volumetrically adding to the backwash and seaward phase of the oscillatory 
flow. In this case there is expected to be a correlation between the ratio of uprush to 
backwash flux (a measure of infiltration) and the strength of the bed-return flow in the lower-
swash. 
Dimensional acceleration skewness ASpike provides a good description of fluid flows 
within the swash zone. Outside the breaker region where wave shape and velocity asymmetry 
begin to develop, Aspike is onshore-directed under the steep front wave face in agreement with 
Elgar et al. (2001), Hoefel and Elgar (2003) and Masselink and Russell (in press). The 
narrow breaker region where incident wave energy is transferred directly into swash motions 
causes the breakdown of the pitched forwards wave shape, the fluid accelerations become 
mixed throughout the water column and Aspike becomes zero. Within the swash zone all 
accelerations are negative (Hughes and Baldock, 2004; Masselink et al., 2005) and Aspike 
predicts offshore-directed transport throughout the sw ash. This is clearly contrary to the berm 
formation and beachface steepening observed throughout fieldwork and precludes the 
application of Aspike as a predictor of sediment transport within the sw ash zone. 
An energetics-based shape function describing the sediment transport rate across the 
nearshore was produced for Slapton. It predicts little transport outside the breaker region, 
offshore transport under the breakers and lower-swash and, in contrast to shape functions 
proposed in other studies, it extends to the shoreline where strong onshore transport is 
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predicted in the upper-swash. The shape function of Russell and Huntley (1999, their figure 
(4)) does not extend into the inner-surf zone and sw ash zone, but rather from the inner-surf 
where it predicts strong offshore transport decreasing to zero at the breakpoint and onshore 
transport under the shoaling waves increasing in magnitude shorewards. During calm 
conditions the breaker zone is narrow and onshore transport dominates the nearshore, but 
under storm conditions increased surf zone width causes dominant offshore transport. The 
convergence in transport directions, common to the above shape functions, will favour the 
formation of a 'breakpoint' bar (Sallenger and Howd, 1989). Only the proposed transport 
function of Foote et al. (1994, their figure (11)) extends to the shoreline, however, this shape 
function is purely conceptual and not based on any data. 
The application of energetics-based shape functions to the cross-shore flow velocity 
time series recorded at Slapton would result in sediment convergence from offshore transport 
in the lower-swash and surf zones, and onshore transport under shoaling waves leading to the 
formation of an intertidal breakpoint bar. Such a prediction is inconsistent with field 
observations made during the fieldwork, which shows the progressive build up of the upper-
swash and a flattening of the intertidal region; a bar was not observed during any stage of the 
fieldwork (Chapters 3, 6 and 7). These observations indicate strong net onshore swash-driven 
transport of the bed load component of sediment transport leading to berm formation, which 
only the shape functions proposed in Section (4.7.3) and by Foote et al. (1994) go some way 
towards predicting. The suggestion of these results, and those of Masselink and Russell (in 
press), is that energetics-based sediment transport models cannot be directly applied in the 
swash zone, particularly that of a steep gravel beach. 
Wright and Short (1984) proposed a process signature for reflective beaches based on 
field observations made on a highly enclosed sandy Australian beach. Whilst identifying 
similar morphology to Slapton in the form of a steep beachface, a pronounced step consisting 
of coarser material and a decreasing bed slope seaward of the step, Wright and Short's (1984, 
figure (4)) process signature is unlike that found at Slapton. The relative proportion of energy 
in the incident, subharmonic and infragravity frequency bands at Slapton, expressed as the 
significant velocity amplitude, remains almost constant across the nearshore and is dominated 
by incident motions (Figure 4-13). This is contrary to Wright and Short (1984) who describe 
a steady increase in subharmonic energy, as waves shoal, break and run-up, which by the 
shoreline exceeds the level of incident energy. This steady increase in subharmonic energy is 
interpreted as being due to mode-zero standing subharmonic edge waves, which are excited at 
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Figure 4-13: Typical process signal at Slapton. The bar graphs plot the relative magnitudes of the significant 
velocity amplitude of the incident Us. subharmonic Usub and infragravity Uig energy bands (scaled relative to the 
incident band) in the swash. breaking wave and shoaling wave regions of the nearshore. 
the shoreline during moderate energy conditions. At Slapton, although being inside the 
theoretical decay limits for mode-zero edge waves, evidence of their activity was poor, and at 
no time does subharmonic energy dominate the nearshore. A simple reason for the lack of 
edge wave activity may be that the waves incident to the beach were predominantly short 
period wind waves and that edge waves are only forced by longer period waves such as those 
during T22 (Figure 4-6). 
The subharmonic dominance of the nearshore of steep beaches proposed by Wright and 
Short (1984) has been widely accepted during subsequent studies of steep gravel beaches. 
Furthermore, it is commonly assumed that when rhythmic cuspate morphology has been 
observed, subharmonic edge waves must be responsible for the cusp formation, or at least 
present in the nearshore, notwithstanding the fact that detailed hydrodynamic measurements 
have often not been made. Additionally, the most direct field confirmation of the link 
between edge waves and beach cusps from Huntley and Bowen (1978) is not completely 
convincing since the amount of subharmonic energy is low and the spectra show no distinct 
subharmonic peaks. The offshore amplitude decay is based on limited observations and there 
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is no information available on the spatial structure of the water motion. Sherman et al. (1993) 
report on the development of cusp-related gravel zonation and find distinct patterns controlled 
by the location within the cusp system. Their model of cusp zonation development describes 
the reworking of the beachface under varying levels of tidal elevation and wave energy, but 
their underlying assumption is that various modes of edge wave are present and wholly 
responsible for cusp formation development. However, no measurements of nearshore 
hydrodynamics were obtained and it is not considered whether the observed sediment 
distributions may be due to some other initial perturbation. These might include the complex 
cross-shore and longshore motions, obtained under non-uniform energetic swash, 
groundwater effects or obliquely incident waves, but the results of this study are currently 
insufficient to exclude edge wave activity from the complete continuum of gravel beaches. 
4.9 Conclusions 
• Wave energy reflection is frequency-dependent with almost complete reflection of 
infragravity energy, and partial reflection of gravity-band energy. Reflection of the 
gravity-band energy displays a dependence on water depth, with decreased reflection 
over the high tide still-stand when depth is maximum. The depth dependency is 
attributed to beach profile variability at different shoreline elevations, the potential 
nodal structure of the standing wave and de-shoaling of the reflected wave. 
• Cross-shore hydrodynamics at Slapton Sands are dominated by incident frequency 
oscillations. As incident energy is dissipated towards the shoreline, growth in energy 
at the first harmonic is observed, but there is little transfer of energy to the 
infragravity or subharmonic frequency bands. The lack of significant quantities of 
infragravity energy is attributed to the narrow breaker region remaining unsaturated to 
incident energy. 
• Subharmonic standing edge wave activity is shown to be of secondary importance at 
most, never exceeding 15% of the total energy. Of three tides investigated, standing 
mode-zero edge waves were potentially active for only one tide. Water motions for 
the remaining tides were more consistent with subharmonic standing cross-shore wave 
motions. 
• Instantaneous higher-order velocity moments predict onshore sediment transport in 
the upper-swash and strong offshore transport in the lower-swash and breaker regions. 
These strong offshore-directed moments are inconsistent with the observed patterns of 
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morphological change observed during the fieldwork that suggest that net onshore 
transport prevails across the entire swash zone. 
• A process signature is developed for the steep gravel beach whereby the distribution 
of energy across the nearshore is shown to be reasonably constant and dominated by 
incident-frequency motions. This is inconsistent with the reflective signature 
previously proposed by Wright and Short (1984) and draws into question the validity 
of the commonly held belief that steep gravel beaches are dominated by subharmonic 
edge waves which are ubiquitously linked to the formation of beach cusps. 
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The importance of infiltration as a control on beach morphology is often inferred and/or 
deduced in the existing gravel beach literature, but as yet it has rarely been demonstrated 
(e.g., Inman and Bagnold, 1963; Mason and Coates, 2001; Pedrozo-Acufia et al., 2005). On a 
gravel beach, the water table is a highly active boundary responding to back-beach 
groundwater fluctuations, nearshore water motions and individual sw ash events on the 
beachface (Grant, 1948; Emery and Foster, 1948; Waddell, 1976; Hegge and Masselink, 
1991). Interactions between swash and groundwater are important since the saturation level 
of the beachface is significant in determining the direction and rate of sediment transport, and 
therefore beachface stability. Previous studies of beach groundwater dynamics have primarily 
focused on sandy beaches, reporting infiltration and/or exfiltration and the potential for 
modified sediment transport dynamics (Turner and Nielsen, 1997; Turner and Masselink, 
1998; Baldock et al., 2001). Waddell (1976, 1980) observed high frequency groundwater 
oscillations, with periods ranging from 8-11 s, beyond the uprush limit. These oscillations 
were attributed to a pressure force transmitted through the saturated sand by breaking waves 
at the base of the beach causing an instantaneous rise of the groundwater level. 
According to Hegge and Masselink (1991), the beachface acts as a low-pass filter, 
selectively transmitting lower-frequencies and filtering higher frequencies. Swell frequencies 
were detectable in the groundwater with high coherence between run-up and ground water 
indicating that groundwater oscillations were induced by swash motions. Emery and Gale 
(1951) also noted that the beachface acted as filter; they observed that small, high-frequency 
breakers disappeared prior to moving up the beachface leaving only larger or longer-period 
waves to run-up. Hegge and Masselink (1991) described a mass pressure flux through 
saturated sands, similar to Waddell (1976), which stabilises a falling groundwater level. 
Large swashes, overtopping the groundwater exit point on the beachface are able to cause a 
rise in the groundwater table via vertical infiltration. Hegge and Masselink (1991) suggested 
that pressure forces dominate seawards, and infiltration dominates landwards of the exit point. 
Although these projects have made a significant contribution to our understanding of 
swash and groundwater interactions on sandy beaches, the processes occurring on gravel 
beaches remain to be examined in detail. The only known previous measurements of swash 
and groundwater on a gravel beach have proved inconclusive in determining the forcing 
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mechanisms; Blewett et al. (2000, 2001), Holmes et al. (2002) and Horn et al. (2003) 
measured near-surface vertical pressure gradients within a gravel beach, but the magnitude of 
the hydraulic gradients was sufficiently small that they fell within the measurement error 
bounds. Additionally, the Darcian flow groundwater sub-model used by Horn et al. (2003) 
may not be applicable on a gravel beach since groundwater flows cannot be assumed to be 
purely vertical and laminar (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). Perhaps more pertinent to this study 
are the numerical models of van Gent (1994), Clarke and Damgaard (2002) and Clarke et al. 
(2004), who extend models of swash zone flows to include the exchange of water between the 
sw ash and a permeable structure, and the results of Packwood (1983), who modelled the run-
up of a bore on beach slopes of varying permeability and found the volume of water lost from 
the swash equalled the water that infiltrated. A key characteristic of the van Gent (1994) 
model is that there is no requirement for the phreatic surface and the free surface (swash lens) 
to remain coupled over a swash cycle (Figure 5-1). Indeed, forcing the internal and external 
surfaces to remain coupled would not permit infiltration/exfiltration, mass would not balance, 
and the result would be discontinuities in both the internal and external flows. 
Figure 5-1: Coupling between internal and external hydraulic regions. Shading represents saturated beachface 
and single arrows the exchange of water across the beachface. Modified from van Gent (1994). 
An important issue relating to infiltration on a gravel beach is the problem of saturated 
and unsaturated flow. The rate of infiltration is ultimately determined by the hydraulic 
conductivity of the sediment, but assuming hydraulic conductivity is constant over the 
beachface, the pressure gradient between the internal (groundwater) and external (swash) 
hydraulic regions controls the infiltration (van Gent, 1994). The coupling between the 
external swash flow and the internal groundwater flow is determined by the pressure gradient. 
Within the unsaturated beachface, where a porous layer separates the groundwater from the 
free surface (area S2 in Figure 5-1), the maximum pressure gradient, and hence seepage 
velocity, is governed by the equilibrium between gravity and friction alone, since fluid 
percolates into the porous beachface. The pressure gradient cannot exceed unity, since to do 
so would cause the internal flow velocity to be greater than the external free stream velocity. 
On the other hand, across a saturated region of beachface (area SI in Figure 5-1), the pressure 
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gradient may exceed unity because in addition to gravity, the hydraulic head of the external 
free surface (hp in Figure 5-1) acts against friction, and higher seepages velocities can result. 
The exact magnitude of the pressure gradients in region SI are uncertain because pressures 
are not hydrostatic (van Gent, 1994). Within region S3 there is no direct flow from, or 
towards the external region, so flow is dependent only on the slope of the internal water table. 
In summary it may be stated that the exchange of fluid across the saturated internal/external 
boundary occurs more rapidly than across the unsaturated boundary. 
5.2 Qualitative description of field data 
The data used for the analysis in this section were collected during T15, and are 
described in Section 3.6. This tide was primarily chosen for analysis since the instrument rig 
was located close to the crest on the seaward face of the berm and experienced swash for the 
majority of the tide, including events that over-topped the berm crest (Section 3.6; Figure 
2-3a). A 2-min run-up time series of the leading edge of the swash derived from video is 
shown in Figure 5-2a. The motion of the leading edge is primarily at incident frequencies 
and there is little evidence of wave groupiness (prevalent wave group activity). Since the 
swash motions are at incident frequencies, and the sw ash zone width is relatively narrow (L1x 
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Figure 5-2: Overview of beachface hydrodynamics during field survey. (a) Two minute run-up time series. The 
dashed lines correspond to the cross-shore location of the PTPs; (b) run-up time series over the entire tide (grey), 
2% and 80% exceedence levels (solid); and (c) the tidal elevation at PT 0 and groundwater-Ievel at PTP 5. The 
cross-shore distance between PT 0 and PTP 5 was x = 10 m. 
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::::: 3.5 m), it is comparatively straightforward to define the swash zone for this Lagrangian 
swash signal. 
The maximum run-up excursion for the entire data run is well approximated by the 2% 
exceedence level (Holman, 1986) ( Figure 5-2b); however, it is problematic to determine the 
cross-shore location of the backwash. The complications using video arise from the difficulty 
in distinguishing the rapidly thinning backwash lens from the wet beachface and the 
following bore which is beginning to uprush. This is able to confuse auto-detection methods 
and the human eye alike, although an auto-detection method is more desirable because of its 
greater objectivity. An over-estimation of the maximum run-down is the general result of 
these difficulties. To reduce the errors associated with the run-down estimation, a cut-off 
limit is invoked whereby the 80% exceedence limit is defined as the run-down maxima for 
each 2-min segment ( Figure 5-2b). 
The beach water table is an active boundary that responds to nearshore water level 
oscillations and swash motion on the beachface (e.g., Grant, 1946; Harrison et al., 1972; 
Lanyon et al., 1982). Previous authors have noted the asymmetry of the beach groundwater 
table, rising more quickly than it falls. This has generally been attributed to porosity effects 
and more efficient filling by tides and waves compared to drainage by gravity alone (e.g., 
Turner, 1993; Nielsen, 1997). Figure 5-2c plots the tidal elevation over the high tide, 
coincident with the elevation of the water table at PTP 5, and it is apparent that there is very 
little tidal-scale asymmetry in the groundwater. During the flood tide, the tidal level is 
marginally greater than that of the groundwater, and this continues until 1 hour after the high 
tide when the tide begins to fall more rapidly than the groundwater-Ievel; the maximum 
difference in elevation between tide and water table at any time during the high tide was 
0.06m. It is also apparent that during the flood tide when there are periods of extended run-up 
at t = 50, 80 and 160 min, that the groundwater-Ievel also becomes elevated, temporarily 
rising above the tidal level. 
The traditional definition of the swash zone is that region of the beach that is submerged 
less than 100% of the time, extending from the point of bore collapse to the maximum uprush 
limit (Hughes and Turner, 1999). However, the nearshore water level is modulated by wave 
groups, and on a reflective beach this causes the narrow breaker zone to migrate landwards on 
the arrival of a wave group and seawards on its passing. This results in the 'swash zone' 
occasionally experiencing breaking waves, and the 'breaker zone' to become sporadically 
exposed to swash action. A relatively narrow transition zone forms the boundary between 
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breaker and swash zones under such conditions in contrast to the relatively wide transition 
zone observed on dissipative beaches (Masselink et al., 2005). 
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Figure 5-3: Synchronous high tide time series of water surface elevation for the cross-shore array of PTPs. (a) 
PTP 1 (transition zone); (b) PTP 2 (Iower-swash); (c) PTP 3 (mid-swash); (d) PTP 4 (mid-swash) and; (e) PTP 5 
(upper-swash). The R2% and RBO% exceedence levels are 46.2 m and 49.5 m respectively. 
Time series of water surface elevation for the cross-shore array of PTPs highlight some 
fundamental differences in the hydrodynamic processes from the transition zone to the upper-
swash (Figure 5-3). At high tide, PrP 1 is located in the transition zone and consequently 
only intermittently dries between swash events. The groundwater record at the corresponding 
location is very similar both in magnitude and frequency of oscillations and would seem to be 
principally driven by the sw ash directly overhead. Moving landwards through PTP 2 and 
PrP 3, the sw ash signal displays significant dry periods between events and is clearly no 
longer in the transition zone. The amplitude and phase of the swash and groundwater signals 
remain similar. At PTP 4, swash depths are approximately one-third of those recorded by 
PrP 1, the groundwater signal is showing increasing asymmetry, rising more rapidly than it 
falls, and the influence of an under-lying low-frequency signal is apparent. Towards the run-
up limit at PrP 5, the rate of sw ash inundation has decreased so that only the largest events 
cover the sensor. Swash depths have decreased to a maximum of 0.04 m. The groundwater 
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signal differs significantly from the swash directly above on the beachface. It displays a 
strong low-frequency signal and superimposed onto this the groundwater is responding to 
individual swash events, many of which must be lower on the beachface, since the 
groundwater rises when there is no swash overhead. The rise and fall of the water table also 
displays some asymmetry. Clearly, swash frequency ground water rises at PrP 5 cannot be 
attributed to vertical infiltration when there is no water overhead on the beachface, so must be 
caused by a horizontal flux of water into the beachface. 
5.3 Swash zone frequency-energy distribution 
The tide induced change in water level during the data collection was 1.6 m, and the 
changing tide level relative to the fixed instruments caused the instruments to be subjected to 
different hydrodynamic processes. The data collected by PrP 1-4 were combined by using 
the average water depth over the lO-min period as a relative indicator of the cross-shore 
position (Figure 5-4). In the intermittently immersed and exposed swash zone, the average 
water depth has no real physical relevance. It is, however strongly correlated to the relative 
amount of time that a location in the swash zone is wetted and was therefore used. 
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Figure 5-4: Percentage submergence of PTP 1-4 calculated for each 10-min data segment across the swash 
zone. 
The PrP data were divided into lO-min sections and water surface elevation spectra 
calculated with 12 segments of 200 samples and zero overlap. This provided spectral 
estimates based on 24 degrees of freedom. Example spectra from the nearshore, swash and 
groundwater are shown in Figure 5-5. The spectrum contain a broad band of incident energy 
from 0.05 Hz to 0.3 Hz with a distinct peak at 0.07 Hz (14 s) and a broad peak centred on 
0.2 Hz (5 s). Low frequency energy is minimal, and the higher frequencies (> 0.3 Hz) show 
little structure. The groundwater and sw ash signals are structurally very similar indicating 
that swash forces the groundwater, but compared to the nearshore spectrum, there is an 
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increase in low frequency energy suggesting a landward attenuation of the swash and 
groundwater signals. 
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Figure 5-5: Nearshore energy spectra. (a) Energy spectrum of water surface elevation at PT 0; and (b) swash 
depth and groundwater-Ievel spectra calculated at PTP 1 (Iower-swash). The 95% confidence limits are indicated 
by the scale bar and were calculated using a significance level of 0.05. 
The spectral estimates from each lO-min segment were grouped into 10 equally-spaced 
cross-shore bins, using h as a relative indicator of cross-shore position in the swash zone. The 
average spectrum was computed for each cross-shore bin and combining all bins produced a 
contour plot, which describes the cross-shore variation in spectral shape (Figure 5-6). The 
normalised spectra were plotted, whereby the energy is normalised by the total energy within 
the spectrum for that bin. The swash spectrum across the beachface (Figure 5-6a) displays a 
spectral valley at f = 0.1 Hz separating two bands of energy: (1) > 0.1 Hz apparently 
associated with input waves (which will be termed 'high-frequency'); and (2) < 0.1 Hz 
(termed 'low-frequency'). There is attenuation of the high frequencies moving landwards, 
and a slight increase in low frequencies. The groundwater spectrum (Figure 5-6b) displays a 
similar energy distribution to the swash spectrum; however, there is strong growth of low-
frequency energy in the upper-swash, and the high frequencies are more rapidly attenuated 
landwards. 
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Figure 5-6: Surface contour plots of cross-shore frequency-energy distribution: (a) normalised swash spectrum; 
and (b) relative groundwater spectrum. Proportion of low-frequency energy contained across the beachface (c) 
within the swash; and (d) within the groundwater. Error bars plot 1 standard deviation associated with the bin-
averages. 
The growth in dominance of low-frequency energy within the upper-swash and 
groundwater regions suggests that low-frequency energy will dominate oscillations on the 
upper-beachface. The rate of low-frequency growth can be estimated by determining the 
proportion of low frequencies contained within the total energy across the beachface by 
separating the spectra at the spectral valley f = 0.1 Hz. The contribution of low-frequency 
energy to the swash across the beachface almost doubles from the lower-swashltransition 
zone to the upper-swash (Figure 5-6c); whilst within the groundwater this growth is even 
more rapid with a four-fold increase from lower- to upper-swash (Figure 5-6d). The overall 
indication is that low-frequency oscillations become more significant moving landwards and 
in the upper-swash region they begin to dominate the groundwater motion, similar to the 
findings of Hegge and Masselink (1991). 
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5.4 Swash-groundwater table interaction 
The greater permeability of gravel compared to sand is expected to provide significantly 
faster frequency-response characteristics than sandy beaches and thereby reduce the degree of 
asymmetry commonly observed in sandy beach water table oscillations (e.g., Turner, 1993; 
Nielsen, 1997). The water table elevation at comparable stages of the flood and ebb tide are 
very similar (Figure 5-7). It is apparent throughout all stages of the tide that, although there is 
considerable swash inundation of the more landward PIPs, there is no closure of the water 
table to the beach surface. This supports the theory of rapid water table response, and 
suggests that little water is stored within the beach matrix above the shoreline elevation, 
which, in contrast to a sandy beach results in no super-elevation of the water table. The 
interaction between sw ash and groundwater were investigated in the frequency- and time-
domains using cross-spectral analysis and cross-correlations, respectively. 
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Figure 5-7: The mean water table elevation and swash depth for a 10-minute period across the beachface for (a) 
late-flood, (b) high tide and (c) early-ebb. Dots indicate the position of swash PTs, triangles the position of buried 
groundwater PTs. Light and heavy shading indicate the saturated beach matrix and swash mass, respectively. 
5.4.1 Frequency-domain analysis 
The application of spectral analysis to swash data may be problematic, since the time 
series are both irregular and discontinuous (Figure 5-3). Nevertheless, previous authors have 
successfully performed spectral analysis on swash data (e.g., Waddell, 1976; Osborne and 
Rooker, 1999; Puleo et al., 2000; Masselink et al., 2005). Spectral analysis is considered 
appropriate for groundwater data, which is continuous, and has been used in numerous 
previous studies (e.g., Waddell, 1976; Hegge and Masselink, 1991). Cross-spectral analysis 
was used to investigate the degree of correlation between the input swash signal and the 
groundwater in the frequency domain. Spectra were computed from time series of 7200 
points (sampled at 4 Hz), and to minimise the impact of the irregular and discontinuous nature 
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of the swash time series, an average water depth of 0.05 m over the run was specified as a cut-
off. Only data segments for which h was greater than 0.05 m were considered for further 
analysis. This results in a relatively narrow temporal window that only includes 
approximately an hour of data each side of high tide. The time series were divided into 28 
non-overlapping Hann-tapered segments, resulting in 56 degrees of freedom (v). The 
significance level of the coherence, K~g was determined following Thompson (1976) as: 
(5-1) 
which for a = 0.05 (95%) and v = 56 results in K~g = 0.1. The confidence limits ofthe phase 
are dependent on the coherence, the degrees of freedom and the required confidence level, 
and were computed using the technique outlined in lenkins and Watts (1968; their Fig. 9.3). 
As an indication, for v = 56 and a coherence of 0.9, the 95% confidence interval for the phase 
The coherence and phase angle of the cross-spectra between swash at PIP 1, the lower 
most sensor, and groundwater at PIPs 1-4 enable the relationship between the sw ash signal 
input to the beachface to be examined as it propagates up-slope and interacts with the 
groundwater (Figure 5-8). The coherence provides a non-dimensional measure of the 
correlation between the two time series as a function of frequency. The swash and 
groundwater are highly coherent across the two previously identified significant spectral 
peaks (Figure 5-4b), but the phase angles at these frequencies highlight a divergence in the 
behaviour of the low- and high-frequencies. The phase angle of the 0.2 Hz peak increases 
landwards from 0° to 25°, whilst for the 0.07 Hz peak the phase angle increases from 0° to 
60°. 
The phase angle shows whether the frequency components in one time series lead or lag 
the components at the same frequency in the other time series; subsequently, the phase angles 
in Figure 5-8 were converted to a time lag in seconds. The overwhelming characteristic of the 
phase spectrum of the high-frequency signal is an increasing lag moving upslope that is most 
noticeable during the flood and ebb (Table 5-1). Between the most seaward PIPs, this lag is 
sufficiently small «0.1 s) to be considered instantaneous. Moving landwards the time lag 
increases to a maximum of around 0.5 s, which would seem to correspond to the time taken 
for the swash to uprush the 2 m between the sensors. 
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Figure 5-8: Coherence and phase spectra between PTP 1 swash and: (a) PTP 1 groundwater; (b) PTP 2 
groundwater; (c) PTP 3 groundwater and; (d) PTP 4 groundwater. The 95% Significance level for the coherence 
is indicated by the dotted line. The data were collect during the late-flood. 
The high tide section of data shows slight deviation from the above pattern. This is 
probably due to the most seaward sensor being located in the transition zone between swash 
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and surf. The swash events or wave bores recorded at this location are more developed and 
with the greater water depth and occasional lack of bed drying the lags are reduced. A further 
point to note from the high tide cross-spectrum is that at the most seaward sensor pairing the 
groundwater signal precedes the swash. This lag is small and within the 95% confidence 
interval, and therefore potentially insignificant, but suggests that the groundwater at this 
location may be responding to wave events lower on the beachface before sw ash is overhead. 
Table 5-1: Summary table of coherence and phase for the high-frequency (0.2 Hz) region of the cross-spectra. 
Mid-flood High tide Mid-ebb 
coherence lag (5) coherence lag (5) coherence lag (5) 
PTP 1 S vs. PTP 1 G 0.98 0.03 0.99 -0.09 0.98 0 
PTP 1 S vs. PTP 2 G 0.98 0.03 0.99 0.01 0.97 0.05 
PTP 1 S vs. PTP3 G 0.96 0.17 0.96 0.09 0.92 0.27 
PTP 1 S vs. PTP 4 G 0.93 0.42 0.94 0.19 0.88 0.54 
The phase lags and coherence between swash and groundwater for the low-frequency 
region of the spectra are summarised in Table 5-2. The coherence is marginally reduced 
compared to the high-frequency signal, but still remains highly coherent moving landwards. 
The increasing phase lags between the input swash signal in the lower-swash being recorded 
in the groundwater, ranging from almost instantaneous at the seaward sensors to greater than 
3.5 s at the most landward sensor, indicates that the travel times increase differentially for the 
high- and low-frequency signal. The increasing phase lag, together with the reduction in 
coherence, imply that the low-frequency signal follows a different pathway to the high-
frequency signal as it translates across the beachface. 
Table 5-2: Summary table of coherence and phase for the low-frequency (0.07 Hz) region of the cross-spectra. 
Mid-flood High tide Mid-ebb 
coherence lag (5) coherence lag (5) coherence lag (5) 
PTP 1 S vs. PTP 1 G 0.6 0.07 0.95 0.25 0.92 0.42 
PTP 1 S vs. PTP 2 G 0.88 1.09 0.84 0.91 0.87 1.12 
PTP 1 S vs. PTP 3 G 0.72 2.44 0.54 2.04 0.72 2.54 
PTP 1 S vs. PTP 4 G 0.61 3.81 0.43 3.52 0.58 3.75 
5.4.2 Time-domain analysis 
Cross-correlations were computed between the input swash signal (PTP 1) and the 
groundwater (PTP 1-4) across the beachface for both the high and low frequencies to 
investigate the degree of correlation between the time series in the time-domain. The cross-
correlation function is related to the cross-spectral density through the Fourier transform (e.g., 
lenkins and Watts, 1968). It should be made clear, however, that the computation of the 
cross-correlation and cross-spectral density function represent two different analysis 
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techniques operating within different domains, respectively the time and the frequency 
domain. 
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Figure 5-9: Cross-correlations between the swash and groundwater for (upper panels) the high-frequency swash 
and groundwater signal and (lower panels) the low-frequency signal for: PTP 1 swash-PTP 1 groundwater (solid 
line); PTP 1 swash-PTP 2 groundwater (dashed line); PTP 1 swash-PTP 3 groundwater (dash-dot line); and 
PTP 1 swash-PTP 4 groundwater (dotted line). 
The water surface elevation and groundwater time series were split into a low- and 
high-frequency band at the previously identified spectral valley if = 0.1 Hz) using a Fourier 
filter (cut-off 0.1 Hz). The cross-correlation function between swash and the groundwater 
also demonstrates the lagged response characteristics of the high- and low-frequency bands 
(Figure 5-9). Within the high-frequency band, and for all stages of the tide, the lags are small 
« 0.5 s) and comparable to the results of the cross-spectral analysis. The signals remain 
highly correlated (r> 0.8), suggestive of a direct pathway from swash to groundwater. The 
low-frequency band exhibits significantly greater lag times between swash and groundwater, 
and displays a decreasing correlation coefficient moving landwards. For example, the high 
tide correlation and lag between swash and ground water at PTP is r=0.95 and lag=0.25 s, 
which contrasts with r=0.43 and lag=3.52 s between PTP 1 and PTP 4. This also supports the 
results of the cross-spectral analysis in suggesting that the low-frequency signal may follow a 
less direct pathway from the swash to ground water domain. 
5.4.3 Groundwater fluctuations and wave groups 
The action of wave groups in the nearshore alternately raises and lowers the stilI water 
level causing the shoreline to migrate landwards and seawards. Therefore wave groups have 
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the potential to cause periods of elevated run-up at the wave group frequency. The influence 
of incoming wave groups on the groundwater-level is tested by comparing the wind wave 
envelope with the upper-swash groundwater oscillations. 
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Figure 5-10: Time series of: (a) water surface elevation." (dotted line) and upper-envelope function of." (thick 
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pass filtered water table. 
The role of wave groupiness was investigated by comparing the time series of water 
surface elevation and the wave groupiness envelope at Pr 0 to the water table elevation at 
PrP 4. The wind wave envelope was derived using the method of List (1991) by first high-
pass filtering the data then Iow-pass filtering the modulus at 0.05 Hz, and indicates a wave 
group period of approximately 50 s (Figure 5-lOa). Visual comparison of the time series 
indicates that the structure of the groupiness is similar to that of the Iow-pass filtered water 
table elevation (Figure 5-lOb). Auto-spectra of t} and the water table elevation are 
characterised by dominant peaks at 0.25 and 0.18 Hz for t}, and 0.18 and 0.02 Hz for the 
water table (Figure 5-lOc). These spectral peaks indicate incident waves at 4 and 5.5 sand 
water table oscillations corresponding to the 5.5 s incident waves and 50 s wave group period, 
respectively. The coherence spectrum between the two time series reveals high correlation 
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across the incident frequency peaks, but no correlation at the wave group frequency because 
groupiness is not included in the 'YJ signal (Figure 5-lOd). The cross-correlation function 
between the wind wave envelope and the low-pass filtered water table elevation, on the other 
hand, demonstrates an in-phase relationship, but the low correlation suggests the groupiness 
does not directly influence the groundwater (Figure 5-lOe). 
5.5 Synthesis 
The significantly different lagged response characteristics for the high- and low-
frequency bands suggest that two dissimilar pathways are operating on the beachface in the 
transferral of water from swash to groundwater. Figure 5-11 presents a conceptual diagram of 
the dual infiltration pathways from sw ash to groundwater based on the findings of the 
preceding analysis. One pathway occurs at incident frequencies with near instantaneous 
travel times between swash and groundwater, whilst the second occurs at lower frequencies 
and incorporates a significant time lag. 
Pathway 1 (PI) applies to unsaturated flow and has near-instantaneous response 
characteristics. The water table exit point is a dynamic boundary, partitioning saturated and 
unsaturated beachface. The cross-shore movement of the exit point at tidal frequencies is 
well documented (e.g., Turner, 1993; Turner and Masselink, 1998), but the high permeability 
of a gravel beach results in the exit point closely tracking the swash edge, only de-coupling 
briefly during the later stages of the uprush, and during the backwash, before re-coupling with 
the next uprush. As a swash event runs up the beach, the increasing hydraulic head at b 
compared to a location further landwards a, causes water to flow horizontally into the 
beachface in a landwards direction. This water essentially flows along the phreatic surface, 
which, since the water table is incompressible, acts as an impermeable lower boundary. This 
landwards flux continues until the backwash, when the hydraulic head to seawards b falls 
below that to landwards a and the flux reverses to seawards (exfiltration). Incident frequency 
water table rises (0.2 Hz) landwards of the maximum uprush limit are clearly observed in the 
raw time series from the most landward PTPs at Slapton (Figure 5-3). These rises cannot be 
due to vertical infiltration since the swash does not overtop this location, and PI provides a 
mechanism for these oscillations (Figure 5-11). The water which has been forced along the 
phreatic surface can flow further landwards than the swash front, due to the horizontal 
pressure gradients acting upon it, and trigger a ground water response at location a. PI is an 
unsaturated flow phenomenon, and is essentially the unsaturated beach matrix above the 
phreatic surface filling up as swashes run-up the water table and horizontally into the 
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beachface through the porous gravel. PI is an incident frequency event, which operates at 
incident frequencies driving near-instantaneous water table oscillations that extend landwards 
of the swash zone. 
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Figure 5-11: The dual infiltration pathway system at Slapton Sands. The upper six panels (a-f) show the 
progression of a theoretical single large swash event during uprush and backwash. The dashed line shows the 
location of the groundwater table (phreatic surface) at the initiation of the event, and the hatched region the 
ingress of water into the beach matrix. The dot-dash line at the end of backwash (trr = 1) represents the new 
initial location of the water table for the next swash event. The two pathways are highlighted (p1 and p2). The 
lower two panels (g-h) plot the swash depth (thick line) and groundwater response (thin line) at cross-shore 
locations a and b, respectively. Notes there is no swash depth in (g) because the swash does not run up that far. 
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Pathway 2 (P2) is also an unsaturated flow phenomenon, but generates water table 
oscillations that significantly lag the swash events providing the initial motion. As the swash 
runs up and water flows into the beach via PI, the greater flow resistance provided by the 
beach matrix causes the swash front to begin over-running the effective position of the exit 
point until swash stationarity when they re-couple (Figure 5-11). Upon flow reversal, the 
swash front again decouples from the exit point leaving a tongue of infiltrate, which flows 
vertically into the beach matrix, under the influence of gravity alone (van Gent, 1994), until it 
joins with the phreatic surface. De-coupling during backwash also exposes a seepage face 
across which exfiltration is expected to occur, and this is observed between tIT=0.5 and 
tIT=0.8 when the elevation of the water table is seen to exceed the swash elevation. It is the 
time taken for the tongue of swash infiltrate to reach the phreatic surface and register a rise at 
location b that results in the observed delay of the low-frequency signal and the increasing 
contribution of low-frequency energy in the upper-swash groundwater. Although registered 
at 'infragravity' frequencies, P2 is an incident event. P2 only occurs under the larger sw ash 
events, those which are able to significantly exceed the initial water table exit point and hence 
the observed link with wave groupiness. The link with groupiness is not very clear in the 
current analysis due to the low correlation between the signals, but since the incident wave 
field is primarily wind waves they are not very groupy; sw ash interactions on the beachface 
also cause additional complications. It should be noted that although the flow pathways 
described result from the previous data analysis, the internal structure of the two water masses 
merging cannot be measured with PIs, only suggested from instantaneous maps of the water 
table, so some speculation is involved. However, the water that has infiltrated in to the 
beachface via P2 is forced by gravity alone so can only flow vertically downward and merge 
with the existing phreatic surface. This infiltrate cannot flow laterally until after merger with 
the water table when it is then subject to pressure gradients acting on the groundwater. 
5.6 Summary 
Detailed and comprehensive measurements of swash-groundwater interaction are 
reported from a steep gravel beach. The wave conditions input to the beachface are expressed 
in the run-up, which is characterised by oscillations at incident frequencies. The width of the 
swash zone is relatively narrow, and is well approximated by the 2% and 80% run-up 
exceedence levels. The elevation of the beach groundwater table is dependent on the state of 
the tide, but there is little of the tidal-scale asymmetry that has frequently been observed on 
sand beaches (Emery and Foster, 1948; Pollock and Hummon, 1971; Eliot and Clarke, 1986; 
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Turner, 1993b). This is attributed to the porosity of the sediments enabling the beach to fill 
and drain at a similar rate, unlike the sandy beaches described by Nielsen (1990), which drain 
more slowly than they fill. The significance of this finding is that there is little groundwater 
hydraulic gradient across the swash zone able to force percolation through the saturated 
beachface. 
The groundwater response to swashes on the beachface is predominantly at incident 
frequencies, with a shift in dominant energy towards lower frequencies moving landwards. 
The frequency-energy distribution over the entire beachface shows a significant spectral 
valley separating high and low frequencies, and highlights the different behavioural 
characteristics of high and low frequencies for both the swash and groundwater. The 
beachface acts to reduce the frequency and amplitude of the input swash energy, a response 
that is mirrored in the groundwater. The contribution of low frequencies in the upper-swash 
is twice that of the lower-swash, whilst in the groundwater this proportion is four times 
greater. The increasing contribution of low frequencies is most probably due to the reduced 
rate of inundation in the upper-swash, rather than the local generation of low-frequency 
energy or the non-linear transfer of energy from higher frequencies. 
Spectral analysis reveals that the total energy in the groundwater is lower than in the 
swash, except near the run-up limit. This is most likely due to greater attenuation of energy 
through the beach matrix, compared to through the shallow swash depths, but the relative 
distribution of energy remains similar. The coherence and phase angles of the cross-spectra 
between swash and groundwater reveal that the groundwater response is frequency-
dependent. The high-frequency response is instantaneous low on the beachface increasing to 
a maximum lag of 0.5 s in the upper-swash, while the low-frequency signal has significantly 
longer travel times up to a maximum of around 3.5 s in the upper-swash. Cross-correlations 
provide similar estimates of lag times between the sw ash and groundwater, confirming the 
frequency-dependence. It is worth noting that the instantaneous groundwater response is not 
related to capillary fringe effects (Nielsen, 1988; Turner and Nielsen, 1997), because the 
coarse particle size of the gravel beach does not support capillary fringe formation. 
Wave groupiness was considered as a potential source of the low-frequency upper-
swash oscillations, and was tested by comparing the wind wave envelope to the groundwater 
oscillations. The positive correlation suggests that the incoming wave groupiness has a role 
in forcing the groundwater, since the largest swashes must be related to the group signal, but 
the relative weakness of the correlation suggests that the group signal in the swash is altered 
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through interactions. Swash-swash interactions may induce local wave groupiness whereby 
the backwash of one swash interacts with the following event, which is subsequently 
prevented from running up freely (HuntIey and Bowen, 1973; Hegge and Eliot, 1991). 
Several further interactions may occur until a sw ash can uprush with no interaction and 
therefore these interactions generate a Iow-frequency signal in the upper-swash region, related 
directly to the frequency of inundation. 
The presence of significantly different frequency-response characteristics between the 
low- and high-frequency regions of the swash and groundwater signal leads to the 
development of a dual infiltration pathway model of swash-groundwater interaction. 
Pathways PI and P2 are both unsaturated flow phenomena resulting from incident frequency 
events occurring on the beachface. PI operates at incident frequencies but P2 is recorded at 
lower-frequencies since there is a delay associated with the addition of infiltrated swash to the 
groundwater. The presence of two swash infiltration pathways potentially explains some of 
the observed groundwater asymmetry on a wave event timescale. Water can fill the beach 
matrix via both the hydraulic gradient effect of PI and by the vertical unsaturated infiltration 
of P2, but the only exfiltration pathway is horizontally by a hydraulic head induced flow 
across the beachface in the lower-swash during the backwash. 
It is apparent that beachface permeability will govern the ratio of PI to P2. For a nearly 
impermeable beach (i.e., very fine sand), swash events will run-up and a minute volume of 
water will vertically infiltrate into the beachface via P2; PI will not occur. The opposite is 
true for an almost completely permeable beach (i.e., rubble mound), horizontal run-up will be 
insignificant and the water will flow directly into the beachface via PI along the existing 
phreatic surface; P2 will not operate. Although the case has been made that PI and P2 are 
separate pathways, due to the non-linear nature of groundwater flow in a gravel beach, they 
are not mutually exclusive. Water, which initially flowed into the beach via one pathway, 
will merge with water that entered through the other whilst the swash event is still underway. 
Although previously undocumented within field data, the influence of P2 is potentially 
responsible for the lagged water table responses detected by Hegge and Masselink (1991) 
who observed the water table continuing to rise for 4 to 5 s after the swash mass reached its 
maximum landward excursion. A previous attempt has been made to model unsaturated 
vertical flow (P2) in a gravel beach by Horn et al. (2003), who compared field data of near-
surface hydraulic gradients on a gravel beach with a numerical model. Their model's 
assumption of Darcian flow may be inappropriate for a gravel beach, where horizontal flow 
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cannot be neglected and the Reynolds number exceeds the critical threshold for turbulent flow 
thereby incorporating non-linear effects into the flow (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). 
Interestingly, the van Gent (1994) model also describes differential internal flow 
velocities between the saturated and unsaturated regions of the beachface, which displays 
some resemblance to the time lags of PI and P2. Flow above the phreatic surface, in the 
porous region of the beachface, has a maximum seepage velocity that is the result of 
equilibrium between gravity and friction. However, lower on the beachface, at the 
saturated/free stream boundary, the maximum internal flow velocity is greater than in the 
unsaturated region because the pressure gradient can exceed unity. Therefore across the 
saturated lower-swash, water entering the beach matrix via PI can flow into the beachface 
more rapidly than via P2 in the unsaturated upper-swash, and hence the time lags. 
5.7 Conclusions 
• Incident frequency swash motions primarily force the groundwater oscillations of a 
gravel beach and the degree of tidal asymmetry is small. The incident swash signal is 
attenuated moving landwards leading to a four-fold increase in the importance of 
lower frequency energy in the upper-swash region of the groundwater. 
• The transmission of energy between the swash and groundwater is frequency-
dependent. High-frequency (>0.1 Hz) oscillations are transmitted almost 
instantaneously to the groundwater, whereas low-frequency motions «0.1 Hz) display 
a significantly lagged response. 
• Wave groupiness is considered to be at most of secondary importance in driving 
groundwater motions. Correlation between the incoming groupiness signal and the 
low-pass filtered groundwater time series is very poor compared to the swash signal. 
• A dual infiltration pathway model is introduced whereby fluid mass is transferred 
from the swash to the groundwater system via two distinct processes. The highly 
permeable beachface allows a proportion of the swash to run horizontally into the 
beachface (PI), but the additional resistance provided by the beach matrix results in 
swash also running up the beachface and infiltrating vertically (P2). Both pathways 
are forced by swash, but the incidence and magnitude of P2 is dependent on the 
frequency of inundation of the upper-swash. 
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Infiltration and exfiltration in the swash zone is often considered one of the principal 
factors influencing sediment transport on the upper beachface (Grant, 1946; Emery and 
Foster, 1948; Duncan, 1964; Eliot and Clarke, 1986; Mason and Coates, 2001). The majority 
of these studies have only considered sand beaches where the importance of seepage face 
development has been acknowledged (Duncan, 1964; Turner, 1990, 1993). The increased 
permeability of a gravel beach, while restricting the spatial and temporal development of the 
seepage face, introduces uncertainties as to its importance (Mason and Coates, 2001). It is 
expected therefore, that the swash-groundwater system on a gravel beach such as Slapton will 
be significantly more dynamic and potentially of first order importance when considering 
beachface sediment transport. 
The previous chapter has shown that the groundwater table and swash oscillate at 
similar frequencies and suggests that this is due to fluid exchange across the beachface. As 
swash runs up, a proportion of its volume will infiltrate into the beachface influencing the 
saturation of the beach matrix. Apart from the grain size (hydraulic conductivity), the level of 
beachface saturation is the key control on the rate of infiltration. In the absence of capillarity, 
it seems realistic to assume that a gravel beach is either completely saturated or unsaturated. 
In other words, the beach matrix above the water table is 100% unsaturated. Infiltration will 
occur freely into the unsaturated beach, so the relative position of the water table outcrop onto 
the beachface, the exit point, and the instantaneous shoreline will govern the cross-shore 
distribution of infiltration. 
Hegge and Masselink (1991) highlight the importance of the exit point in the response 
of the water table to a swash event and find that to elevate the water table a swash must run up 
to an elevation greater than the exit point. The indication from their result is that the exit 
point partitions the beachface between a lower saturated region where infiltration is minimal 
since the beachface is essentially impermeable, and an unsaturated upper region where water 
can be freely lost from the sw ash through infiltration. Eliot and Clarke (1986) find the exit 
point to be a dynamic boundary that varies with the tide and swash, the mobility of which is 
governed by the ability of the beachface to drain. During the rising phase of the tide, the exit 
point migrates landwards and remains coupled to the SWL. During the falling tide, if the 
hydraulic conductivity is low, as is the case for sand, water cannot drain from the beach at a 
comparable rate as the falling tidal level so the SWL and exit point decouple forming a 
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seepage face (Turner, 1990, 1993). For a gravel beach, where hydraulic conductivity is high, 
the exit point and SWL remain coupled and the extent of seepage face development is 
minimal (Mason and Coates, 2001). 
Exit point dynamics have been fairly well documented at tidal scales, observations have 
indicated high-frequency fluctuations associated with individual waves (Waddell, 1973, 
1976). Although the exit point remains coupled to the SWL, the shoreline oscillates around 
SWL and the exit point, thereby directly forcing the exit point. The swash experiences 
saturated beachface seawards of the exit point and unsaturated beachface to landward. At the 
start of the swash cycle, the uprush flows over saturated sediment so the infiltration potential 
is low; once uprush exceeds the exit point infiltration potential dramatically increases and 
volume is lost into the beach matrix. During the backwash, flow returns seawards over 
saturated beachface since the water table will have risen to the beach surface during the 
uprush. The beachface remains saturated under the backwash because although the 
permeability is high, some resistance to drainage remains since water must flow through 
intergranular spaces as opposed to a free stream. Once the backwash has cleared the 
beachface the water table continues to drain and the exit point returns seawards towards the 
SWL. The cycle is then repeated under successive swashes. 
Swash uprush and backwash are inherently different, backwash is not the opposite of 
uprush, and therefore asymmetry exists (Hughes et ai, 1997). Various aspects of swash 
asymmetry have previously been described: flow velocity (Masselink and Hughes, 1998); 
acceleration (Nielsen, 2002); turbulence (Petti and Longo, 2001); velocity shear (Conley and 
Griffin, 2003; Masselink et al., 2005); and sediment transport mode (Horn and Mason, 1994). 
Infiltration induces volume asymmetry, whereby fluid mass can be lost or gained by the 
uprush and backwash. Erosive potential is highest when uprush and backwash volumes are 
approximately equal (Eliot and Clarke, 1986), or backwash volume exceeds that of uprush. 
Alternatively, if volume is lost from the uprush, fluid mass is not conserved from uprush to 
backwash and the sediment transport ability of the backwash is reduced. Uprush transports 
sediment upslope where it is deposited around the time of flow reversal, the backwash 
efficiency is so reduced that this sediment is stranded in the upper-swash and hence net 
sediment transport is onshore. 
Swash volume asymmetry forms the basis for the conceptual model of Duncan (1964), 
and, although originally applied to sand beaches, aspects of this may be applicable to gravel 
beaches. Throughout the rising stage of the tide, swash runs up over unsaturated beachface, 
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infiltration biases asymmetry onshore and sediment transport is upslope. During the falling 
tide, volume asymmetry switches to favour backwash; a seepage face develops, backwash is 
enhanced by exfiltrating water, potentially at high seepage velocities (Mason and Coates, 
2001), and sediment transport is downslope. Obviously, a seepage face will not develop 
across the intertidal region of the gravel beach, but during the time when backwash flows over 
the previously described narrow seepage face seaward of the exit point, its erosive potential 
may be enhanced. 
The exposure of swash to contrasting zones of beachface saturation leads to the 
suggestion that regions of the beachface exist where sw ash processes interact with the 
groundwater to determine the net direction of sediment transport. Pollock and Hummon, 
(1971) suggested six beach saturation zones extending from the sub-aqueous to sub-aerial 
regions of the beachface, the most significant of which are the swash water retention and 
groundwater resurgence zones, located in the upper-and lower-swash, respectively. Water 
infiltrates into the retention zone, recharging the groundwater, and re-emerges through the 
resurgence zone to seawards. These zones correspond to the swash process zones of 
Schiffman (1965), who described an accumulation zone in the upper-swash and combing zone 
in the lower-swash. 
This chapter examines the patterns of fluid exchange between swash and groundwater 
in the swash zone and investigates the importance of the water table exit point in partitioning 
between saturated and unsaturated beachface. Infiltration and exfiltration are quantified using 
the instantaneous swash flux as a proxy and their influence on morphological evolution in the 
swash zone is discussed. 
6.2 Groundwater rise and net water table elevation change 
At a wave event timescale the groundwater table rises and falls due to sw ash pumping 
water into the beach matrix though the beachface and hydraulic gradients forcing water 
through the beach both seawards and landwards. The volume of water passing in and out of 
the beach under the action of swash is likely to be highly significant in determining beachface 
gradients by modifying the sediment transport efficiency of sw ash (Eliot and Clarke, 1986; 
Masselink and Li, 2001). The pathways along which swash water travels through the beach 
matrix are both horizontal and vertical (Chapter 5). This presents difficulties in determining 
the quantity of water passing through the beachface since it is impossible to separate vertical 
from horizontal flow and therefore pressure gradients measured within the beach matrix (e.g., 
Blewett et al., 2002; Holmes et aI., 2002) may be meaningless. By determining bulk volumes 
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of swash and groundwater it is possible to quantify the exchange of water between swash and 
ground water. 
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Figure 6-1: Measured instantaneous swash and groundwater elevations collected at three stages in the course of 
a swash event during T15; (a) the start of uprush; (b) maximum uprush; and (c) end of backwash. Dark and light 
shading indicate saturated and unsaturated beachface, respectively, and swash is indicated by mid-grey. 
An individual swash event is able to pump a significant volume of water into the 
beachface, resulting in a rise in the groundwater table and an increase in the saturated volume 
of the beach matrix. As the backwash clears water from the beachface, the water table exit 
point and a seepage face will become apparent as the water added to the ground water by the 
sw ash event drains from the beach due to a hydraulic gradient. If an infinite amount of time 
were available before the next swash event, the groundwater level would fall until the exit 
point is level with the shoreline and the phreatic surface is flat. Figure 6-1 plots the measured 
instantaneous swash and groundwater elevation at three points in time throughout a sw ash 
cycle sampled during T 15. It demonstrates that water is retained within the beach between 
swash events and that a narrow seepage face develops during the backwash, which results in 
the subsequent swash initially running up over saturated beachface, before passing over the 
exit point onto unsaturated beach. It should also be noted that the water table slopes seawards 
at both the start and end of the sw ash cycle. 
The effect of an individual swash event is to elicit a near-instantaneous rise in the 
groundwater-level, which persists for a period of time after the sw ash has cleared the 
beachface. This retention of swash water results in the development of asymmetry in the 
groundwater signal at a swash event timescale. By retaining swash water, the net 
groundwater-level may become elevated resulting in the antecedent groundwater-level 
becoming influential in determining the response elucidated by the following swash event. 
The quantification of instantaneous swash and groundwater volumes during the swash cycle 
provides an understanding of the fluid transfer across the beachface. 
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Figure 6-2: Sketch of the instantaneous swash volume at three time steps during the uprush, 1-3. 
Swash volumes can be determined by recording the instantaneous water surface across 
the swash zone, and integrating the area down to the beachface (Figure 6-2). Data collected 
during T15 were analysed (see Section 3.6). Water depth h at the lower-swash position PTP 1, 
which acts as the seaward boundary of the swash zone, has been plotted for a 5-minute period 
during the flood tide (Figure 6-3a). Visual observation of the whole time series shows a large 
wave group reaching the beach between t = 50 and t = 100 seconds. Figure 6-3b plots the 
sw ash unit volume landwards of the lower-sw ash, calculated over the whole swash-zone 
width, for the same time period. The instantaneous sw ash surface was interpolated at 0.01 m 
intervals across the swash zone, and the area below integrated to the beachface. It clearly 
indicates that the largest swash volumes are associated with the deepest events in the lower-
swash, and that the smallest swash events, registered in the lower-swash, have very low 
volumes since they are unlikely to have run-up any great distance. 
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Figure 6-3: The volumetric changes to the swash and beach groundwater over a 5-minute period: (a) lower-
swash depth; (b) the swash unit volume; and (c) the groundwater unit volume relative to the volume at t = o. 
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Figure 6-3c shows the instantaneous groundwater unit volume across the swash-zone, 
calculated by integrating the region between the instantaneous phreatic surface, and the 
phreatic surface at t = 0, and accounting for porosity. The value of porosity used, 0.34 has 
been determined from the range given by Freeze and Cherry (1979) for pure gravel. 
Individual swashes cause a near-instantaneous rise in the water table, but the decline in 
water table elevation after each swash is slower which induces asymmetry. The action of 
wave groups or successive large swashes is therefore to pump water into the beachface since 
the asymmetry results in groundwater-Ievel decline being slower than rise. The water level is 
unable to fall back to its preceding elevation before the next large swash further adds to the 
groundwater. Once the wave group has passed and swash volumes decrease, water flows out 
of the beach due to the hydraulic gradient and the groundwater-Ievel declines. Successive 
smaller swashes during the period of net decline cause an instantaneous rise in the water table, 
but the net change in groundwater-Ievel over that swash event is negative since residual water 
from the wave group is still draining out of the beach. The antecedent groundwater-Ievel is 
therefore important in determining the net response to a sw ash event. 
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Figure 6-4: Event-by-event analysis of swash and groundwater: (a) swash volume; (b) groundwater rise; and (c) 
the net groundwater volumetric change. 
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An event-by-event analysis was conducted to further examine the groundwater-Ievel 
rise and net change in groundwater elevation in response to the swash events first examined in 
Figure 6-3. Fifty individual swashes were isolated from the volumetric time series (Figure 
6-4a) , and matched to the resultant water table response. All 50 swashes resulted in an 
instantaneous groundwater rise (Figure 6-4b). The net effect of each swash was also 
determined by comparing the groundwater volume at the start and end of each event (Figure 
6-4c). It is apparent that after successive large sw ashes when the groundwater-Ievel is falling, 
even relatively large swash events only temporarily halt the net decline, although they have 
actuated an instantaneous rise in water level. 
This further demonstrates that the antecedent groundwater elevation is critical in 
determining the response that a sw ash event elicits from the groundwater. Therefore the 
correlation between swash volume and net groundwater-Ievel change is expected to be poor. 
An event-by-event approach was again adopted whereby sw ash volume was separately 
regressed against the corresponding increase in water table volume and net water table 
volume change (Figure 6-5). The regression slope between sw ash volume and water table 
rise is positive and significant at the 5% level (p<0.05), and indicates that approximately 25% 
of the total swash volume that runs up the beach is added to the groundwater. The regression 
between the net water table change and swash volume was also positive and significant 
(p<0.05); however, as expected, it only explained a relatively small proportion of the overall 
variance (38%). The poor, albeit significant, correlation between net water table change and 
sw ash volume supports the argument that the antecedent groundwater-Ievel is important in 
determining the net groundwater-Ievel change. 
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Figure 6-5: (a) Relationship between swash volume and groundwater table rise, and (b) between swash volume 
and net water table elevation change. 
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6.3 Swash fluxes 
The cross-shore translation of the water table exit-point, corresponding to the rise and 
fall of the water table, results in a region of the beachface which is alternately saturated and 
unsaturated (Waddell , 1976). The exit-point acts as a division between an area of infiltration 
over the unsaturated region above the exit-point, and an exposed and saturated seepage face to 
seaward (Figure 6-6). A swa h event running up the beach and exceeding the elevation of the 
exit-point adds volume to the groundwater and increases the hydraulic head within the beach 
matrix. As the swash runs down, the hydraulic head of the elevated water table forces water 
to emerge horizontally through the beachface under the backwash, and once the backwash has 
cleared the beach, a seepage face forms seawards of the exit-point from where water 
continues to drain . The exit-point will continue to translate towards the shoreline (elevation 
of the SWL) until it is elevated by the following swash. The unsaturated/saturated partition 
formed by the exit-point, and its translation across the beach face leads to the suggestion that 
water added to the groundwater table is cycled through the beach matrix , entering the beach 
above the exit-point and re-emerging below it. In the upper-swash region (above the exit 
point) it is expected that the uprush swash flux will be greater than the backwash flux since 
water will be lost into the beach. In the lower-swash region (below the exit-point) the 
hydraulic head of the elevated water table will cause water to be added to the backwash 
resulting in a larger backwash flux than uprush flux. In the mid-swash position, through 
which the exit-point translates, it is expected that the ratio of uprush to backwash flux will be 
unity . 
Figure 6-6: Photograph of the water table exit point partitioning between the unsaturated upper beachface and 
the saturated seepage face lower on the beach. 
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6.3.1 Swash fluxes over the tidal cycle 
As a first attempt to determining swash volumes, the whole time series for T 15 is used. 
Five-minute averaged uprush and backwash fluxes were calculated over the duration of the 
tidal cycle at ITP 1 and 3. Instantaneous sw ash depth h was multiplied by the instantaneous 
cross-shore velocity u at z = 0.03 m, and averaged over each 5-minute segment. Flow depths 
less than 0.03 m were not considered and were set to zero, so the sw ash flux at the beginning 
of the uprush and end of the backwash are expected to be underestimated. Figure 6-7a plots 
the segment-averaged run-up time history for the tidal cycle showing the 2% and 80% run-up 
exceedence levels, and the cross-shore location of ITP 1 and 3, which indicates when the 
ITPs are inundated by the tide. The segment-averaged net swash unit flux (uprush - minus 
backwash) for both ITPs is plotted in Figure 6-7b. Fluxes are zero until the run-up begins to 
exceed the cross-shore location of the ITP, increasing to a maximum at high tide and 
decreasing to zero during the ebb. During the first 40-minutes and last 20-minutes of 
inundation for both ITPs, the net swash flux is directed onshore. During the remainder of the 
tide the net swash flux is directed offshore. These results suggest that swash fluxes are biased 
offshore with the backwash phase of the swash cycle having greater volume than uprush. 
This is thought to be unrealistic, since for the backwash to achieve a greater volume than 
uprush, water must be added to the swash from the groundwater. For groundwater to 
recharge swash, the groundwater-level must be substantially higher than the still water level, 
which Figure 3-3 indicates may be the case since the level of the Ley is above MHWS, but 
previous analysis has shown that across the beachface the water table may 
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have relatively little gradient (Figure 5-2c; Figure 6-1). Alternatively, ignoring flow depths 
less than 0.03 m may result in a significant underestimation of the flux , however, this is 
expected to influence the backwash to a greater extent than uprush (Masselink et al., 2005), or 
some other process is manifest in this result; possible processes are near-bed velocity shear 
effects and swash-swash interactions. 
6.3.2 Velocity shear effects 
The swash flux is calculated using the near-bed velocity measured at z = 0.03 m, 
assuming that the velocity profile is not vertically-segregated and ignoring the influence of a 
boundary layer. Masselink et al. (2005) measured swash velocity at Z = 0.03 m and z = 0.06 
m, and demonstrate that velocity shear is considerable during swash motion, and that the 
velocity gradient at the start of the uprush is approximately twice that at the end of the 
backwash. Conley and Griffin (2003) find a similar result, but Raubenheimer (2002) finds 
that shear is the same for uprush and backwash. The velocity measured at Slapton is likely to 
be within the boundary layer during both uprush and backwash. Shear will result in the 
measured uprush and backwash velocity being less than the free-stream velocity so the swash 
flux will be underestimated. Since the velocity shear at the start of the uprush may be around 
twice that at the end of the backwash, the measured uprush flux is likely to be under-
estimated to a larger extent than the backwash flux leading to the observed offshore-directed 
bias. 
6.3.3 Swash interactions 
If the period of the incoming waves is less than the swash duration, interaction between 
successive swashes will occur on the beachface. Swash-swash interactions affect the 
shoreline position, swash depth and swash velocity, and therefore are able to modify the 
uprush and backwash swash fluxes. Hegge and Eliot (1991) identify four distinct modes of 
interaction, which are a function of wave conditions and beach slope. Figure 6-8 plots 
concurrent time series of shoreline position, swash depth and swash velocity for the four 
modes of swash interaction and a composite event. 
• (Free) Free swashes are those able to complete their uprush-backwash cycle before the 
arrival of the next swash. The free event is characterised by a single upslope advance 
and retreat of the shoreline, a depth signature with a single maximum and a 
continuous velocity record from maximum onshore to maximum offshore flow. On 
the lower beachface uprush and backwash are of similar magnitude; but backwash is 
of longer duration. Higher on the beachface the uprush flow is stronger and of similar 
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duration to backwash. The net effect of the free swash is to pump water onshore in 
the upper-swash, offshore in the lower-swash and be close to equilibrium at the mid-
swash position. 
• (Over-taking) Swashes that move shorewards over one another are termed over-
taking, and the overtaking uprush bore collapses rapidly when the leading edge of the 
swash is reached. The over-taking interaction clearly displays a double shoreline 
movement as the second up rush passes the first. This is reflected in the swash depth, 
which displays a secondary maximum in both the upper- and lower-swash, and the 
flow velocity, which contains two onshore and two offshore directed phases. Waddell 
(1976) also noted a similar phenomenon where the collision of the backwash with the 
subsequent uprush was apparent as a secondary depth maximum on the lower 
beachface. It is apparent that the interaction reduces the net onshore-directed flow 
magnitude and duration, whilst enhancing the backwash magnitude. The second 
uprush will ride over the backwash of the first, reducing the near-bed efficiency of the 
second uprush. 
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Figure 6-8: Swash interaction modes extracted from concurrent video time-stack (upper) , swash depth (middle) 
and swash velocity (lower) records. Solid lines represent PTP 1 and the dashed lines PTP 3. The horizontal 
dotted line in the velocity plots indicates zero velocity . The proportion of the net flow contributed by the uprush is 
shown as a percentage for both PTPs. 
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• (Over-riding) When two swashes run up almost simultaneously the second over-rides 
the uprush of the first. Little impact of this interaction is evident in the sw ash depth 
apart from a slight increase in depth above that expected for a single swash, and the 
flow velocity fails to record the second event since it is underlain by the initial swash. 
The over-riding interaction operates in a similar manner to the over-taking interaction, 
except that the second swash follows the first more rapidly. 
• (Suppressed) A suppressed interference occurs when the backwash from one swash 
interacts with the following uprush and is especially evident following a large 
amplitude swash. The backwash, nearly always a supercritical flow, is not decelerated 
by an adverse pressure gradient arising from the fluid mass to seawards since the 
downstream flow cannot influence the upstream flow (e.g. , Chanson, 2004). Rather a 
quasi-hydraulic jump forms and the second sw ash does not fully run up. The 
suppressed event is observed as a secondary disturbance to the shoreline. The flow 
velocity shows a slight interruption as the collision of backwash and uprush occurs. 
The suppressed interaction occurs in the lower-swash, and during the backwash of the 
initial swash. Therefore its impact is primarily observed during the backwash phase 
of flow where the fluid mass of the second event is added to the backwash of the first. 
• (Composite) A composite event is formed when multiple interactions occur within 
one swash 'event' . The shoreline undergoes multiple displacements and the swash 
depth displays numerous peaks as each swash reaches the beachface. The near-bed 
flow velocity is biased in the offshore direction as uprushes flow over the backwashes 
of preceding swashes, and pile water up on the beachface which is only released at the 
termination of the composite event further strengthening the backwash. This 
interaction is analogous to the infragravity swashes observed on dissipative beaches 
where multiple wave bores merge in the surf zone and run up as a single large event. 
The lower panels of Figure 6-8 also display the proportion of the net flow at each PIP 
that is due to uprush. It is apparent that the duration of the backwash exceeds that of uprush 
at both PIP locations for all interaction modes. Interactions therefore induce time asymmetry 
that favours the backwash, but more importantly may create mid-water column shear where 
the near bed flow may be opposite that nearer the surface. 
6.3.4 Ensemble averaged free swashes 
The influence of vertical velocity shear and vertically-segregated flow induced by 
swash interaction may result in the observed net offshore-directed bias in swash fluxes when 
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calculated using all swash events over the tidal cycle. Therefore as a second approach to 
determining swash fluxes only free swash events are considered, minimising the effect of 
vertically segregated flow. A stratified sampling routine was employed to select free swash 
events from the entire time series at PTP 1 and 3. The time series was split into 5-min 
segments and five free swash events were randomly extracted from each segment; very small 
swashes were ignored. This resulted in a total of 178 free swash events from the two cross-
shore locations. The free events were carefully error-checked and quality-controlled. The 
current meter measures flow velocities at z = 0.03 m and therefore the velocity record is 
truncated at the tail of the backwash and to a lesser extent the start of the uprush. To 
compensate for the resulting underestimation of the flow velocity and sw ash flux, the flow 
velocity at the start of the uprush was extrapolated to the first data point when the PTP 
recorded a sw ash depth h using a second-order polynomial, and the end of the backwash was 
extrapolated to the final data point when h was recorded by assuming the velocity to be equal 
to the flow velocity averaged over the last half second before truncation (see also Masselink 
et aI. , 2005). 
Each swash event was re-sampled to a normalised scale tiT, where t is time and T is 
swash duration, using a sampling interval of 0.01 s. The location of each event in the swash 
zone was determined using the relative swash width SWrel . This is the cross-shore position of 
the PTP compared to the R2% limit, normalised by the swash zone width (6-2). The swash 
zone width and R2% was determined for each 5-min segment. 
sw = ( X PTP - R2% ) 
rei 
R2% - R800/0 
(6-2) 
The re-sampled free events were combined using SWrel , and distributed between ten 
equally spaced, non-overlapping bins where the upper bin corresponds to the R2% limit 
equalling the cross-shore location of the PTP, and the lowest bin corresponds to the PTP 
being located at the R80% limit. Within each relative swash zone bin, the re-sampled swashes 
were subsequently combined into ensemble-swash events by averaging important properties, 
such as swash depth, flow velocity and swash flux. This provided ten ensemble events, each 
representing a relative cross-shore position within the swash zone. Figure 6-9 shows the 
ensemble swash from bin 0.9 located in the lower-swash and compares this to an example 
swash from the same cross-shore location. For the ensemble event, water depth is observed to 
rise rapidly at the start of the swash before decreasing more slowly. Onshore flow velocity is 
greater than offshore, but the offshore phase of the flow is of longer duration than the 
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onshore. The swash flux is the product of the instantaneous depth and velocity at each time 
step and displays a short intense onshore phase, and a longer, but less intense offshore phase. 
The characteristics of the ensemble swash event compare well to those of the 'example' 
swash event, indicating that the former is a good representation of the average swash at each 
cross-shore location. 
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Figure 6-9: Time series of swash depth h, flow velocity u at 0.03 m above the bed and swash flux Q for an 
ensemble swash event (left panels) and an example swash event (right panels). The solid and dotted lines in the 
ensemble swash time series represent the mean of all the events in that cross-shore bin ± one standard 
deviation, respectively . The relative location of both events in the swash zone was 0.9. 
Swash flows are frequently observed to contain asymmetries (e .g., Masselink and 
Hughes, 1998) and Figure 6-10 plots the ratio of uprush to backwash flow velocity, duration 
and flux for the ensemble swashes. Onshore fluid flows are stronger than offshore flows 
across almost the entire beachface, except for the most seaward bin , and backwashes are 
always of greater duration than uprushes. The swash flux is close to unity across the mid- and 
lower-swash but becomes strongly onshore-directed in the upper-sw ash indicating that 
backwashes are becoming comparatively weak in this region. 
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position . 
The total uprush and backwash fluxes were calculated for each relative cross-shore 
location by integrating under each ensemble swash flux (Figure 6-11). No estimates of flux 
were available for the most landward two bins since the shallow depth of the fluid flow leaves 
the ECM partially emerged. It is expected that the trends observed over the remainder of the 
bins would continue with decreasing net flux moving landwards and increasing importance of 
the uprush flux in the upper-swash. Two di stinct regions can be identified from the cross-
shore distribution of the swash flux : (1) a transitory zone across the mid- and lower-swash 
where uprush and backwash flux are comparable; and (2) an infiltration or swash recharge 
zone (SRZ) located in the upper-swash where uprush flux dominates and backwash is greatly 
reduced. For the backwash to be reduced in thi s manner across the SRZ a significant volume 
of water must have been lost into the beachface by infiltration, whereas in the transitory zone 
infiltration and exfiltration must be of similar magnitude. The transitory zone is 
approximately twice the width of the SRZ and , assuming the average swash zone width is 
approximately 3 m (Figure 6-7a), the SRZ is in the order of 1 m wide. There is potentially 
less infiltration than maybe expected, especially considering that interacting events are not 
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included. Potential reasons for this are: small events are not included ; the tail end of the 
backwash may over-estimated due to the method of extrapolation; and interacting events 
maybe cause greater infiltration. 
6.4 Morphological interaction 
Swash infiltration in the SRZ increases the onshore asymmetry in the upper-swash, 
thereby enhancing onshore sediment transport and morphological change (Masselink and Li, 
2001). Exfiltration results in the asymmetry being reversed and thereby favours offshore 
sediment transport (Kulkarni , 2004). Figure 6-12a plots the before and after beach profiles 
for T 15 and indicates the maximum and minimum run-up limits during high tide. The profile 
displays the formation of a berm, the crest of which is located at the R2% run-up limit, and 
extending seaward to the run-down limit (R80%). The net vertical adjustment across the profile 
shows maximum accretion of 0.38 m and minimal erosion (Figure 6-12b). The result is an 
unbalanced beachface sediment budget, which thereby indicates that the accretionary material 
must have been sourced from seawards of the swash zone, or from alongshore. 
The morphological evolution of the swash zone is shown in (Figure 6-12c). Gravel is 
carried upslope as far as the swash extends and is deposited to that extent aided by the 
enhanced onshore asymmetry in the upper-swash. As swash inundation continues, sediment 
builds up at the uprush limit leaving a nearly horizontal berm and steepening the beachface to 
seawards. Vertical accretion of the berm requires the overtopping of the berm crest (e.g. , 
Takeda and Sunamura, 1982), which is achieved through the tidal increase of the SWL and 
indicated by the R2% run-up curve. The run-up curve displays a degree of jerkiness (at t=50 
and 90 min) related to the periodic overtopping of the berm crest and subsequent increase in 
swash excursion until the berm crest is re-established at a higher level. The pattern of berm 
evolution observed shows the accretion of gravel at the landward limit of the sw ash zone, 
extending approximately a metre seaward of the R2% run-up limit within the SRZ. As the tidal 
level increases and the run-up limit translates landwards, the berm is rolled-over landwards, 
remaining within the SRZ. Mild erosion is observed to occur seaward of the berm suggesting 
the flood tide phase of the cut and fill mechanism proposed by Duncan (1964) is the 
morphological operator acting towards berm evolution. 
However, during the ebb tide, accretion continues within the SRZ, the beachface 
continues to steepen and the berm width increases. There is little erosion either seawards or 
landwards of the berm indicating that Duncan's (1964) ebb tide phase of cut and fill, or 
Kulkarni's (2004) third phase, is not operating because the exit point follows the falling tide 
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(see Figure 5-2), and suggesting that sediment is still being advected into the swash zone from 
seawards rather than being dragged down from the beachface. 
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Figure 6-12: Morphological change during T15. (a) Profile recorded before and after tidal inundation; (b) net 
vertical profile adjustment; and (c) temporal history (M = 5 min) of vertical profile change during tidal inundation. 
Contours plot height of beach/ace elevation relative to OON (m), the 2% run-up exceedence level is shown by the 
dashed line and the 80% exceedence by the dot-dash line. The shading indicates the vertical elevation change 
between each time step. 
The cut and fill processes identified above are confi rmed by Figure 6- 13a, which plots 
the swash zone profile at 5-min intervals during the rising tide. The landwards migration of 
the berm by the 'cut ' of sediment from the lower beachface and its subsequent 'fill' on the 
upper beachface is clearly evident as the berm rolls landward. The ebb-tide phase of the 
morphological change is shown in Figure 6-1 3b. During each successive 5-min period a 
veneer of sediment is added to the beachface at consecutively lower elevations as the tidal 
elevation drops; sediment is still being moved upslope from seawards. The overall effect of 
the berm formation during the flood and ebb tide is to fl atten the profile landward of the berm 
crest, and steepen the beachface . 
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Figure 6-13: Morphological change of the beach profile at 5-minute intervals during ; (a) the rising tide; and (b) the 
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profile . Note that the berm continued to migrate landwards between 11 :55 and 12:50, so the dashed line in (b) 
corresponds to the beachface seawards of the berm crest. 
6.5 Summary 
Field observations show that significant volumes of water are exchanged between the 
swash and groundwater of a steep gravel beach at incident wave frequencies. An asymmetry 
develops, due to the beach being able to fill marginally faster than it can drain, whereby the 
groundwater experiences a near-instantaneous rise followed by a marginally slower falling 
phase. The impact of this is twofold; firstly consecutive large swashes cause a temporally 
localised super-elevation of the water table; and secondly the water table exit point moves 
seaward more slowly than the backwash, therefore exposing a narrow seepage face over 
which the subsequent uprush must initially flow . Consequently the antecedent groundwater 
elevation and the exceedence of the exit point become important in determining the net 
response of the water table to swash events. Hegge and Masselink (1991) found that 80% of 
swashes exceeding the mean groundwater-Ievel induced a rise in the groundwater-Ievel and 
that prior to the arrival of a swash at the base of the beach the groundwater-Ievel was 
generally declining. If the swash did not exceed the elevation of the mean groundwater-Ievel, 
then the water table continued to decline and no detectable response was evident from the 
groundwater. As individual swash amplitude increased, the falling groundwater-Ievel was 
first stabilised and then raised further by direct swash infiltration. Although the response of 
the groundwater to swash is much faster at Slapton than the sandy beach used by Hegge and 
Masselink (1991), the characteristics are very similar. To illicit a net groundwater rise the 
swash must be of sufficient amplitude and exceed the water table exit point. 
Swash infiltration is important in enhancing the onshore asymmetry in the swash flow 
and thereby enhancing the onshore transport of sediment. Masselink and Li (2001) find the 
accretionary effects of sw ash infiltration are only evident when the total infiltration over a 
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wave cycle exceeds c. 2% of the uprush volume. This threshold is attained when the 
hydraulic conductivity exceeds 0.01 m s·', which is approximately equivalent to grains coarser 
than 1.5 mm. The median grain size at Slapton is 6 mm and the quantity of water infiltrating 
into the beachface per wave cycle is c. 10--25% of the swash volume suggesting that swash 
infiltration is likely to be a significant factor in controlling morphological change. 
The groundwater exit point onto the beachface directly governs the saturation and hence 
effective permeability of the swash zone. The elevation of the exit point is comparable to the 
SWL, but swash action causes it to oscillate around this level. The swash flux calculated over 
the tidal cycle shows some dependence on the instrument location relative to the exit point, 
but it is dominated by an offshore-directed flux indicative of net exfiltration over the high 
tide. This finding is improbable, since to occur the swash must be recharged by the 
groundwater, which suggests there is extensive seepage across the whole beachface; this was 
not observed. Processes such as velocity shear and swash-swash interaction are considered to 
be fundamental factors contributing to the apparent offshore-directed flux. 
The swash flux calculation utilises the near-bed velocity, which is likely to be within 
the bottom boundary layer and subject to vertical velocity shear. Conley and Griffin (2003) 
and Masselink et al. (2005) demonstrate that the velocity shear at the start of the uprush is 
around twice that at the end of the backwash potentially causing the free-stream uprush 
velocity to be underestimated to a greater extent than for the backwash. Since the swash flux 
calculation assumes flow is vertically uniform, shear effects favouring the backwash may bias 
the net flux offshore over a wave cycle, however, shear affects alone are likely to be 
insufficient to favour the backwash to the degree observed. Swash interactions are perhaps a 
more significant mechanism capable of explaining the observed offshore bias in the swash 
flux. A wave or bore collapsing at the foot of the beach into the preceding uprush will 
positively contribute to the shorewards flow of water, but may not be registered by a current 
meter since, by flowing over the pre-existing uprush, flow is stratified. Bore collapse into a 
backwash cannot affect the upstream flow (Baldock and Hughes, 2005), but by forming a 
hydraulic jump, uprush is suppressed. Furthermore, the collision of uprush and backwash 
may form two opposing flows that are likely to generate strong mid-water column shear 
(Cowen et al., 2003; Butt et al., in press). This may complicate the flow signature measured 
using a single current meter because the flux could occur in both the offshore and onshore 
directions simultaneously depending on elevation (Butt et aI., in press). 
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Hughes et al. (1997) identified that sw ash is inherently asymmetric, and at Slapton flow 
velocity asymmetry was observed to strongly increase onshore. In the upper-swash, uprush 
flows were twice as strong as backwash, but across the whole sw ash zone backwashes were of 
longer duration. Across the mid- and lower-swash the consistently longer duration backwash 
reduces some of the onshore asymmetry contributed by the flow velocity so the net flux 
remains around zero, but in the upper swash the temporal effects are insufficient and flux is 
strongl y onshore-di rected. Two distinct regions of groundwater-swash exchange, 
characterised by the instantaneous swash flux, were identified across the beachface by 
considering only non-interacting swash events. Infiltration and exfiltration effectively cancel 
out across the transition zone; there is a cyclic exchange of fluid, whereby fluid that infiltrates 
during uprush re-emerges during the backwash forced by the increased head of the water 
table. In the SRZ, fluid mass is not conserved from uprush to backwash; consequently uprush 
dominates and backwash loses much of its sediment transport potential. Volume loss by 
infiltration enhances the total onshore swash asymmetry in the upper-sw ash to the point 
where sediment particles are almost exclusively operated on by onshore fluid flows. The SRZ 
and transition zone are comparable to the swash water retention and groundwater resurgence 
zones, respectively of Pollock and Hummon (1971) and the accumulation and combing zones 
of Schiffman (1965). 
One point that so far remains unclear is the fate of water that infiltrates in the SRZ. It 
would seem reasonable to suggest that it should flow seawards within the beach matrix to re-
emerge lower on the beachface (Longuett-Higgins, 1983). If it were to exfiltrate in the lower-
swash this should be reflected by an increased backwash flux across this region, which is not 
observed. Therefore it must either re-emerge further to seaward or flow landwards. A 
landwards flow is considered unrealistic since this would require the water table to slope 
landwards, an observation that Figure 3-3, Figure 3-10 and Figure 6-1 do not support. A 
simple dye experiment was used to provide a qualitative understanding of the swash 
groundwater circulation. Concentrated liquid food dye (20 L) was injected into a piezometer 
tube 0.1 m below the surface in the mid-swash during swash inundation (Figure 6-14). Dye 
re-emerged instantaneously 0.3 m to seaward suggesting a shallow cyclic circulation 
consistent with the swash fluxes across the transition zone. In contrast, dye injected 0.3 m 
below the surface in the upper-swash re-emerged after 20 min, close to the breakpoint and 
beach step, indicating a much deeper circulation. It is likely that water infiltrating in the 
upper-swash is integrated into the beach groundwater, subsequently flowing seawards due to 
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and show that energy dissipation results in internal set-up (van Gent, 1994) and a mean, 
seawards-directed, flow within the structure, analogous to the surf zone. The stream lines of 
the return flow for both finite and semi-infinite structures always correspond to normal 
incidence, and indicate the emergence of the return/mean flow towards the front base of the 
structure. Indeed, the results of their laboratory experiments clearly demonstrate the 
emergence of dye injected into the permeable structure at the front breakwater side close to 
the base, similar to the injection of dye into the upper-sw ash at Slapton. This would explain 
the lack of a clearly defined zone of groundwater emergence across the lower-swash. 
Figure 6-14: Dye circulation experiment. The photographs show the injection and re-emergence of the dye in the 
mid-swash (left panel) and upper-swash (right) . Circles indicate injection, and ellipses re-emergence. 
Accretion just seawards of the R2% limit, in a band approximately the width of the SRZ, 
indicates that the onshore swash asymmetry across the SRZ causes strong upslope sediment 
transport. Across the transition zone, there must be high net sediment transport since the 
accretion in the SRZ is fed by onshore transport from lower on the beach. This is consistent 
with the generally acknowledged behaviour of beaches during the rising tide (Duncan, 1964; 
Strahler, 1966; Eliot and Clarke, 1988; Turner, 1993). Duncan's (1964) conceptual model of 
swash zone sediment transport, later expanded by Degryse Kullarni et al. (2004), suggests 
that during the flood, sediment is cut from the lower beach and transported upslope with the 
uprush where it is stranded by the inefficient backwash. During the ebb, exfiltration across 
the beachface switches the swash asymmetry to favour backwash sediment transport. At 
Slapton the water table exit point stays coupled to the SWL preventing the formation of an 
extensive seepage face; swash asymmetry and sediment transport remain biased onshore. The 
overall pattern of sediment transport observed is that the flood tide phase of Duncan ' s (1964) 
model persists throughout the tide with sediment cut from the lower beachface moved 
upslope. 
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overall pattern of sediment transport observed is that the flood tide phase of Duncan ' s (1964) 
model persists throughout the tide with sediment cut from the lower beachface moved 
upslope. 
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Figure 6-15: Conceptual diagram of swash-groundwater effects and the pattern of morphological change across 
the swash zone based on the observed morphological change. The distribution of cross-shore sediment transport 
rate is indicated by the dashed curve. 
The pattern of swash zone accretion and erosion can be schematised as in Figure 6-15. 
This diagram is primarily based on the observed morphological changes throughout T15. The 
underlying changes in beach profile indicate that there is net onshore sediment transport 
across the swash and the sediment budget indicates that sediment must be added to the 
beachface from the nearshore. Sediments cut from the mid- and lower-swash are transported 
upslope across the transition zone and stranded in the SRZ due to the reduced sediment 
transport competence of the backwash. A node exists in the mid-swash, where there is little 
vertical profile change, but since sediment is transported upslope past that point, the net cross-
shore transport rate is maximum. Across the lower-swash, morphological change is minimal 
and the transport rate curve decreases towards zero at the boundary of sw ash and surf zone, 
but does not reach closure. Unbalanced accretion and erosion across the swash zone indicates 
that sediment is advected into the swash zone from the nearshore region. Although the 
onshore advection of sediments into the swash has not been measured, it is consistent with 
recent work suggesting that sediment transport in the swash zone may be due to either local 
entrainment or advection from seawards (Osborne and Rooker, 1999; lackson et al., 2004; 
Pritchard and Hogg, 2005). The transport rate curve therefore remains open to allow this 
advective transfer. Masselink and Short (1993) determine that for beaches with a relative tide 
range RTR <3 (i .e., steep, reflective beaches such as Slapton) swash processes are the most 
important in determining morphology. The pattern of morphological evolution at Slapton can 
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be explained by the tidal translation of the morphodynamic facet shown in Figure 6- 15 across 
the intertidal beach profile and could be modelled as a simple shape function (e .g., Foote et 
al., 1994; Russell and Huntley, 1999; Masselink, 2004). The onshore shape function denoted 
by the dashed line Q in Figure 6-15 is deduced from the idealised pattern of accretion and 
erosion required to cause the observed morphological change during T 15. It is not based on 
hydrodynamic measurements, and therefore differs markedly from the shape function 
presented in Chapter 4 (Figure 4-12). 
6.6 Conclusions 
• Significant volumetric exchange of fluid between swash and groundwater occurs at 
swash frequencies. There is a small degree of asymmetry between filling and draining 
the beach matrix, which results in the antecedent groundwater level being important in 
determining the net water table response to a swash event; the net groundwater change 
over a swash event may be a decline, notwithstanding that an instantaneous rise was 
initiated by the swash. Approximately 25% of the uprush volume infiltrates into the 
beachface, which is sufficient to cause swash volume asymmetry and influence 
sediment transport. 
• Swash flux displays a dependence on tidal state being onshore-directed during the first 
part of the flood and tail of the ebb, but offshore over the high tide. Removing the 
effects of swash-swash interactions reveals a cross-shore gradient in swash flux 
asymmetry indicating that infiltration occurs over the unsaturated SRZ. This is 
partitioned from the transitory zone, where infiltration and exfiltration balance, by the 
water table exit point. 
• Sediment transport is dominantly onshore, and a pattern of accretion is observed that 
is linked to the tidal translation of the SRZ across the beachface. Sediment is moved 
upslope during both the rising and falling phases of the tide consistent with cut on the 
lower beachface and fill in the SRZ. Sediment mass does not balance in the swash 
zone indicating that sediment must be advected landwards from the breaker region. 
• The morphological evolution of the swash zone is controlled by the tidal advection of 
the swash zone across the intertidal beachface. A simple shape function model may 
potentially predict this morphological change. 
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7.1 Introduction 
Morphological change and cross-shore sediment transport are key processes that must 
be understood in order to successfully predict, and therefore manage, gravel beaches. The 
previous chapters have principally focused on the hydrodynamics occurring across the 
beachface and nearshore, but ultimately these hydrodynamics force the morphological change 
that has been illustrated by the profile adjustments in Chapter 3 and berm dynamics in 
Chapter 6. Some of the aspects of this work such as berm behaviour and positioning via tidal 
elevation, and swash infiltration control on deposition, although having been identified 
before, have never been addressed by a single study in a coherent manner. Most gravel beach 
studies have been conducted on coarse gravel (> 1 cm) and mixed sand and gravel beaches. 
There has not been a single study that has measured swash zone sediment fluxes, provided 
high-resolution step measurements or compared the hydrodynamics at the base of a gravel 
beach during a range of storm and calm conditions. 
The two key findings to emerge from Fieldwork 1 that pertain to morphological change 
are the wave dynamics of Chapter 4 and, from Section 6.4, the role of groundwater exchange 
on morphological development. The sheltered position of Slapton protects the beach from the 
prevailing south-westerly seas and limits the amount of swell that can reach the shoreline 
(Figure 3-1). Combined with the steepness of the beachface this minimises infragravity 
energy-incident frequency motions dominate the nearshore. Waves break rapidly by 
plunging or surging and are highly asymmetric in both the horizontal and vertical planes. 
Quantification of the wave transformation using the energetics approach (Bailard, 1981) 
demonstrates that a strong bed return flow saturates the near-bed hydrodynamics and predicts 
offshore sediment transport around the breakpoint (Section 4.7.3). This is inconsistent with 
the net onshore-directed morphological changes observed throughout Fieldwork 1. Therefore, 
some fundamental process or link must exist, coupling the hydrodynamics to the 
morphological change, which Chapter 4 does not address. 
Section 6.4 illustrates that the location of the berm crest correlates closely with the 
swash maxima and demonstrates that the onshore migration of the berm is linked to swash 
infiltration across the unsaturated upper-swash region (SRZ). Groundwater re-emergence 
lower on the beachface may promote enhanced onshore sediment transport or be linked to the 
formation of the beach step close to the breakpoint. It has also been shown that sediment 
continues to be moved upslope during both the rising and falling stages of the tide and that 
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this is linked to the lack of seepage face development maintaining infiltration losses over the 
whole tidal cycle. Furthermore, sediment mass does not balance across the swash zone 
indicating that sediment must be advected into the swash zone from the nearshore which is 
contrary to the energetics prediction of sediment convergence at the breakpoint. 
The main objective of this chapter is therefore to provide a novel first attempt in which 
to investigate, in the field, the short-term morphological change of a gravel beach and provide 
a coherent case study to contextualise the findings of the previous chapters. Short-term 
change may encompass a wide temporal window (c.f. Orford et ai., 1995), but here short-term 
change is defined to mean that occurring at frequencies less than a spring-to-neap tidal cycle. 
Specifically, over a spring-to-neap cycle, the offshore and nearshore hydrodynamic conditions 
were measured and the dominant fluid motions contained within the nearshore measured. The 
beachface morphology was monitored over tidal and sub-tidal timescales and the response of 
particularly the berms and step to changes in water level, wave energy and their position in 
the framework of swash and ground water exchange discussed. Finally, the cross-shore 
sediment transport inside the swash zone is measured and total sediment loads compared to 
both the results obtained in a number of sandy beach studies and the observed morphological 
change. 
7.2 Field survey 
Fieldwork 2 was conducted from 16 to 28 October 2004 at Slapton Sands. The field 
survey was conducted in the centre of the gravel barrier at the same location as Fieldwork 1 
(Figure 3-1). The survey was conducted over twenty-one tides, from springs to neaps and 
back to springs, which were numbered for easy reference. During the measurement period, 
the beach had an intertidal gradient tanf3 of 0.15 and a median sediment size d50 of 6 mm 
(Figure 7-1). The region of coarse sediments at 46-50 m corresponds to the high tide 
location of the beach step and is consistent with the findings of Bauer and Alien (1995) that 
coarse sediments accumulate at the step. 
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Figure 7-1: Beach profile at start of fieldwork indicating tidal levels and median grain size across the active 
beachface. Grain size was sampled during tidal inundation at high tide . 
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The methods used during this field survey were similar to many of those used during 
Fieldwork 1. In addition to Fieldwork 1, total load sediment traps were deployed , the depth 
of sediment disturbance was measured and more detailed rapid profiling was performed, 
however, no swash zone instrumentation was deployed. These methods are described in 
Chapter 2. Nearshore hydrodynamics were recorded hourly with ADVs located close to 
ML WS, morphological change was surveyed every low tide using a total station and during 
several tides using the rapid profiling method. Swash zone sediment transport was measured 
with total load streamer-type traps deployed during both individual swash events and for 5-
min periods sampling every swash. The ADVs were only operational for the first six days of 
Fieldwork 2 after which high breaking waves (> 1 m) resulted in sensor damage and water 
ingress. Tidal elevation and offshore wave data were obtained from Teignmouth, 
approximately 40 km to the north-east of Slapton, and from Channel LV, respecti vely, to 
supplement the period of missing inshore data. 
7.3 Hydrodynamic conditions 
Spring tide conditions, with tidal ranges in excess of 4 m, prevailed at the start and end 
of the survey (Figure 7-2a-b), whilst the offshore wave conditions were highly variable, with 
significant wave heights of 1-6 m (Figure 7-2c). The inshore wave climate was, as 
expected, of significantly lower energy than further offshore. The nearshore wave height 
during the first half of the field survey ranged between 0.2 m and 1.3 m and is approximately 
a factor of 3.5 less than the offshore wave height; however, there is reasonable qualitative 
agreement between the wave signals (Figure 7-2d). The offshore wave height was therefore 
used as an indicator of the nearshore conditions when, during the latter stages of the field 
survey, inshore wave data were unavailable. The inshore wave period Tb (spectrally derived) 
ranged between 4 sand 7 s (Figure 7-2e). The surf similarity parameter ;b = tanf3 (HILY°.5 
(Battjes, 1975) classifies the beach as reflective (Figure 7-2f) and predicts the occurrence of 
plunging and surging breakers. The mean flow velocity <u> provides an indication of the net 
fluid flows in the nearshore and are predominantly negative, consistent with the findings from 
Chapter 4. Increasing wave height results in stronger offshore-directed mean flows indicative 
of increasing bed return flow (Svendsen, 1984) (Figure 7-2g). 
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October 2004 
Figure 7-2. Summary of the offshore and nearshore hydrodynamic conditions experienced during the field 
experiment. (a) Water surface elevation .,,0 relative to ODN, measured at Teignmouth; (b) nearshore surface 
elevation ."b (dashed line represents values estimated from Teignmouth data) ; (c) offshore significant wave height 
Ho; (d) high tide nearshore significant wave height Hb corrected for depth attenuation ; (e) spectrally derived high 
tide nearshore significant wave period h ; (f) nearshore Iribarren surf similarity parameter 9,; (g) high tide mean 
cross-shore flow velocity <U>. In the nearshore panels circles indicate measured data and triangles parameters 
estimated from offshore data . Morphological sampling periods during Tides 7, 9, 11 and 20 are indicated by the 
vertical dotted lines. The lack of deepwater surface elevation data from 27 to 28 Oct is the result of storm 
damage to the tide gauge. 
To distinguish between the different components of the prevailing sea, the DIW ASP 
package (Johnson, 2002) was used to calculate directional wave spectra for T2-T13. using 
20-min (n = 4800) data segments collected at high tide. The coordinate system was rotated 
whereby 0° indicates a shore normal wave approach and angles greater and less than 0° wave 
approach from the north and south, respectively. Table 7-1 contains summary wave statistics 
for all twelve tides for which inshore wave data were available. The seas are predominantly 
shore-normal-incident and the spectral width parameter El (Cartwright and Longuet-Higgins, 
1956) indicates broad-banded, locally generated wind waves. The bulk reflection coefficient 
R for the gravity-band energy indicates that there is intermediate wave reflection at the 
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shoreline (see Section 4.5.1). Battjes (1975) related the reflection coefficient to the Iribarren 
number and found R = 0.1 ;/. The present data are better represented by R = 0.2 ;b2• 
Table 7-1 : Summary hydrodynamic statistics for T2-T13 computed from ADV data . Hs is the significant wave 
height calculated as four times the standard deviation of p; Ts the significant wave period calculated spectrally as 
the Olh moment divided by 1 s i moment; Dp the dominant direction measured as degrees plus or minus from shore-
normal; El the spectral width parameter which tends to one for broad-banded waves; R the bulk reflection 
coefficient for gravity band energy which is unity for complete wave reflection ; and ~b the Iribarren number. 
Tide Hs Ts Dp 2 R ;0 E 
(m) (s) C) 
2 0.2 7 -18 0.9 0.6 1.8 
3 0.3 6.7 -2 0.8 0.8 1.9 
4 0.2 6.3 -17 0.8 0.7 1.9 
5 0.2 6.1 -7 0.8 0.6 2.0 
6 0.2 5.7 6 0.8 0.5 1.7 
7 0.5 4.7 -9 0.4 0.2 1.1 
8 0.4 4.7 14 0.5 0.3 1.2 
9 0.5 4.9 4 0.5 0.3 1.1 
10 0.5 5.8 -22 0.5 0.4 1.2 
11 0.6 6.1 -26 0.7 0.3 1.2 
12 0.6 6.5 -27 0.7 0.4 1.0 
13 1.0 5.7 -39 0.7 0.3 0.9 
Example time series of wave height, cross-shore and longshore flow velocities are 
shown In Figure 7-3. The water surface elevation principally oscillates at incident 
frequencies, but is affected by wave groups. Calculation of the upper wave group envelope 
(List, 1991) identifies group peaks at t = 45 and 110 s (Figure 7-3a). The cross-shore velocity 
is in phase with the water surface elevation, with maximum onshore flow under the wave 
crests, and offshore flow under the troughs (Figure 7-3b). The wave groupiness signal is also 
apparent in the velocity record . Figure 7-3c shows that the longshore current is directed to the 
south under the wave peaks and its strength is approximately one third of the cross-shore 
current. Comparison of the maximum cross-shore velocities measured under shoaling waves 
with the threshold of motion for 6 mm gravel calculated following Komar and Millar (1973) 
indicate that the potential for sediment transport outside the swash/surf zone is very low, and 
limited morphological change can be expected in this region. The inclusion of a degree of 
wave groupiness in the time series has implications for the berm development, since periods 
of elevated water level are likely to promote berm over-topping. 
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Figure 7-3 . Example raw time series of: (a) water depth h, indicating the upper envelope of the wave group; (b) 
cross-shore velocity u, positive onshore , Us is the maximum orbital velocity and Uwcr the threshold orbital velocity 
for particle motion of 6 mm grains (computed following Komar and Miller, 1974); (c) longshore velocity v, positive 
to the north . 
Frequency domain analysis was conducted to characterise the dominant nearshore water 
motions and test for edge wave activity using data collected by the ADV (see Section 4.6). 
The hydrodynamic data for this analysis were collected during the mid-flood tide, to ensure a 
permanently submerged time series of sufficient stationarity and length (n = 4800). The 
theoretical decay of the cross-shore velocity field associated with a mode-zero edge wave was 
computed following Huntley (1976; his Equations 4 and 5) to ensure that the ADV was 
located sufficiently close to the shoreline. Table 7-2 summarises the results of the nearshore 
water motion analysis, listing the proportion of subharmonic energy to incident energy, the 
theoretical distance seaward of the shoreline where 20% of the velocity amplitude of u 
remains Xu" the offshore di stance X of the ADV, and the coherence and phase relationships 
averaged over the subharmonic frequency band for all tides. Although remaining within the 
theoretical region for edge wave activity for all tides, the percentage of subharmonic energy 
scarcely exceeded 20% of the incident energy and at no stage was the phase difference 
between p and u 90°; this indicates that no significant standing, subharmonic, mode-zero edge 
waves were active during the fieldwork. 
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Table 7-2: Results of auto- and cross-spectral analysis of the nearshore water motions for T2-T13 , listing: 
spectral peak; percentage of subharmonic energy to incident energy; theoretical offshore distance Xu * for 20% of 
velocity amplitude to remain ; offshore distance X of ADV; and the coherence Cxy and phase relationships Phxy 
averaged over the subharmonic frequency band between the pressure p, cross-shore current velocity u and 
longshore current velocity v. There are 18 degrees of freedom and the 95 % significance level for the coherence 
Ksig = 0.31 . 
Tide Peak Sub Xu* X P versus u pversus v u versus v 
(Hz) (%) (m) (m) Phpu (0) Cpu Phpv (0) Cpv Phuv (0) Cuv 
2 0.17 20.4 12 10.6 -47 0.54* 110 0.4 -46 0.32* 
3 0.18 17.7 11 9 -51 0.39* 84 0.1 9 0.16 
4 0.18 10.8 11 6.9 -36 0.62* 100 0.38* -48 0.46* 
5 0.19 5.2 10 6.1 -34 0.5* 93 0.29 6 0.39* 
6 0.21 13.1 9 9 -10 0.66* 25 0.12 -89 0.15 
7 0.25 1.9 8 8 34 0.47* -37 0.1 33 0.13 
8 0.24 3.4 8 5.2 12 0.44* -87 0.11 -60 0.03 
9 0.24 1.3 8 7.8 -5 0.19 -45 0.18 11 0.2 
10 0.36 17.8 5 3 0 0.42* -128 0.11 -63 0.1 
11 0.15 5.6 14 5.4 41 0.68* -88 0.2 -131 0.25 
12 0.18 12.2 12 4.4 11 0.65* -34 0.39* -165 0.36* 
13 0.22 15.1 9 5.9 26 0.40* -1 03 0.12 4 0.1 
*Signif icant coherence at 95% level 
The results of the hydrodynamic analysis indicate that conditions at Slapton remained 
similar to those observed one year earlier during Fieldwork 1. The beach was dominated by 
small, short period, wind waves, which suppress the formation of standing subharmonic edge 
waves. Mean flows <u> at the base of the beach are offshore directed and nearshore orbital 
velocities are close to the threshold of motion suggesting the majority of the morphological 
change must occur further landwards in the sw ash zone. 
7.4 Morphological change 
7.4.1 Berm response 
The morphology of Slapton was characterised by a berm at the most recent high tide 
level , and a storm berm at the maximum shoreline elevation attained by the most resent storm 
(Figure 7-4a). Further transitory berms exist intermittently between the spring berm and the 
shoreline. The cross-shore location and extent of the berms was modified by swash action at 
the shoreline throughout the survey period. During the period 16-22 Oct, the tide 
progressed from springs to neaps and the berm crest migrated seawards under the falling 
water levels. Increased wave energy levels around 20-21 Oct results in some landward 
movement of the berm. Conversely, from 23 Oct as the tides revert to springs; the increasing 
water level causes the berm to migrate landwards. This migratory pattern is interrupted 
during 27 - 28 Oct by storm conditions. Throughout the fieldwork, the degree of variability 
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across the whole profile remained large. The sweep zone (range of variation) of the beach 
profile indicates up to 1.1 m of vertical change between MHWS and mean high water neap 
(MHWN), and 0.25 m across the upper beachface (Figure 7-4b). It should be noted that the 
surveyed location of the high water mark closely correlates with the terminal location of the 
active berm crest for every high tide strongly supporting the findings of Section 6.4 . 
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Figure 7-4: Surface plot showing the temporal variation in beachface morphology during the field survey from 16 
to 28 October 2004. The storm berm is located at a cross-shore distance of 15 m and the spring tide berm at 
35 m. The light and dark shading represents accretion and erosion of more than 0.02 m, respectively. The solid 
dots indicate the maximum shoreline position achieved during each tide. (b) The maximum and minimum beach 
profiles, with the sweep zone indicated by the shading . 
Two distinct modes of berm adjustment were observed related directly to the shoreline 
elevation. 'Berm regression' is a response to a falling high tide level during the transition 
from spring to neap tides. Sediment is added to the seaward face of the existing berm, 
extending its width seawards and steepening the local beachface (Figure 7-5a). This sediment 
must be sourced from the nearshore region and base of the beachface since the sediment mass 
does not balance; there is no net erosion of gravel from the mid- or lower-swash to supply the 
upper-swash. ' Berm roll-over' occurs in response to an increasing high tide level as tides 
progress from neap to spring (Figure 7-5b). Swash overtops the berm, washing sediment 
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eroded from the seaward face, and the crest itself, over the crest where it is deposited. The 
berm moves landwards and the seaward face of the berm is flattened by erosion. The overall 
affect of the spring-to-neap tidal cycle is to move the lowest berm seawards by regression 
with the falling tide level, and with the onset of spring tides cause the berm to roll -over 
landwards. 
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Figure 7-5. Observed modes of morphological change during fieldwork period . (a) Spring-to-neap berm 
regression from T1-T4; (b) neap-to-spring berm rollover from T14-T18 ; (c) storm-induced berm removal from 
T21-T23; and (d) post-storm beach recovery during T24. The dashed line is the initial profile; the solid line the 
final profile; and hI and h2 the initial and final high tide levels, respectively, for each period of morphological 
change. Note that the axis scaling in the upper panels differs from that in the lower panels. 
The tide-induced migratory pattern of the berms is interrupted by storm events, which 
often result in the complete removal of the berm (Figure 7-5c). During the storm conditions 
experienced during 27-28 Oct, some onshore sediment transport occurred across the 
beachface under the leading edge of the swash, but most of the sediment comprising the berm 
was transported offshore. Increasing tidal elevation between successive tides, including the 
effect of storm surges, translated the region of reworked beachface further landwards until the 
beach crest was being overtopped. The initial post-storm beachface recovery saw the 
deposition of a layer of gravel up to 0.5 m thick over the lower-profile (Figure 7-5d). After 
this initial accretion, the sediment was reworked by swash action forming a new berm at the 
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shoreline. Subsequently, this berm evolved and migrated according to the stage of the spring-
to-neap cycle. 
7.4.2 Rapid profile adjustment 
Rapid profile measurements obtained during T9 indicated that, under calm conditions, 
short-term morphological changes might far exceed net profile changes over a tidal cycle 
(Figure 7-6a). During the first hour of the flood tide of T9, limited morphological changes 
occurred (0.1 m) characterised by the accretion of a lens of relatively coarse gravel across the 
lower beach, and some erosion of the upper-beach (Figure 7-6b). At high tide (t = 180 min), a 
berm had developed on the upper part of the beach, between the water table exit point and the 
run-up limit, and 0.1 m erosion was observed around the exit point. Lower on the beach, but 
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Figure 7-6: Rapid profiling measurements during T9. (a) Contour plot showing the morphological change relative 
to the profile at t = O. Contour lines run from -0.15 to +0.25 m with spacing of 0.05 m, and the cross-shore 
coordinate increases in the offshore direction. The shading represents the amount of vertical morphological 
change, and the upper and lower dotted lines the run-up limit and water table exit point, respectively. Cross-
shore profiles extracted from (a) as indicated by the vertical dotted lines at: (b) t = 60 minutes compared to the 
profile at t = 0; (c) t = 180 minutes compared to t = 60 and; (d) t = 300 minutes compared to t = 180. The 
maximum run-up and mean water level are indicated. 
within the swash zone, the beach had accreted 0.25 m by high tide, whereas at the same time 
the area just seaward of the sw ash zone had eroded by 0.15 m. The morphological change 
lower on the beachface was the result of the landward migration of the beach step, present at 
the location of the breakpoint, under the rising tide (Figure 7-6c). The estimated height of the 
step was 0.6 m; the accretion is representative of its upper section and the erosion of its steep 
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seaward face. During the ebb tide (t = 300) the maximum run-up limit retreated seawards, 
leaving the berm crest stranded at the maximum shoreline position x = 41 m, while erosion 
dominated the lower beach at x = 45-53 m (Figure 7-6d). The mid-profile accretional 
feature deposited during the flood (i.e., the top of the step) was removed and the beachface 
returned to a similar state to that found before tidal inundation. The beach step remained 
under the breakpoint and migrated seawards as the tide fell. While the instantaneous 
morphological change under tidal inundation was large (up to 0.25 m), the net change was 
relatively low with the formation of the berm at x = 41 m the only significant alteration. 
The morphological changes observed across the whole beachface during tidal 
inundation in Figure 7-6 are generally consistent with those across the swash zone in Figure 
6-12. Sediment is moved upslope during the flood tide and deposited at the maximum run-up 
elevation establishing the berm crest. Some of this sediment is eroded from the mid-swash 
but a significant proportion must also be advected from seawards to balance mass. There is 
no net erosion across the swash zone during the ebb tide. This is consistent with the 
beachface remaining unsaturated, which maintains the low backwash sediment transport 
competence associated with infiltration losses (Section 6.5). Indeed, accretion continues 
across the berm face at x = 41-44 m during the ebb tide (Figure 7 -6d), as in Figure 6-12, 
suggesting that infiltration is still occurring across the upper-swash. The key information that 
is gained from the rapid profiling across the whole beachface, as opposed to just the swash 
zone as in Figure 6-12, is the dynamic nature of the beach step. The step migrates landwards 
with the flood tide through the accretion of sediment onto its upper section and the excavation 
of sediment from its base. The sediment that is transported upslope becomes a potential 
source of berm sediments and maintains wave breaking at the base of the beach by 
maintaining inshore water depth. As the water level falls during the ebb tide, the step returns 
seawards suggestive of a cyclic pattern of migration. 
The sediment activation depth Za over the beachface during T20 provides further 
evidence of the high intertidal morphological variability. The thickness of the active gravel 
layer is consistently greater than the vertical morphological change across the whole active 
beachface (Figure 7-7). This is especially evident across the mid- and lower-swash, and 
below the high tide MWL. Close to the run-up limit, sediment is deposited and a high-tide 
berm is formed consistent with previous observations. The thickness of Za below the high tide 
MWL reflects the tide-induced migration of the beach step, but it does not represent the actual 
step height, since it does not account for the accretional growth of the upper portion of the 
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step (Figure 7-6c). The cross-shore variation in Za shows two maxima: atx = 46 m and x = 59 
m. These are considered to coincide with the position reached by the step during high and 
low tide, respectively. The smaller values for Za at x = 50-55 m is ascribed to the limited 
development of the step during mid-tide conditions due to tidal non-stationarity. 
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Figure 7-7: Sediment activation depth Za across the Slapton beach profile during T20 compared to the vertical 
profile change,1Z. The vertical dotted lines represent the high tide Rmax (x = 38.5 m) and MWL (x = 46.5 m). 
7.4.3 Swash zone sediment transport 
Sediment transport was sampled using the streamer traps during individual swash 
events around the high tide of T7 (64 events) and Tll (80 events). During trapping, waves 
broke by either plunging or surging and, because these two breaker types are characterised by 
varying turbulence intensity levels (Galvin, 1964), the data were separated on the basis of 
breaker type. To facilitate comparison of the different swash events, the trapped sediment 
loads were plotted against the relative swash zone position xIS, were x is the distance between 
the location of the trap and the run-up limit, and S is the width of the swash (Figure 7-8 a-b). 
The swash video observations were used to determine x and S, and they were determined for 
every trapped sw ash event. 
Substantial quantities of gravel were transported across the beachface by each uprush 
and backwash, with maximum (dry mass) sediment loads of around 20 kg per meter width of 
beachface. Sediment loads vary greatly between different swashes, but, not surprisingly, 
loads generally increase towards the bottom of the swash. The difference in trapped sediment 
load between plunging and surging breakers was tested using a two-tailed t-test and revealed 
no significant difference at the 5% significance level. The similarity between plunging and 
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Figure 7-8: Dry mass sediment loads for 144 trapped swash events. (a) Uprush sediment load Qu and (b) 
corresponding backwash load Qb. Open and shaded circles represent plunging and surging breakers, 
respectively. (c) Uprush and (d) backwash load averaged over equally spaced cross-shore bins (bin width AxIS = 
O.1). The cross-shore distance is expressed as the relative distance xIS, where S is the swash width and x is the 
cross-shore co-ordinate of the trap (xIS = 0 at the run-up limit; xIS = 1 at the base of the swash). Error bars 
represent ±1 standard deviation. 
surging sediment loads allows the data to be combined to examine the cross-shore 
distribution. Despite the pronounced difference in hydrodynamics between uprush and 
backwash (e.g., Hughes et al., 1997), the cross-shore distribution in the sediment load is very 
similar for the two phases of the sw ash flow with the maximum sediment load close to xiS =1 
(Figure 7-8 c-d). 
Further analysis of the 144 swash events revealed that the uprush transports 
significantly more sediment than the backwash. Least squares analysis between the uprush Qu 
and backwash Qb sediment loads yielded Qb = O.64Qu with r = 0.2, where the low r is 
symptomatic of the highly variable sediment loads in the mid- and lower-swash. The origin 
of this high variance is unclear, but it seems from the data that for a relatively large number of 
quite strong swash events, the uprush load is significantly greater than the backwash. This 
raises the question of whether the ratio of uprush to backwash depends on the magnitude of 
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the event. The average net sediment load for all 144 trapped events is 1.7 kg m-I per event 
onshore. 
The high shoreline variability induced by the irregular waves and swash interactions 
results in the trap operators selecting only free, non-interacting events. This potentially biases 
the results by only including what are generally the largest events, and by ignoring the 
multitude of smaller and interacting events, which must also significantly contribute to the net 
sediment transport. To minimise this selectivity, for four instances all uprushes and 
backwashes were trapped over a 5-min period around high tide of TIt (Table 7-3). The 
average net sediment transport per unit metre width of beachface for these 5-min trappings 
was 0.6 kg m-I per swash, a factor 2-3 lower than that obtained from trapping a large number 
of single swash events. 
During this time the berm landwards of the sediment trapping accreted. A reasonable 
estimate of the net sediment transport load would be 1 kg m-I per swash and assuming a 
sw ash period of 10 s and a high tide window of berm formation of 2 hours (Figure 7-6); this 
implies a total onshore sediment transport of 720 kg m-I. Further assuming a berm width L1x 
of 3 m, a sediment density Ps of 2650 kg m-I and accounting for a porosity K of 0.6, this 
equates to an overall accretion ..1z across the berm of 0.15 m over the high tide period (7-1) in 
reasonable agreement with the observations of berm response. 
(7-1) 
Table 7-3. Swash parameters from multiple event trapping. Consecutive uprushes and backwashes were trapped 
for 5-minute periods. n is the number of swash events up-crossing the Rso% level during the 5-min period; xiS is 
the relative swash zone position; Ds the significant swash duration; Ou and Ob are the uprush and backwash dry 
mass sediment load per metre width of beachface; Onet the net dry mass sediment load and transport rate per 
swash; and x and a are the mean and standard deviation, respectively. 
. 
n xiS Os Q u Qb Qnet Qnet 
(-) (-) (s) (kg mOl) (kg m-I) (kg m-I) ~kg m-
swash-1) 
1 31 0.4 7.9 37.9 20.5 17.4 0.6 
2 31 0.7 7.5 189 150.7 38.4 1.2 
3 32 0.4 7.4 94.5 65.2 29.3 0.9 
4 31 0.3 7.7 61.7 75.7 -13.9 -0.5 
x 31 0.5 7.6 95.8 75.7 17.8 0.6 
a 0.5 0.2 0.2 66.4 54 22.8 0.7 
• per swash event 
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7.5 Summary 
Slapton remained morphodynamically reflective and lacked a genuine surf zone during 
Fieldwork 2. Typical values of the Iribarren surf similarity parameter and reflection 
coefficient are ~o = 1.2 and R = 0.5, respectively. The nearshore water motions were 
principally associated with small broad-banded and directionally-spread wind waves 
approaching approximately normal to the shoreline. Waves dissipate little energy in the 
nearshore, precluding long-wave generation, and break directly onto the beachface by surging 
or plunging, where energy is transferred directly into sw ash motions (see Chapter 4). Swash 
interactions were prevalent but the majority of sw ashes remained 'clean'. The nearshore was 
dominated by incident frequency energy and, contrary to Wright and Short (1984), 
subharmonic energy was at most of secondary importance averaging only 10% of the incident 
energy. The observations of Huntley and Bowen (1973) demonstrated the presence of 
subharmonic edge waves at Slapton Sands, however, water motions during this study were 
inconsistent with standing edge waves. This is potentially due to the dominance of the short 
period, wind waves and absence of swell, which preclude edge wave forcing (Section 4.6). 
The morphological changes observed at Slapton during the fieldwork highlight the 
dominance of onshore sediment transport leading to the formation and evolution of berms 
above MWL. The dominant control on the cross-shore location of the berm is the shoreline 
elevation (Takeda and Sunamura, 1982) and the phase of the spring-to-neap cycle (Hine, 
1979). During the falling phase of this cycle, berm regression occurs, whilst during the rising 
phase, berm overtopping results in the berm rolling over landwards. Visual observations, 
confirmed by the results of the rapid profiling, indicated that berm evolution occurred in the 
upper-swash above the water table exit point. This region remains unsaturated and, as shown 
in Section 6.3, a significant proportion of the uprush infiltrates into the beachface, inducing 
volume asymmetry to the uprush-backwash cycle. The backwash, weakened by the loss of 
water into the beachface, is incapable of balancing the onshore transport within the uprush, 
resulting in accretion (Austin and Masselink, 2005). It is estimated that the net sediment 
transport is around 1 kg m-I per swash. The present findings are consistent with the flood-tide 
phase of the beachface response model proposed by Duncan (1964) and phase two of the 
conceptual model of Kulkarni et al. (2004), but, at Slapton, there is no widespread erosion 
over the entire beachface during the ebb tide caused by groundwater seepage from an elevated 
water table. Rather, the water table declines rapidly with the falling MWL (Figure 5-2), and 
mild erosion is observed, confined to the region seaward of the exit point. The berm remains 
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stranded at the high tide shoreline. The lack of widespread erosion during the falling tide on 
Slapton is ascribed to the coarseness of the beach sediment and the associated high 
permeability, allowing swash infiltration to persist throughout the tidal cycle. 
These observations, made over an entire spring-neap cycle, provide positive evidence to 
support the conclusions based on the findings of Fieldwork 1. Chapter 5 indicated that in the 
upper-swash, groundwater oscillations could be forced by vertical infiltration through the 
beachface. This infiltration was linked to the size of individual swashes, being most 
pronounced under the largest events. Within the upper-swash, Chapter 6 demonstrated that 
the volume of water were lost through vertical infiltration was significant, and that the 
backwash could become so weakened as to have little sediment transport potential. It was 
therefore suggested that the largest swashes, those which ran up to, or exceeded the berm 
crest, would provide the principle control on the berm elevation since they can wash gravel 
over the crest. Indeed, the morphological response observed during Fieldwork 2 demonstrates 
that the berm crest is closely correlated with the run-up limit. 
Across the lower-swash and breaker region, there is intense morphological activity 
associated with the beach step. During the flood tide, sediment is moved upslope 
dramatically steepening the step face and increasing the step height. A significant mass of 
sediment is deposited in this region, some of which is probably moved upslope and 
incorporated into the berm. The exact mechanism responsible for this accretion is unknown, 
but since it is located just landwards of the region of wave breaking it is probably related to 
sediments being advected landwards by breaking waves. However, there is an offshore-
directed mean flow in this region (Section 4.7.2; Sections 7.3), so this advection is probably 
driven by turbulent entrainment from wave/bore collapse rather than wave stirring and mean 
flow transport. During the ebb tide, the beach step migrates seawards and there is net erosion 
compared to the start of the flood tide. This would seem to be the result of gravel being 
scavenged from the step. Step sediments have been incorporated into the berm, reducing the 
volume of sediment in the step, such that as it migrates seawards under falling tidal levels it 
shrinks. For the step to persist, sediments must continue to be advected into the step region 
from seawards. 
Although the direction of net sediment transport indicated by the berm evolution is 
onshore, offshore sediment transport must occur periodically otherwise the beach would 
continue to accrete. Under storm conditions significant erosion and offshore transport have 
been observed, and results in the berm being cut from the beachface and a planar profile 
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developing (Figure 7-4; Figure 7-5). Berm cut occurs as a two-stage process. Initially, berm 
overtopping by enhanced run-up washes sediment over the crest, which is deposited landward 
of the original berm position; the second stage then sees the removal of the remainder of the 
berm seawards. Katoh and Yanagishima (1992) found that the elevation of the water table 
correlates to the observed critical elevation of berm cut and during this study water was 
observed to pool on the beachface landward of the berm during storm conditions. This can 
only occur if the beachface is saturated as a result of a super elevated water table due to 
enhanced run up. At some critical point, the onshore swash asymmetry due to infiltration 
observed in Section 6.3 becomes reversed, sediment transport switches to offshore and the 
berm is removed seawards. If swash overtopping of the berm crest can become so frequent 
and of sufficient magnitude, the rate at which the beach matrix can drain between swashes 
will become insufficient to maintain the unsaturated beachface. The groundwater table will 
rise to the surface, which does not occur under calm conditions (Figure 5-7; Figure 6-1), and 
seepage will occur across the beachface. This seepage may become so significant that rilling 
occurs destabilising sediments, and by conserving backwash volume the greater backwash 
duration can transport sediment downslope where it is moved offshore by the strong bed 
return flow at the base of the beach. 
During the fieldwork, relatively large nearshore wave heights (> 1 m) failed to initiate 
offshore sediment transport. Only when wave heights exceeded approximately 1.5 m, and 
were accompanied by a significant storm surge further elevating the groundwater-level, did 
offshore transport occur. Hughes and Cowell (1987) suggest the migration and vertical 
growth of the beach step maintains the steep reflective nature of the beach under rising energy 
levels. The step forces turbulent breaking and bore collapse at the base of the foreshore slope 
by maintaining inshore water depth; this reduces the sensitivity of the beachface to incident 
wave energy and prevents the formation of a wide surf zone. Even at the height of the storm, 
waves continued to break at the foot of the beach and there was no significant development of 
a surf zone or its subsequent penetration onto the beachface; the beach remained reflective. 
The suggestion is that step growth was able to maintain the reflective profile and therefore 
swash-groundwater processes may have been responsible for initiating beachface erosion. 
However, even with a step maintained during the storm, the mean flows at the bottom of the 
beachface must have been very strong and offshore-directed. 
The sediment loads trapped during this study are compared to previous published 
results for sand beaches (Table 7-4). The amount of sediment carried by the uprush is 
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substantial and falls within the range of values reported for the uprush of sand beaches. 
Backwash sediment loads are also significant and are towards the lower end of the range 
reported by Masselink and Hughes (1998). It is highly noteworthy, that despite the 
comparable wave conditions, but vastly different grain size and transportability, the sediment 
loads are similar. The precise mode of transport cannot be determined from the data 
presented here, but observations suggest that it is by bedload and sheet flow, with some quasi-
suspended load at the point of bore collapse. The degree to which gravel is locally entrained 
or inherited from wave breaking during the uprush phase of the flow remains unclear. Visual 
observations suggested that waves plunging at the foot of the beach advected significant 
quantities of sediment upslope, and that surging breakers primarily transported locally 
entrained sediment. The individual trap data (Figure 7-8) do not support these observations, 
however, since statistically there is no difference between plunging and surging breakers. 
There is a large amount of scatter in the data, which is not attributed to errors in the trapping 
technique, but arises from the inherent stochastic nature of wave breaking processes and 
therefore sediment transport dynamics on a gravel beach. 
Table 7-4: Comparison of trapped sediment load with published values obtained from sandy beaches: Hs 
significant wave height; Omax maximum load; Omin minimum load; and X the mean load. 
Hs Qmln Qmax x 
Uprush (m) (kg m-i) (kg m-i) (kg m-i) 
Hughes et al., 1997 0.5 0.21 81.1 17.6 
Masselink and Hughes, 1998 0.4-0.5 2.3 83.2 27.4 
Jackson et al., 2004 0.3-0.5 0 15 5 
This Study 0.2-1 0.1 28.4 7.7 
Backwash 
Masselink and Hughes, 1998 0.4-0.5 3.0 112.5 31.4 
This Study 0.2-1 0.1 21.4 6.6 
Whilst the individual trap loads at Slapton are comparable to those obtained on sandy, 
morphologically intermediate and dissipative beaches (e.g., Masselink and Hughes, 1998; 
Masselink and Li, 2001; lackson et al., 2004), the amount of morphological change is 
consistently far greater. Compared to a sand beach, a gravel beach is not very smooth; it has 
distinct slope breaks, especially those associated with the step and berm crest. These slope 
breaks cause steep hydrodynamic gradients, characterised by sediment convergence and 
divergence, and the movement of these gradients with the tide results in a large morphological 
variability. A steep sand beach with a pronounced step and berm would probably display 
similar variability, but a sand beach without berm and/or step would not. 
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One question that arises from the observed morphological change during Fieldwork 2 is 
the applicability of the energetics results of Chapter 4. The berm evolution, both by roll-over 
and regression, the rapid profiling and the sediment trapping all demonstrate dominant 
onshore transport during calm to moderate energy levels. It is only during high energy 
conditions that there is net offshore sediment transport. It would seem highly likely that 
under quiescent conditions the beach continues to accrete until it approaches the angle of 
repose and thereby minimises the amount of morphological change. Periodic storm 
conditions cause massive erosion and berm removal, transport sediment offshore and flatten 
the beachface to produce a near-planar profile. This essentially returns the beachface to an 
end-point condition, whereby the net onshore sediment transport is reinitiated. The beach has 
two morphodynamic end-points, one very steep reflective profile and another flat, more 
dissipative, planar profile. The steep profile is the equilibrium state that the beach is trying to 
attain through the net onshore transport, the more dissipative profile (the storm induced state) 
and is not in equilibrium and is consequently short-lived. However, the energetics results, 
which were based on data collected during calm conditions, indicate that the equilibrium 
profile at Slapton should include a breakpoint bar, inconsistent with the profile observations. 
The energetics correctly predict the onshore drift of sediment under the shoaling waves that 
advect sediment into the beachface from the nearshore, and the strong onshore transport in the 
mid- and upper-swash caused by swash-groundwater interactions. An alternative reaction to 
the formation of a bar at the point of sediment convergence between the breakers and shoaling 
waves is the formation and maintenance of the beach step. The step represents a convergence 
of sediment at the base of the beach under the breaking waves; sediment may be dragged 
downslope from the very lower-swash and moved onshore from the nearshore converging at 
h/ht = 1-1.5. The mean offshore-directed flow close to the bed might be indicative of a 
backwash vortex that forms at the step (Larsen and Sunamura, 1993). 
7.6 Conclusions 
Synchronous observations have been made of hydrodynamics, morphological change 
and sediment transport on the gravel beach of Slapton Sands. The results indicate that the 
morphology was highly dynamic with berm crest elevation correlated with the maximum run-
up and a beach step located at the base of the beach that evolves with the flood and ebb tide. 
Swash zone sediment transport was significant with total loads comparable to those of sandy 
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beaches. This provides the most coherent morphodynamic study of a fine-grained steep 
gravel beach to date. 
• Morphology was directly related to the shoreline elevation and characterised by high 
tide and storm berms. Four modes of berm response were observed, regression and 
rollover in response to changing water levels during the spring-to-neap tidal cycle, and 
removal and reformation during and after storms. Tidal scale morphological 
variability was high with onshore transport linked to infiltration in the upper-swash. 
• A highly dynamic beach step that migrates onshore and offshore with the flood and 
ebb tide respectively was present. The step was located at the point of sediment 
convergence between the breakers and shoaling waves and is potentially therefore the 
gravel beach equivalent of a breakpoint bar. The energetics of Chapter 4 indicate 
sediment convergence at the breakpoint h/ht = 1-1.5, and it is at that relative cross-
shore position that the step is located. 
• The presence and variability of the beach step may act to maintain the reflectivity of 
the beachface during storms. Increased inshore water depth maintains turbulent wave 
breaking at the base of the beach preventing the formation of a surf zone and 
subsequent bore penetration onto the beachface. The potential for offshore sediment 
transport in the swash zone is reduced and can only be accomplished by swash-
groundwater interaction. 
• Substantial quantities of gravel are transported by the swash, which are comparable to 
those measured on sand beaches. Considerable variation exists between individual 
swashes with large episodic events apparently transporting the majority of the gravel. 
The backwash load is approximately 0.6 of the uprush load and net transport was 
estimated to be approximately 1 kg per swash onshore. 
• Abrupt breaks in slope caused by the step and berms generate steep hydrodynamic 
gradients and the convergence and divergence of sediment. These are considered 
responsible for much of the morphodynamic variability of the gravel beach compared 
to sand beaches. 
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Chapter 8 Synthesis 
8. 1 Introduction 
The previous chapters have investigated various aspects of the hydrodynamics, 
groundwater and morphological change on a steep gravel beach and have revealed several 
important issues which merit further discussion. For example, incident frequency water 
motions dominate the nearshore and the increasing shoreward importance of subharmonic 
energy shown by previous studies is not observed. SimIlarly, edge waves, often assumed to 
be ubiquitous features of the gravel beach shoreline, are conspicuous by their absence. The 
beachface morphology is dominated by highly active multiple berms, which adjust their 
position and extent depending on the shoreline elevation, but it is potentially the continual 
presence of a beach step, close to the break point, which provides the dominant control on the 
beachface evolution. 
Sediment transport and morphological change in the swash zone have displayed a 
consistent pattern of accretion in the upper-swash and limited change across the remainder of 
the beachface. It has been suggested in Sections 4.7.3 and 6.5 that a simple model may be 
able to recreate some of the ensuing morphological change and this is investigated using a 
simple heuristic shape function in Section 8.5. 
Morphodynamic feedback is an integral property of beaches (Cow ell and Thorn, 1995) 
and should be considered with respect to Slapton Sands and gravel beaches in general. The 
beach step provides an example of feedback between morphology and hydrodynamics, which 
influences the beach as a whole, but also provides bed-scale feedback influencing sediment 
dynamics. The scale of feedback between morphology and hydro- and sediment dynamics 
will be explored, based on the observations contained within the preceding chapters. 
This chapter will conclude by making suggestions as to aspects of the gravel beach 
morphodynamic system which require further investigation. 
8.2 Gravel beach hydrodynamics 
The hydrodynamic process signature of Slapton Sands (Figure 4-13) demonstrates that 
incident frequency energy dominates water motions across all regions of the nearshore; 
infragravity oscillations are negligible and subharmonic motions contribute, at most, 20% of 
the total energy. The lack of infragravity energy is expected, since the steepness of the beach 
precludes its generation. Although a wide spectrum of wave heights and frequencies is 
present, the position of the break point remains relatively constant since the beach step 
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maintains inshore water depth and waves only break at the abrupt change in water depth over 
the step. There is, therefore, little infragravity energy because there is no wide shoaling 
region to cause the bound long-wave to shoal (Symonds et al., 1982), and no wide surf zone 
populated by depth-limited wave bores (Guza and Thornton, 1982), which may be subject to 
overtaking and capture (Bradshaw, 1982). The source of low-frequency motion that remains 
is through the swash interaction component, which Mase (1995) demonstrated may cause a 
frequency down-shift, from incident to low-frequency, of swash oscillations. 
The findings regarding subharmonic energy are contrary to those of Wright and Short 
(1984). They observed a steady increase in subharmonic energy moving landwards and, by 
the shoreline, this subharmonic energy dominated the energy spectrum. Wright and Short 
(1984) interpreted this subharmonic energy as edge waves, standing alongshore, consistent 
with the conclusions of Huntley and Bowen (1973) and Guza and Davis (1974) that 
subharmonic edge waves are the most easily excited under reflective conditions. 
It follows from the relative lack of subharmonic energy observed at Slapton that 
subharmonic edge wave motions were also minimal. During the course of IS-tides sampled 
at Slapton, during two separate field surveys, phase differences between p, u and v indicated 
that mode-zero standing subharmonic edge waves may only have been significantly present 
for at most 1 tide. The lack of edge wave motions is somewhat surprising considering the 
findings of Huntley and Bowen (1973a; 1973b), who first established the presence of edge 
waves on a beach whilst working at Slapton, and the subsequent work of amongst others 
(Guza and Davis, 1974; Huntley and Bowen, 1978; Holman and Bowen, 1979), but it 
highlights that subharmonic edge waves are perhaps not as omnipresent on steep beaches as 
has often been assumed (e.g., Wright and Short, 1984; Carter and Orford, 1984; 1993; 
Sherman et al., 1993). It is impossible to state with any certainty why Slapton was not 
populated by subharmonic energy and edge waves during this research. The small, short 
period wind-waves that dominate the data set, lack of time variations in the width of the surf 
zone and/or in the periodic elevation of set-up in response to wave groups, which have been 
linked to subharmonic edge wave generation (Symonds et aI., 1982) may all have been 
influential. It may just be that edge waves are only active when a particular arrangement of 
hydro- morphodynamics is in place to cause some initial perturbation or instability. 
Alternatively, the subharmonic motions identified by Huntley and Bowen (1973a; 1973b) 
may not have been edge waves, because no longshore array of current meters were deployed, 
or f-k spectrum produced, to fully confirm edge wave motions. 
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Steep beaches are usually classified as reflective following Wright and Short (1984), 
but gravel beaches, although steep, possess several attributes that set them apart from sand 
beaches (Carter and Orford, 1993). In particular, gravel beaches do not form bar morphology, 
even under severe storm conditions (Masselink and Hughes, 2003). Shoreline wave reflection 
is shown to be strongly frequency-dependent; infragravity frequency motions are almost 
completely reflected, whilst approximately 50% of the gravity-band water motions reflect. 
The reflection of the gravity-band water motions is perhaps less than would be expected from 
a beach slope which commonly exceeds tanp::O.15, especially since Miles et al., (2001) find 
c. 30% reflection from a beach with slope tanp::0.05. However, when it is considered that 
wave breaking was principally at the plunging-surging transition and frequently violent, 
significant quantities of energy must have been dissipated, as opposed to reflected. The 
dependence of wave reflection on beach gradient is indicated by the positive correlation 
between Rand gb. The coarse grain size (high permeability) of the beachface leads to a 
degree of internal dissipativeness, much like a rubble mound breakwater, where energy is 
dissipated by turbulent run-up within and over the structure (Massel and Mei, 1977; Madsen, 
1983; Kobayashi et aI., 1991; Wurjanto and Kobayashi, 1993; Losada et al., 1995); internal 
dissipation of energy also provides a pathway for the transferral of energy from the incoming 
waves to the groundwater system (Losada et al., 1998). 
The higher-order velocity moments such as skewness have been used to describe the 
wave transformations which occur as waves shoal, break and run-up. Cross-shore sediment 
transport can be derived from these velocity moments using the energetics approach of 
Bailard (1981) (Equation 4-1). By plotting the cross-shore distribution of skewness against 
the normalised water depth a shape function is obtained which may be used to describe the 
cross-shore gradient in sediment flux (Russell and Huntley, 1999). When one compares the 
beach profile, which would be formed under the energetics shape function, with the berm/step 
morphology at Slapton it is apparent that they are dissimilar; the energetics shape function 
would form a high tide berm but also a breakpoint bar, which it has previously been suggested 
does not occur on gravel beaches. Ultimately, this is not an unsurprising outcome because 
Bailard's model assumes sand is suspended by waves and transported by the means flow 
which are dominated by the bed return flow. 
B.3 Swash-groundwater interaction 
Chapters 5 and 6 clearly demonstrate that there is considerable exchange of water 
between the swash and groundwater across the swash zone. It is apparent that this exchange 
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occurs primarily at incident-frequencies (i.e. swash frequencies), but moving landwards 
through the swash zone, low-frequencies become increasingly important in both the swash 
and groundwater domains introducing asymmetry between filling and draining the beach. 
The origin of this frequency-downshift is not completely clear but the attenuation of the input 
sw ash signal by the beach matrix (Waddell, 1976; Hegge and Masselink, 1991) and the 
reduced beachface swash inundation moving landwards are considered influential. Since the 
swash time series is not a continuous signal, reducing the inundation at a particular beachface 
elevation effectively reduces the frequency of the oscillation. Other possible origins of this 
downshift are the local generation of low-frequency motion or a non-linear transfer from 
higher-frequencies as waves shoal, break and run-up. 
The transferral of energy from the swash to the groundwater is frequency-dependent. 
At higher-frequencies (> 0.1 Hz), the transfer is almost instantaneous across the whole swash 
zone, but at frequencies < 0.1 Hz, a significant lag that increases moving landwards becomes 
apparent. This observation, together with the demonstration that the water table rises when no 
swash is overhead (Figure 5-3), leads to the development of the dual pathway infiltration 
model (Figure 5-11). Whilst demonstrating that fluid mass can be added to the groundwater 
by two distinct pathways, this model also highlights the importance of the swash-scale 
asymmetry in the water table oscillations. This causes the water table exit point to migrate 
across the swash zone and as a result there is a region of the beachface that is sequentially 
saturated and unsaturated and therefore highly influential in morphodynamic change 
(Waddell, 1976). 
8.4 Sediment transport and morphological change 
Sediment transport is dominantly onshore-directed (except during storms) and this is 
reflected in the observed morphological changes. Depositional berms are moved up and 
down the beachface, the direction dependent on the stage of the spring-to-neap tidal cycle, by 
the accretion of gravel in the upper-swash. The elevation of the berm crest is closely linked to 
the maximum run-up elevation. Swash overtopping the berm crest carries sediment 
landwards of the berm, which is stranded because the overtopping water infiltrates and does 
not backwash (Figure 8-1). The snapshot image shows swash running up on the face of the 
berm but does not provide much further information, however the IQ-min sigma image 
plainly illustrates swash overtopping the berm crest and running down the back-berm region. 
Clearly this water cannot return seawards as backwash, and must infiltrate into the 
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unsaturated beach where it is incorporated into the groundwater; therefore sediment that is 
washed over the berm crest is stranded landward of the crest. 
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Figure 8-1 : Mechanism of onshore berm migration by swash overtopping. (a) Video snapshot of swash on the 
berm face; and (b) 10-min sigma image of berm overtopping . 
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Figure 8-2: Summary of the observed pattern of berm migration at Slapton Sands. (a) During the transition from 
neap-ta-spring tides, sediment moved upslope is washed over the existing berm crest, establishing a new berm 
crest further landwards. As the run-up level (R) increases the berm crest progressively moves onshore. (b) 
During the transition from spring-to-neap tides sediment is added to the seaward face of the existing berm as R 
decreases, increasing the width of the existing berm or establishing new berms to seaward. 
During the transition from neap-to-spring tides, when the water level increases the berm 
is rolled over landwards (Figure 8-2a). Conversely, during the period of decreasing water 
levels, as tides change from spring-to-neap, sediment is added to the seaward face of the 
existing berm and new berms are formed to seawards (Figure 8-2b). The region of accretion 
(berm building) correlates closely with the location of the sw ash recharge zone (SRZ), where 
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infiltration losses induce strong swash volume asymmetry. It is the rapid (sw ash frequency) 
migration of the exit point across the beachface that enables the SRZ to persist throughout the 
tide. If the MWS and exit point were to decouple, as occurs on a sand beach (Turner, 1995), 
an extensive seepage face would develop during the ebb tide, aided by capillarity effects, and 
sediment transport would become offshore (Duncan, 1964; Eliot and Clarke, 1988; Kulkarni, 
2004). It is the coarse grain size of the gravel beach that is directly responsible for the 
persistent onshore transport over the entire tidal cycle. 
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Figure 8-3: Conceptual model of beach step morphology from Bauer and Alien (1995). Dashed lines indicate 
prior beach profile, large double arrows net sediment transport and single arrows step sediment transport. The 
model includes beach step initiation (left side of diagram) and infilling (right side of diagram) with accretional 
(bottom of diagram) and erosional (top of diagram) phases. 
Swash zone morphological change during tidal inundation is considerable. In addition 
to the previously described berm accretion in the upper-swash, the mid- and lower-swash 
show strong accretion and erosion, respectively. These changes are principally due to the 
migration of the step under the breakpoint throughout the tidal cycle. It is interesting to 
compare the observed step morphodynamics with the conceptual model presented by Bauer 
and Allen (1995) (Figure 8-3). The initiation and infilling stages of the model, which lead to 
foreshore flattening and step elimination, respectively are not observed at Slapton since the 
step is an not an ephemeral feature, so does not have these end stages. Bauer and Allen' s 
(1995) step face retreat refers to the onshore migration of the step under a rising tide, where 
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sediment is eroded from the steep face of the step and moved seaward. At Slapton, during the 
onshore migration, sediment eroded from the step face is moved onshore, and deposited 
landwards of the step crest in the lower-swash, where it is moved upslope (Figure 8-4a). 
Therefore it could be argued that instead of being an erosional process (Bauer and Allen, 
1995), onshore migration (step face retreat) is actually achieved through accretion. The 
reverse occurs during the ebb tide; the step migrates offshore with the retreating breakpoint 
and some sediment is eroded from the lower-swash and integrated into the step face (Figure 
8-4b). Sediment in the lower-swash continues to move upslope. Throughout all stages of the 
tide, sediment must be advected landward from the nearshore to maintain the step; otherwise 
the step would shrink due to the sediment moved upslope into the swash zone. Little or no 
evidence of the advance and retreat of the step remain on the intertidal beachface, but the 
depth of sediment activation clearly displays the maximum depth to which the step excavated 
the beachface. However, it does not account for the additional elevation gained by the 
accretion landwards of the step. 
(a) 
(b) 
Figure 8-4: Conceptual model of beach step adjustment observed during (a) the flood tide; and (b) the ebb tide. 
Solid arrows indicate transport of step sediments and dashed arrows sediment advected from the nearshore 
Instantaneous swash zone sediment transport is substantial and comparable to that 
previously observed on sand beaches (Table 7-4). Uprush transport was around 40% greater 
than backwash transport, reflecting the reduced backwash competence due to volume 
asymmetry. Observations suggested that the mode of sediment entrainment was dependent on 
the breaker type. Although, not supported by the field data, the difference in turbulence 
intensity levels between plunging and surging breakers (Galvin, 1964) means that the 
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observations may remain legitimate and that some shortcoming in the data collection may 
mask the differences. Indeed, morphodynamic feedback between the beach step and breaking 
waves is likely to contribute significantly to the step evolution, swash zone sediment transport 
and breaker type. 
8.5 A tentative approach to modeling gravel beach response 
Beach profile modelling has become very topical over recent years. Many studies have 
attempted to predict, with a variety of modelling methods, the evolution of beach profiles and 
beachface morphology (Schoones and Theron, 1995; Fisher and O'Hare, 1997; Rakha et al., 
1997; Li et al., 2001; Bernabeu et al., 2003; van Rijn et al., 2003; Marino-Tapia, 2003; 
Masselink, 2004; Miller and Dean, 2004; Trenhaile, 2004; Spielmann et aI., 2004; Pedrozo-
Acuna et al., 2005). These models can be broadly grouped into three categories, numerical, 
analytical and empirical, based on the complexity of the governing equations and the 
approach used in their solution. 
Numerical models typically use the non-linear shallow water or Boussinesq equations to 
derive nearshore velocities and the sediment transport rate is computed in each grid cell using 
a Bagnold-Bailard (Bailard, 1981) approach (e.g., Rakha et al., 1997; Li et al., 2001; 
Masselink and Li, 2001; Pedrozo-Acuna et al., 2005). Analytical models separate the 
nearshore into its constituent elements, and are usually based upon the beach attempting to 
assume an equilibrium profile, determined by the relative occurrence of swash, surf and 
shoaling processes (e.g., Bernabeu et al., 2003; Miller and Dean, 2004; Spielmann et al., 
2004). The empirical approach to profile modelling is based on observation and 
experimentation and one approach is that of the shape Junction (Fisher and O'Hare, 1996; 
Russell and HuntIey, 1999, Masselink, 2004; O'Hare et aI., 2005). The shape function plots 
the normalised velocity skewness as a function of the relative surf zone position and typically 
requires the application of Bailard's (1981) energetics equations and a wave transformation 
model to obtain sediment transport rates. 
The cross-shore morphological changes observed at Slapton, particularly the formation 
of berms, display the tendency for onshore sediment transport. A simplified form of shape 
function model, which expresses the net volumetric sediment flux directly as a function of the 
relative cross-shore position, is used to derive beach profile change. A simple cosine shape 
function with an added exponential decay has been used, which is derived from the measured 
energetics shape function (Figure 4-12), the observed pattern of accretion and erosion across 
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the SRZ (Figure 6-15), and observations of the beach step morphology and sediment trapping 
(Figure 7-6; Figure 7-8); it is termed the heuristic shape function 
q = -A cos[(Jrj2.55) exp(-h I hb )] 
for hlhb= -1-3 
(8-1) 
where q is the volumetric sediment flux, A is the amplitude of the shape function, h is the 
water depth and hb is the breaker depth (Figure 8-5). 
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Figure 8-5: Shape function of cross-shore sediment transport rate versus normalised water depth (local depth h 
divided by breaker depth hb). The shaded region represents the step region in the lower-swash. 
The shape function represents an onshore-directed sediment flux across the swash zone 
hlhb= -1--0.25, consistent with the observed net onshore transport from Chapter 6. This 
onshore transport is primarily associated with the greater sediment transport competence of 
the uprush caused by infiltration losses in the SRZ. The presence of the beach step implies 
that a region of strong sediment convergence exists at the transition from surf to swash, 
analogous to the sediment convergence observed on sandy beaches that forms a breakpoint 
bar. Workers on sandy beaches have had some success in predicting breakpoint bars using 
shape functions and therefore across the beach step region in the lower-swash hlhb= -0.75-0 
the shape function becomes negative to represent this sediment convergence. The energetics-
based shape function (Figure 4-12) indicates an onshore drift of sediment across the shoaling 
region, and the onshore morphological changes observed do not balance mass suggesting that 
sediment is sourced from the nearshore. Across the surf zone and nearshore region hlhb= 0-3, 
the shape function is positive to account for this onshore advection of sediment towards the 
step, which is subsequently transferred into the sw ash zone. This is contrary to the dominant 
offshore transport predicted by the Bailard approach across the surf zone, which is principally 
due to the bed return flow. 
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A convenient characteristic of the sediment flux formulation is that adjusting the 
amplitude and sign of A can modify the rate and direction of the sediment transport. 
Therefore A was arbitrarily set to 0.06 across the swash zone, 0.12 over the step and -0.006 
across the surf zone because realistic amounts of morphological change were obtained with 
these values. 
The current model functions in a similar way to those of Masselink (2004) and O'Hare 
et al. (2005), by advecting the shape function across the nearshore with the tide; the model 
operates on a 5-min time step and 0.5 m grid spacing. and can be forced by both real and 
simulated waves and tides. At each time step the cross-shore distribution of the sediment flux 
is computed using the shape function. After 1 h of simulation, the net hourly sediment flux is 
computed and is used to update the existing profile. 
A key consideration of this model was to extend the shape function into the swash zone. 
This presents difficulties when using the normalised water depth hlhb as an indicator of cross-
shore position because this tends to zero at the transition between the surf and swash zones 
(Russell and Huntley, 1999; Masselink, 2004). To over come this problem, negative values 
of hlhb were permitted, to simulate the intermittently exposed swash zone. The swash zone 
extends to hlhb= -1, so the run-up limit is at an elevation hb above the shoreline. Of equal 
importance is the determination of the breaker depth since it separates the region of wave 
shoaling, which is usually associated with onshore sediment drift, from the surf zone where 
sediment transport is conventionally directed offshore. The model defines the breaker depth 
hb according to HJhb=l, where Hb is the significant breaker height. This places the start of the 
modelled surf zone very close inshore, and well within the inner-surf zone of Thomton and 
Guza (1982). 
8.5.1 Forcing the model with harmonic tides and constant waves 
The model was initially forced using a periodic tidal signal and constant wave 
conditions for a 2-week period. When forced with low wave conditions (H=O.3 m), a berm 
feature forms at the high tide level and a trough at the low tide level (Figure 8-6); sediment 
transport is low across the intertidal region. When forced by higher energy conditions 
(H=0.6 m), the outcome is very similar, but the vertical extent of the morphological change is 
approximately doubled whilst the horizontal change increases marginally. The shape and 
cross-shore scale of the berm is similar to those observed at Slapton and the concave profile 
seaward of the berm is also consistent with the measured profiles. Immediately landwards of 
the low tide trough region is a narrow zone of accretion. It is therefore possible that the 
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divergence of sediment at x = 33 m represents the beach step. The majority of the 
morphological change is confined to the high and low water elevations and this is attributed to 
the relative tidal stationarity at these elevations, compared to the rapid tidal translation across 
the intertidal region. 
The model was subsequently run over a 2-week period with the introduction of a 
spring-to-neap tidal variation obtained by combining the two main tidal constituents (M2 and 
S2); wave conditions remained constant. The results obtained are essentially similar to the 
first simulation, however, the bar and step/trough features are more subdued (see also 
Masselink, 2004) but of increased width, and the intertidal region around MSL indicates more 
change. The reason for these differences is the variation in tidal elevation. Variable high and 
low water elevations smooth the emergent morphology, and the falling water level during the 
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wave conditions and an initial planar profile with a gradient of 0.2. (a) Tidal variations; (b) morphological change; 
and (c) resultant beach profile. 
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Figure 8 ... 7: Model results over a 14-day period using a spring tide range of 7 m and neap tide range of 3 m, 
constant wave conditions and an initial planar profile with a gradient of 0.2. (a) Tidal variations; (b) morphological 
change; and (c) resultant beach profile. 
transition from spring-to-neaps narrows the spatial extent of the active beachface causing 
sediment to be dragged down from the berm and pushed upslope from the step/trough. The 
exposure of the intertidal region to wave action increases and this is reflected in the greater 
morphological change between high water neap (HWN) and low water neap (L WN). The 
difference between higher and lower wave energies is similar to that observed with the 
periodic tide. 
8.5.2 Forcing with real tides and waves 
Following the initial simulation with periodic tides and constant waves, the model was 
forced using measured tides and waves. Two weeks of wave and tide data collected at 
Slapton during Fieldwork 2 were used to force the model (Figure 8-8a-b). The model was 
run over a two-week spring-to ... neap cycle and the results illustrate the development of berm 
and step/trough features similar to the previous simulation (Figure 8-8c-d). Initially the berm 
and step/trough are very slow to develop and are located at the tidal maxima and minima 
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Figure 8-8: Simulated beach profile evolution obtained by advecting the shape function across the initially planar 
beach under the influence of measured tide and wave conditions. (a) Time series of water level; (b) significant 
wave height; (c) daily evolution of the beach profile, successively offset by 1 m; and (d) daily residual profiles 
offset by 1 m. Dashed lines indicate the previous days profile. Circles indicate the maximum and minimum tidal 
elevation for each daily profile. 
under the low wave conditions of the first 5 days. The arrival of 1 m waves on day six, and 
the progression to neaps sees the rapid development of the berm and step/trough and their 
widening and eventual near-coalescence around MSL. As the tides return towards springs, 
vertical growth continues over the berm and trough until the final day of the simulation when 
increased wave height results in some cut back. The shape of the berm is comparable with 
that observed in the field, but its height is over estimated and the position of the step/trough 
feature is too far landwards; observations of the beach step indicate that it remains close to the 
breakpoint throughout the tidal cycle. 
It is interesting to observe how a very simple heuristic model can reproduce some the 
basic berm morphology that evolves on a gravel beach, but whilst a high tide berm feature 
develops, its height is somewhat unrealistic and at times its seawards face rather steep 
suggesting a lack of feedback processes. The presence of the step/trough below MSL would 
also appear to show some similarities to the recorded presence of the beach step at Slapton. 
The berm-trough morphology was also observed during a recent attempt to reproduce gravel 
beach profile changes by Pedrozo-Acuna et al. (2005) who used a numerical model; coupling 
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a bedload transport formulation to Boussinesq derived velocities, and compared their results 
to those obtained in a large wave flume experiment. Pedrozo-Acuna et al. (2005) succeeded 
in reproducing the berm formation and steepening of the swash zone above the MWL by 
moving upslope sediment eroded from below the MWL thereby forming the trough. 
However, the trough formed by Pedrozo-Acuna et al. (2005) shows few similarities to a step-
like feature. To achieve these changes, the friction factor and transport efficiency were set 
larger for uprush than backwash, which essentially account for swash-groundwater 
interactions; indeed if friction and efficiency were equal for uprush and backwash the features 
predicted were reversed. 
Although the heuristic shape function model has reproduced some of the morphological 
features observed in the field, its use as a predictive tool is currently somewhat limited to low 
energy conditions and a single fieldsite. The amplitude of the shape function is currently set 
to values that provide realistic rates of change and therefore it lacks the ability to account for 
morphodynamic feedback. The actual rate of sediment transport clearly possesses wave 
height dependence, with onshore transport increasing with energy up to some threshold 
whereby the transport direction switches to offshore; therefore the shape function amplitude 
must also incorporate this energy dependence. However, the key area in which the model 
formulation is lacking is in the sediment transport around the step region. The step provides 
strong evidence for a region of sediment convergence, and is analogous to a breakpoint bar, at 
the transition between the nearshore and swash zones. The unbalanced sediment budget 
during onshore morphological change, supported by observations during sediment trapping 
and rapid profiling, indicate that sediment is advected into the swash zone from the nearshore 
and must therefore pass through the step. The shortage of hydrodynamic data from the step 
region, combined with the lack of depth-integrated flow velocity data, currently limits further 
modification of the model, since no link between incident energy levels and sediment 
transport based on measured data in can be drawn. If a complete depth-integrated sediment 
transport data set could be collected across the nearshore and swash zones, which clearly 
demonstrated sediment convergence at the step, a more representative shape function of 
greater applicability could be produced. 
8.6 Morphodynamic feedback; the potential role of the step 
As previously mentioned, the location and migration of the beach step suggests that it 
may be highly influential in the morphodynamics of steep gravel beaches. The abrupt change 
in water depth over the step forces wave breaking. The step responds to increasing wave 
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energy by increasing in height and thereby maintaining inshore water depth; this prevents the 
formation of a wide spilling surf zone and associated offshore sediment transport (Hughes and 
Cowell, 1987). This feedback between step and wave energy reduces the sensitivity of the 
beachface to incident wave energy and allows the steep reflective profile to persist long into 
storms when it would otherwise have become more dissipative. 
A further function of the dynamic step may be that of a temporary sediment source/sink 
in the transferral of gravel from the nearshore to the swash zone. Gravel that is being moved 
landwards from the nearshore region must transit the step in order to reach the swash zone, so 
the hydrodynamics over the step must be sufficiently strong to enable gravel from the 
nearshore to bypass the step or be released from short-term storage within the step. The 
sediment, which constitutes the berm, is either derived from the nearshore, so is advected 
landwards by-passing the step, or it is derived from the step in which case the step must 
shrink. The field observations suggest that during the ebb tide the step does in fact shrink, 
because a proportion of the sediment deposited above the step crest is not moved offshore 
with the falling tide, but incorporated into the berm (Figure 7-6; Figure 8-4). Therefore, to 
ensure its persistence, sediment must continue to be advected into the step from the nearshore. 
Indeed, the step may be a component of a complex feedback mechanism involving 
wave breaking and sw ash zone sediment transport. As indicated by the results of the rapid 
profiling surveys, gravel accretes on the step crest during the flood tide, effectively decreasing 
the local beach gradient. The waves incident to the beachface are often at the plunging-
surging transition (Figure 3-9; Figure 7-7; Table 7-1), and the shallower beach gradient above 
the step (due to the accretion) will tend to force waves to plunge. Observations indicated that 
plunging breakers advected significant quantities of gravel into the lower-swash from the 
nearshore, subsequently increasing step elevation. During the ebb tide, when sediment is 
moved from the lower-swash into the step as the step migrates offshore, and the beach 
gradient above the step steepens, which may encourage waves to surge. The backwash of 
surging breakers seemed to initiate significant backwash sediment transport, which potentially 
avalanches sediment down the step, eroding the lower-swash further, decreasing the overall 
step elevation and steepness and aiding its offshore migration. This is currently a somewhat 
tenuous link, given that Section 7.4.3 demonstrates no significant difference between the 
sediment loads of plunging and surging breakers, but the role of the step in the nearshore of a 
gravel beach necessitates further investigation. 
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conditions groundwater oscillations may positively feedback to the backwash and initiate 
offshore sediment transport and berm cut. During storms, wind and wave set-up are enhanced 
and run-up consistently over-tops the berm crest. Some sediment over-washes the berm crest 
and is carried up slope by the uprush, which subsequently infiltrates. The high permeability 
and rapid water table response of the gravel beach initially enables the beachface landwards 
of the berm crest to remain unsaturated, but the rate and volume of swash over-topping may 
become so great that the beach is unable to drain, and it therefore becomes saturated. Figure 
8-9, a photograph taken at Slapton during the storm of T23 (Fieldwork 2) prior to berm cut, 
shows water pooling on the upper-beach landwards of the berm crest, and seaward of the 
berm a seepage face is visible; the berm was subsequently cut and the beachface developed a 
convex profile. It is suggested that the development of a seepage face switches swash 
asymmetry to favour backwash transport and consequently the swash becomes erosive 
(Duncan, 1964; Eliot and Clarke, 1986); indeed, Katoh and Yanagishima ( 1992) found the 
observed level of the water table to correlate with the critical elevation of the berm cut, 
supporting this observation. 
Figure 8-9: Water pooling landwards of the berm crest during storm conditions at Slapton, prior to the removal of 
the berm. 
8.7 Suggested further work 
A number of areas have been identified by this study, which require further research. In 
particular: (1) the morphodynamic role of the beach step; (2) rapid profile adjustments; (3) the 
mode of sediment entrainment; (4) the vertical velocity gradient during uprush and backwash; 
and (5) the through-flow of water within the beach. 
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mode of sediment entrainment; (4) the vertical velocity gradient during uprush and backwash; 
and (5) the through-flow of water within the beach. 
The preceding sections have alluded to the importance of the beach step as a significant 
component of the beachface and the step plays a important role in the feedback mechanisms, 
which control morphology, sediment transport and wave breaking. Although several models 
exist that that attempt to explain step formation and evolution (e.g., Miller and Zeigler, 1958; 
Larsen and Sunamura, 1993; Bauer and Alien, 1995), high frequency field measurements of 
step morphology and especially the hydrodynamics over the step are lacking. It would be 
advantageous to measure, in the field, changes in water depth and flow velocity across a step 
whilst coincidently measuring the step profile and cross-shore position. This would be 
possible with an array of ECMs or ADVs and PIs to record hydrodynamics and either a 
ripple profiling sonar or underwater video camera to monitor morphology. 
The beach profile across the swash zone has been measured during tidal inundation 
using the rapid profiling method, but ideally measurements are required at similar frequencies 
to the hydrodynamic instruments (4-8 Hz) because bed elevation changes frequently occur at 
sw ash timescales. This can be achieved where the beach is permanently submerged using 
acoustic altimeters, but in the intermittently inundated and very shallow swash zone, acoustic 
instruments become dysfunctional. A better choice maybe multiple ultrasonic distance 
sensors (Ganderton, 2005 pers. corn.), which function when the beachface is exposed between 
sw ash events, recording a cross-shore transect of the swash zone elevation. 
The mode of sediment entrainment in the swash zone is critical for evaluating sediment 
transport and morphological change, and essential for modelling sediment transport. Whether 
sediment in the uprush is entrained by locally generated shear stresses or advected into the 
swash zone from the surf zone by wave breaking and bore collapse is the subject of much 
recent and ongoing debate; see Masselink and Puleo (in press) for a review. It is unlikely that 
either process is mutually exclusive, but some method of discerning the entrainment modes is 
required. Current techniques have generally attempted to measure the cross-shore distribution 
of sediment load (Jackson et al., 2004), determine the sources of sw ash zone turbulence (Butt 
et al., 2004), or directly measure bed shear stresses (Conley and Griffin, 2003). The 
application of these methods to the swash zone and nearshore regions of a gravel beach, or 
alternatively the use of tracer to distinguish the sources and pathways of sediment on the 
beachface would significantly enhance current understanding. 
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It has been suggested that swash interactions create flow velocity shear in the mid-water 
column (Section 6.3.3). During this study, ECMs were only deployed at one fixed elevation 
above the bed (0.03 m) and it is therefore not possible to determine if such a velocity shear 
was present. Field measurements under incident swash conditions have demonstrated a well 
developed turbulent boundary layer with an approximately logarithmic profile (Raubenheimer 
et al., 2002), which extends at least 0.05 m, and probably further, from the bed (Masselink et 
al., 2005). In order to accurately measure the cross-shore velocities, and determine the 
existence (or not) of vertically stratified flow, it would be advantageous to deploy a vertical 
array of ECMs in the swash from close to the bed and extending to an elevation above the 
boundary layer into the free-stream. 
The circulation of water within the beach matrix has been shown to influence the 
sediment transport processes on the beachface, particularly across the swash zone. It has also 
been shown that due to the elevation of the freshwater lagoon landwards of the barrier, there 
is generally a seaward-directed groundwater gradient through the barrier; the result of which 
is that water infiltrating on the beachface should flow seawards. What remains unclear are the 
dynamics of this groundwater gradient and whether it causes seepage below the MWL, since 
it is dependent on variations in the lagoonal water level and the barrier stratigraphy. It would 
be beneficial to extract a transect of sediment cores across the barrier, and install long-term 
self-logging piezometers to record the flow-net with the barrier at seasonal timescales. 
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This project was the first to utilise a range of techniques, many applied simultaneously, 
to record hydrodynamics, morphological change and sediment transport from the swash zone 
and nearshore of a steep gravel beach. This provides the most complete short-term process-
based investigation of gravel beach morphodynamics to date, and fills some of the knowledge 
gap that exists between sand and gravel beaches. The results highlight several key differences 
between the behaviour of groundwater on gravel and sand beaches, and also provide the first 
field data as evidence of several long-standing hypotheses of gravel beach behaviour. 
Throughout this project it has been shown that, with the direct burial of pressure 
transducers into the beachface below the elevation of the water table and the maintenance of 
current meters at a constant elevation above the bed, it is possible to obtain detailed 
measurements of swash and groundwater-Ievel motions on a gravel beach. However, some of 
the key findings of this project relate to the practical issues of sampling the hydrodynamics 
and morphology of a steep gravel beach. It is apparent that using current state-of-the-art in-
situ instrumentation, it is only possible to sample within a relatively narrow window of wave 
conditions (Hb = 0.2-1 m). During more energetic conditions, high plunging breakers at the 
base of the beach damage instrumentation through the force of breaking and via grain impacts 
due to the volume of sediment that is mobilised into the water column. Rates of 
morphological change become so great that it is not possible to keep instrumentation within a 
constant frame of reference on the beachface-the beachface elevation may change by several 
centimetres during a single swash event. During calmer conditions (Hb < 0.2 m), threshold 
values for sediment transport are rarely exceeded and it becomes difficult to measure the 
resultant small changes in morphology. 
Incident frequency water motions (0.1 Hz < f < 0.5 Hz) dominated the cross-shore 
hydrodynamics. As energy dissipation occurs towards the shoreline there was some growth 
of energy at the first harmonic (2Ts)' but infragravity if < 0.05 Hz) and subharmonic (0.5Ts) 
energy remain less than 5% and 10% of the total respectively. The relative lack of 
infragravity-frequency motions is attributed to the narrow region of wave breaking, which 
remains unsaturated, and the lack of swell. Therefore when using an energetics approach to 
model sediment transport, the long-wave components can be largely ignored. 
Subharmonic standing edge waves were only active during a single tide at Slapton and 
cuspate morphology was conspicuous by its absence. The lack of edge waves was initially 
somewhat surprising considering the general acceptance in the literature of edge waves 
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populating steep beaches, however, the waves incident to Slapton were predominantly small 
(Hb = 0.2-0.6 m), short-period (Ts < 8 s), wind waves and devoid of swell (Ts > 10 s). These 
conditions are not favourable for edge wave forcing and it is interesting to note that the one 
tide during which edge waves were active had the longest period waves Ts = 8.2 s. Therefore 
edge waves are probably only excited on gravel beaches when exposed to longer-period swell. 
The groundwater-Ievel in the upper-swash experiences swash frequency water table 
motions when no swash is overhead on the beachface. These motions are not due to vertical 
infiltration, but rather the horizontal flux of water into the beach matrix across the lower 
beachface, highlighted by the frequency dependent transmission of energy from swash to 
groundwater. High-frequency (> 0.1 Hz) motions are transmitted almost instantaneously 
« 0.5 s), while low-frequency « 0.1 Hz) motions are lagged by up to 3.8 s in the upper 
sw ash. This leads to the development of a dual infiltration pathway model whereby two 
distinct pathways co-exist and function to transfer fluid mass from the sw ash to the 
groundwater. A proportion of the swash mass runs horizontally into the beachface due to the 
highly porous gravel substrate (PI), but the additional resistance of the beachface results in 
swash over-running the water table exit point and infiltrating vertically into the beach (P2). 
Importantly, both pathways are forced by swash, but the occurrence and scale of P2 depends 
on the frequency of upper-swash inundation. The occurrence of PI is maximised for coarser 
grain sizes whereas for sandy beaches P2 will be the dominant infiltration pathway. 
Simple morphodynamic models of beachface development, such as that of Duncan 
(1964), cannot be directly applied to gravel beaches. They do not explain the accretion that 
occurs during the ebb tide, since on sandy beaches this period is usually erosionary due to 
groundwater seepage. The groundwater table of a steep gravel beach remains closely linked 
to the tidal level preventing seepage face development, and during a five-hour period over 
high tide the maximum difference between the tide and groundwater levels was 0.06 m. 
It is sw ash volume asymmetry the causes the dominant accretionary morphological 
change. Around 25% of the uprush volume infiltrates into the beachface, weakening the 
backwash by 50% with respect to the uprush. Swash fluxes displayed a cross-shore gradient 
in asymmetry characterised by infiltration over the unsaturated swash recharge zone (SRZ) in 
the upper third of the sw ash zone above water table exit point. During the calm conditions 
experienced for the majority of the fieldwork, the SRZ was 1 m wide and was characterised 
by strong accretion (up to 1 cm min-'). The lack of tidal-scale groundwater-Ievel asymmetry 
ensured that the SRZ remained accretionary over the entire high tide period. 
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Short-term morphological change at Slapton Sands was mainly due to berm migration 
and predominantly onshore-directed. Four modes of berm response were observed, related to 
the changes in water level during the phases of the spring-to-neap tidal cycle. Berms roll-over 
landwards during increasing tidal levels through onshore sediment transport and crest wash-
over. During faIling tidal levels berms regress offshore with veneers of sediment layered onto 
the berm face. Offshore sediment transport only occurred under highly energetic storm 
conditions and it is difficult to visualise any processes capable of causing offshore transport 
during calm or moderately energetic conditions. 
A highly dynamic beach step was located at, and migrated with, the breakpoint. During 
calm conditions (Hb < 0.5 m), the step could reach a total height 0.6 m. The importance of the 
step has been highlighted in two key areas. By maintaining inshore water depth during 
energetic conditions, the step prevents the formation of a wide dissipative surf zone and 
reduces the potential for offshore sediment transport-it therefore desensitises the beachface 
to changes in wave conditions. Secondly, the step is located at a point of sediment 
convergence, and is probably the gravel beach equivalent to the breakpoint bars commonly 
observed on sandy beaches. The understanding of step dynamics is therefore essential to 
successfully model gravel beach morphodynamics. 
Substantial quantities of gravel are transported by the swash. Total sediment loads of 
20 kg per metre width of beachface were frequently recorded in both the uprush and 
backwash and the net sediment transport was estimated to be around 1 kg per sw ash onshore. 
These measurements are of the same order of magnitude as those obtained from sandy 
beaches even though the thresholds of motions are significantly larger and transport modes 
different. One must therefore consider other effects of the coarse sediment size such as bed 
roughness and the steep hydrodynamic gradients over berms and steps when modelling 
sediment transport on gravel beaches. 
During steady state quiescent conditions, sediment transport on fine gravel barrier-
beaches is onshore, increasing the beach volume and raising crest elevation. It is the periodic 
extreme storm events, which result in massive erosion and the lowering of the beach elevation 
that threaten the barrier integrity. It is clear that the key to the long-term appreciation of the 
morphodynamic processes, and thus the development of a successful management plan for 
environments such as those of Start Bay, requires the application of measurements to 
understand both the steady and extreme processes, and critically their interaction. This will 
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allow the formation of predictive tools and models, and the subsequent derivation of real-
world solutions from experimental data. 
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